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      Sjálfur leið þú sjálfan þig -  thou thyself lead thyself.   
 
 

Óðsmál  -  The Unseen Reality 
Understanding Allegory and Symbolic Language of 

Myths and Ancient Poems   -   On Heathenry‘s Abyss 
 
May 13th 2013 - ISBN 978 9935 409 84 3                                 available on Amazon 
- by Guðrún Kristín Magnúsdóttir, Göia goði                          and  

mmedia.is/odsmal/odsmal 
An illustrated dictionary for the badly illiterate on  

     Norse and Germanic myths and poems. 
 

                         Science of Consciousness 
 

-Now, what would that be?  Science of Consciousness? 
-Revived by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, known as Maharishi Vedic Science,  

is purified Vedic Science from Vedic Golden Age -- and also modern science 
(as far as it has yet come today). 

Maharishi also inspires research on ancient knowledge of our reverent 
forefathers, as he knows pure spiritualiy to be found in the great ancient 
traditions.  That is why I am doing this. 

 
I met Maharishiji first in 1962. He was teaching the whole world TM. 
He was heightening the world consciousness, welcoming sat-yuga to us. 

 
Maharishi, being an enlightened man, and a physicist,  

and the greatest sage of our age,  
           explains all in a way that every man can understand. 
 

Every man where-ever he may be on his evolutionary path, can understand, 
because this is about ourselves  -  that Unseen Reality. 

 
Our myths and poems have layers of understanding, contain 

allegory, symbolic language, and some funny metaphors. 

 
  Understanding depends upon the purity of the thinking man. 
 

Everyone can learn the easy delightful short-cut technique to enlightenment. 
Our highly evolved human nervous system, Sleipnir, is all we need.  

   (Sleipnir human nervous system my theory)                         SLEIPNIR 
 
-WHY SPEND TIME ON SCIENCE OF CONSCIOUSNESS? 

 
-Someone has to tell us why we should start understanding, 

and what there is to be understood. 
In our modern education and religions (expensive as they are) 
 

WE ARE DEPRIVED OF THE SUPREME WISDOM! 
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There are categories of men. Each one is on his path.  
Each man is born to his next step. - His next step from the spot on which he is. 

Every man should live his own dharma,      (svadharma). 

Living the dharma of others       (paradharma), brings danger. 

So also should nations live their dharma, their forni siður, their ancient tradition, 
that evolved according to their land, their Laws of Nature, their own customs. 

 
Other people’s systems and traditions    -- too often threat-imposed upon us -- 
should be avoided. Leave them where they belong. 

But there is our beautiful family of nations,                   
vasudhaiva kútúmbakam 

 

       DO WE KNOW THE PURPOSE OF HUMAN LIFE ?   
       The purpose of man´s life is enlightenment. 

 
                 Every man´s goal. We should know. 
And always: 

              sjálfur leið þú sjálfan þig -  thou thyself lead thyself 
We have, for too long, been deprived of the understanding of why we live on 

earth. What we are here for.  
Shame on us not to understand our own priceless spiritual heritage. 
Shame on theocracies of the dark ages of ignorance for their egoistic purposes.  

Their mono-gods (one deva out of context) are devices for their egoistic purposes. 
Naïve men’s “faith in something” is “used” to manipulate. 

Too much emphasis was  --as a strategy--  put on men’s death, so lifespans of 

men went by un-used for their very purpose. Wasted. No-one knew.  
No-one taught. 

Those who tried to defend our forni siður, heathenry, were treated badly. 
 
   LIFE-SPANS HAVE A PURPOSE 

   DEATH OF A BODY IS A REST 
  Hel is bright and cold and no punishment.                                      

Hel / Helia            

Life-spans are for evolution,                                 Sanskrit vrí व ृto hide, cover 

death of a body is just a pause between life-spans. 
There is no individual evolution going on in Helja. She is just a rest.  
Hel hides something during the time we stay with her. (Now what would that be?) 

She is but a coffee-break between life-spans. 

Life-span is ævi in Icelandic. Ævi is the same word as Sanskrit aayus     . 
I have not found this word in other languages. If you do, please tell me.  
Hindi aajiivan (jiva) is individual soul. That is another word. 
 

    The research presented in this book, is based on Maharishi Science of 

Consciousness  -   which is all about adding yog to all spheres of life: 
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the necessity to transcend, nýsa niður.  (See Hávamál visa 138 and on.) 
  
* The wisdom, on basis of which the terms in our mythology are explained 

here, is accepted by grace of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi: 
 

Knowledge cannot be given 

knowledge can only be accepted 

 
Other credits: 

*  Knowledge of words’ and names’ equivalents in Sanskrit and  
    Icelandic/Old Norse /Norse mythology, is accepted from  
Keshava Deva Shastri (Indian) and Christian Andreas Holmboe (Danish).  

 
* Etymology in Icelandic, Íslensk orðsifjabók by Ásgeir Blöndal Magnússon. 

 
* My late teachers, Helgi Þorláksson and Grímur Helgason, taught me love for 
my mother-tongue and our cultural heritage. 

 
* Best of all is that my parents loved me. 
All bairns should be loved so they can gracefully and happily fulfill their healthy 

desires.  
Human desires are precious, and should always support Natural Law,  

so in turn men be supported by Nature, the Laws of Nature. 
 
Read also Den Forna seden by Östen Kjellman  

published by Valkyrie Förlag, Göteborg, sold out,  
reprinted later by his sons - they phoned me to tell me. 

 
Please do not confuse, on one hand, 

our spiritual heritage - poems and myths, Eddas,  
and, on the other hand,  

The Icelandic Sagas, Íslendingasögurnar. 
 
I wish to ask you to understand that sögurnar (the Sagas) are literature, written by 
Icelanders, probably, or most likely Irish settlers as The Sagas look very “Irishy”. 

They, as sögur (sagas, stories, authors’ works) are known to have been written/ 
composed in a certain period of time. 
They, though, take place in another period, happen in other times than the times in 
which they are written. Do not let stories trick you to see them as other than stories.  
All might be authors’ imagination. We cannot know for sure. They contain allegory. 

See Einar Pálsson. 
(We know, only too well, that we cannot believe history, as that is often a distorted 
image of the real happenings. Do we get duped by history-books?) 
 
On the other hand  -  not the Sagas, but the Eddas: 

      We claim the spiritual heritage, myths and poems, to be ancient,  

orally conveyed, 
      later on to have been saved and preserved in writings.  
Therefore not literature, but a heritage whose origin is unknown in time. 
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       Never violate Laws of Nature -- of which gods are presidents -- 
 
always live in accord and harmony with gods and goddesses 

grem eigi goð að þér by stupid behavior, words, thoughts, ideas, actions. 
(I.e. arouse not the wrath of Nature and Her flawless Laws whose presidents are the gods.) 

Note: the god’s name Forseti (in Glitnir) means president (for-seti, pre-sident). 

If we take and take from Nature, we are mere thieves. 

We shall give back. That we do by transcending, by practice of  योग, nýsa niður     

                                                                                                               (real yoga it has to be)            

we sacrifice our self                        (meiðm means: give equally to what is  recieved) 
as taught in Hávamál (vísa 138 and following)  my theory: yog, give back, MEIÐMAR 

    vindgameiður,  stólpi súla methi मथेि pillar   

    mjötviður mær, meiður, safaríkur, medhya मधे्य mjöður mead 

    madhú hunangssætt og yndislegt  (honey) मध ु

    त्वथियम्वस्त ुगोथवन्द त्य्भ्यमवे समर् पय े 
tvadiyamvastu, Govinda, tybhyameva samarpaye  þú ert fórnin, you are the sacrifice. 

And how do we sacrifice ourselves, pending, hanging, on that vinda- or vinga- 
or vindga-meiður? 

hanga hang  सञ्ज ्  sañj sajj    (Note: crucification might be a distorted idea of yog.) 

(samatva equanimity; yog is said to be) samatvam yóga utchyate समत्व ंयोग उच्यत े

Hávamál vísa 138 nýsta ek niður (in past tense of the verb) sounds much like  

        ní-stha  standing firm in the oneness,  

        sva-sthi and sva-stha  is: standing in one’s Self, whole and healthy, 

    I given to myself, Óðinn given to Óðinn. Real yog, in oneness. 
 
For terms in Norse mythology derived from Sanskrit  
- according to C.A. Holmboe and Keshava Deva Shastri; their books not easily available -- 
you can buy from Amazon: “Krakka-Óðsmál in fornu, 29.skræða íslenzka og samskrít”,  
ISBN 978 9935 409 70 6 -- some marvelous correlations listed here in this small book. 

 
WHY WOULD WE SPEND TIME ON THAT “NÝSA NIÐUR”? 

 

We transcend to gain our due role in life:                                        VALHÖLL 
to keep Nature in perfect order and harmony,  

and                                                                                                   
    to become pure, find the pathless path to Valhöll. Fully alive    

in this present life-span, preferably.   Valhöll is a                             (my theory) 
                               heightened state of consciousness of a living man. 
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We transcend to re-set the perfect rhythm, tune in to the perfect orderliness 
of ginnungagap 

 we so purify our body and mind to their due perfection. 

Also: 
We should pay attention to our behavior, our thoughts, our actions. 

We should pay attention to what we eat, say, think, expose ourselves to. 
Actually mindfully purify ourselves also on the level of actions and thinking. 
 

Know, that emotions and behavior also get digested into our mind and body. 
What we choose to expose ourselves to, we digest into body-tissues. 

Ayur-ved        means wisdom/knowledge of a life-span,                        

     aayus ævi (lifespan)      veda vit vitska vizka þekking knowledge.  

(Sanskrit-Icelandic etymology.) 
 

Note that this r-s change as in Sanskrit also occurs in Icelandic and Old Norse. 
 
The knowledge of a lifespan is about how we live in our present body to keep it 

perfectly healthy; 
         food, behavior, purity. 

Maharishi Ayur Veda is the purest and most thorough of the ancient tradition 
of medicine 

               (   +           +      )      based on yog, real yoga योग 

ayur ved is for perfect health, 
perfect health is the only right condition of any being. 

 
To understand each body´s perfect functioning and purity 

we resort to Maharishi Ayur Veda. We so reset the perfection. 

Body-types are: and eld sæ, vaata pitta kapha          फ   
in all kinds of combinations.  

Compare Andhrímnir, Eldhrímnir, Sæhrímnir. 
Perfect health, bodily and emotional, is what is normal.  

The only thing acceptable. Only thing normal.     No tröll, no jötnar in us. 

Tröll ignorance (my theory), jötnar corrosion, free radicals also in the body (my theory). 
 

Purity of our physiology is a prerequisite so that we can 
 

  reach the supreme goal:  gain enlightenment  --  in our precious body. 

 
One of Óðins many names is Síðhöttur, he who has perfection as a goal 

        Siddhartha.     That is what each our lifespan in a body is for. 

(Understand Óðins 108 names’ profound meanings in each context.) 

 
Fully alive we shall reach Valhöll.                                       (my theory) 
I.e. gain enlightenment, in one of our lifespans, living in a body. 
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There are many stages of enlightenment, as Maharishi explains, 
but let us here focus on Valhöll.                                                     VALHÖLL  

     val, means: go, come near, return home;  

val also becomes hulinn in Icelandic, like Óðinn travels in guises, covered. 
 

Note:  Never confuse Valhöll with dead men’s dwellings; 
(revise and correct wrong paradigms) 

That distortion and lack of understanding is some later-time invention,  
akin to the invention: heaven or hell for a soul after death of a body (not possible). 

That theocratic invention belongs to a cunning tool: one life-span only.  
Meant as time-pressure, and to gain obedience of the credulous ones. Watch out. 

 

A soul never dies, and soul is never born. 
 
Our shrine of the soul is here for us when we choose to be born and 

we choose to be born in order to evolve.                      Our desires, our karma. 
 

We might not know what is the purpose and goal of choosing to be born.  
                                                                                                       Do we? 

Might not even know, that we decide to be born.  
We decide when and where.  

Carry on from where we left. Remembering    -         samkalpa, will, or notion.  
 

In Helia we are not evolving. Therefore we choose to be born again. 
 

-How come? 
 

-Because our purpose and goal is the purity of enlightenment. 

We might not even know that. 
We go on and on until we become perfectly pure. 
 

That is what Síðhöttur is all about.                                                 (my theory) 
 

   siddhartha        Síðhöttur, sá sem hefur fullkomnun að markmiði 

   siddhi      fullkomnun, perfection            Síðhöttur means: perfection as a goal. 

 

We are going to reach Valhöll in one of our lifespans. 

One of Óðins names is Gangleri, from गङ्ग     gangalahari 
and means: a wave of wisdom from the sacred river. 

 

All Óðin’s names have a profound meaning in each context.  

We have to understand, so that we can make sense out of our puzzling myths. 
 

go to  www.mmedia.is/odsmal/odsmal  -  and see what I have there for you:  
this book, “Óðsmál - The Unseen Reality”, free on-line, and: “Concepts” 

  how to  FIND  -  on a PDFs,  

http://www.mmedia.is/odsmal/odsmal
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good to know: to look up some concepts and names in Heathenry, simply  
go to www.mmedia.is/odsmal/odsmal  find a PDF file for this book Óðsmál 
Unseen in which you can FIND all the concepts and words that occur here.  

Even better: For words containing special Icelandic letters  
 you can copy/paste from concepts.pdf   

 
Concepts from before the Big Bang till after Ragnarök - before, during, and after. 
 

(Ragnarök becomes either Big Crunch or Big Rip; the RIP (the rest in peace of a universe).  
No broken symmetry any longer here. 

 
Here we take out time - skip the concept time - there is no before and after,  
we are now left with eternity alone. The timeless now. 

A 10D Freedom - no end, no beginning, not time, no directions, no change, 
no duality. 

GINNUNGAGAP 
is the Great Void, The Unified Field of all the Laws of Nature, consciousness, 
vitund, brahman. 
(And there are some many other terms that exist for it.) 

                   . 
gahanam gabhiiram  

Note the similarity to the word ginnungagap; listen with attention. 
(The word ginn- as a prefix can be used to emphaszise: ginnhelgur, extremely holy.) 

  
This concept, the gap ginnunga, is a neuter concept, it, the gap. 

(Note the Icelandic pronunciation gaab, or gaap, not gapp.) 

On www.mmedia.is/odsmal/odsmal: “Listen to pronounciation” (225 Mp3) 

 
We don’t know what ginnungagap is,  

because we do not see it with our worldly eyes. But we are it. 
Who tells us? Who teaches us?   
Nobody! 

            We are not told that total knowledge is our due heritage. 
 

No one around us seems to know, or care.  
But the great sages always know, and they always try to tell us.  
 

All this is the very reason for my much cherished hobby: to tell you: 
 

We are ginnungagap,                                     Veda 

                               nothing is but ginnungagap. 
Vedic sounds are the cosmic body, and the human body. Created from the 

gap: I am veda, I am universe, I am body, I am aatmaa, I am Totality.   
 
The gap is infinite silence and infinite dynamism. Múspell and nifl  (my theory). 
We might see them as two different, even contrary, attributes, but here they are 
completely integrated.  

Ginnungagap has no attributes. Only is. 

http://www.mmedia.is/odsmal/odsmal
http://www.mmedia.is/odsmal/odsmal
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Ginnungagap is the only there is. Nothing else is, as all there is is it.  

एक सवप भ्रम ् नहे नानाथस्त थकञ्चन   eka sarva bhram neha naanaasti kinchan 
eindin mikla er ein -  ekkert annað  -  Brahman alone is - no other. 
                                                                    Ginnungagap alone is. Nothing else. All is It. 

Easily understood.  
 

Everything is so easy in this field of all knowledge. 
No problems exist, everything is bliss, no boundaries are anywhere, no change. 
We comprehend all by being all. 

And creation is sheer fun play game tefla í túni brahmalíílaa         
(my theory tefldu í túni, Laws of Nature in our universe-bubble.)                                                                                   

 

It is not at all confusing that the wise call ginnungagap by many names: 

                   ekam sad vipra bahudhaa vadanti - Truth is one.         ÆGIR 

ég@ægis.is is the email address, and means: I@Ægir.is  

Ægir is one of the names used by the wise for the unfathomable ocean of being. 
     As a metaphore for the abyss of Waters. At Ægis, is feasting in Totality. (my 

theory) 
 

Ginnungagap does not take part in its play, yet is the cause of its creation-play. 
It has no qualities, yet it is the possibilities for all qualities. 
 

The great philosophers tell us to know ourselves:  

ΓΝΩθΙ ΣΕΑΥΤΟΝ  - θ 
which is only reached by transcending our thoughts  nýsa niður. 

This was understood by the “real” philosophers,  
 

not taught by these speakers of mere words and concepts in the field of philosophy  
(philo-sophy means love of knowledge and love of wisdom)  

not found in these brain-acrobatics and complex discussions that we come across 
today, biting their own tails.  -- And philosophy-jokes like: -Does doubt exist? 
 

We shall see what Maharishi and his science say about ginnungagap; 
this (following), which is universally recognized to be true for it: 
 

self-referral (it interacts 

and refers only to itself as 

there is nothing else there) 

 
invincibility 
perfect balance 
fully awake within itself 
total potential  
            of natural law  
simplicity 
un-manifest 
harmonizing 

infinite correlation 
infinite dynamism 
infinite silence 
pure knowledge 
infinite organizing power 
perfect orderliness 
infinite creativity 
purifying  
immortality 

nourishing 
evolutionary  
all possibilities 
freedom 
unboundedness 
self-sufficiency 
bliss 
integrating 

 

I am sure that now you fathom intellectually more clearly what ginnungagap is.      

mailto:ég@ægis.is
mailto:I@Ægir.is
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.     .Now you start seeing, apart from the fact that it cannot be seen.  
See what I mean? 
 

Before the Big Bang  

the broken symmetry had not yet bubbled up to become our universe. 
(from the Big Bang and on, we count for time of our universe;  
some 13,82 billions of years) 

                                            before the Big Bang not yet Freyja blossoming, 
  

                                        not yet our worldly superstrings, (my theory)  Gungnir, 

so we have before:  
Ár vas alda þat er Ymir byggði vasa sandur né sær né svalar unnir,  
jörð fannst æva né upphiminn gap vas ginnunga en gras hvergi. (Völuspá.) 

 
***** 

Note:   Talking about Völuspá, please read the book by Helgi Hálfdánarson 
Maddaman með kýrhausinn -- 1st ed. 1964, reprint 2002 ISBN 9979 3 2378 7 -- 

where Helgi finds 3 ancient poems Ásaspá, Mímisspá, Járnviðja -- as he 
names them -- underlying that potpourri which today we know as Völuspá.  
 

Helgi strips away all later time additions and misinterpretations, misreading, 
misunderstanding, and sheer made-up rubbish, and “baptizing” (Helgi’s joke).  

All fun this book of his, Maddaman! 
I was smiling all along all the time on reading it. 
 

Even funnier:  
the scholars became so jealous that they tried to ignore these brilliant findings 

of Helgi the mastermind!!!    
     The scholars always seem to react like this; 
simply recall what happened when Einar Pálsson made discoveries and brought 

understanding that they, the scholars, always had overlooked: 
They became jealous!  Haughtily calling Einar “an actor in the West-End”, 

“what would he know(!)” about their sphere of science!! 
 
***** 

 
Back to the little bang, a bubble (one of many) named universe (one of many). 

 

Ginnungagap contains:                                                   (my theory) 
         Múspellsheimur,  Surtur (the black) the first here,                   DYNAMISM 

         Niflheimur (fog) the northern part. rivers and seas,                    SILENCE 
Fire and ice-fog within us in perfect harmony and oneness. 

We are ginnungagap, consciousness   tat twam asi तत्त्वमथस 

 
Our soul is it, and cannot die.            Soul   sál saiwaló saivló  

of the abyss of waters, Ægir 
Önd lifa skal og aldrei týnast. Meat (body) goes to the dogs: 

Kjöt (bodies) gefur Óðinn greyjum sínum, en við vín eitt æ unir -- flow of wisdom. 
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This wine of Óðinn and wine of Jesus is flow of consciousness.      (my theory) 
Note: flesh and wine.                   Our worldly bodies given to Geri and Freki (see p.40). 

                        Icelandic sál (proun. saul), is soul,   

and perhaps from stem sær, sjór, sea or ocean, meaning: soul is Ægir,  
the Abyss of Waters. 

Note: Icel. word sjór (sea) has two different genitive cases singular  

depending on context,  sjávar or sjós;   

gen. of sær is sævar 
Note also that siður has two genitive cases singular, siðs and siðar, depending on context. 

 

Sanskrit jiivah, chetana (about individual soul),  
or that which emerges from The Waters 
sharíírin for embodied soul. 

Body is like clothes, gets worn out, fúnar að moldu eða brennur að ösku. 

 (See my theories  jötnar and Geri og Freki.) 
Our souls are only Ægir, ginnungagap. 

Happen to be in a body every now and then, most fortunately, 
          so that we can evolve towards perfection, remember:  Siddharta, Síðhöttur. 
  

Once we know this, we do not have to be spoon-fed any more. 

OM or YMIR becoming something; E = mc²  (Einstein), or (Hagelin:) ॐ = mc² . 

 

By virtue of Æsir (the gods) the sounding Ymir is manipulated, gets organized. 
Gods, deva, devata, are presidents of the Laws of Nature, who administer the 

whole universe and keep everything in flawless perfection,          
 Ymir is a sound, not a person! 

Stop feeding our kids on misleading pictures of gods and Ymir. 
Please picture Ymir as a sound, not as a giant cut into pieces. 

 
Æsir, goð, tívar, rögn, arrange the universe from the sound of Ymir, the OM 

a u m Vishnu Shiva Brahma  -  silence dynamism creator. 

Silence is jhnyanshakti, jhnyan knowledge, shakti power, झ      

and activity is kriiyashakti, kriiya action, shakti power,         . 
 
Brahman, i.e. ginnungagap, is made of these two “seemingly” (seems to us) 
opposite values, silence and dynamism,  

but at the same time it remains completely unified.  

No differences abide in The Great Void. Oneness only. 
 
On this level there is no difference between silence and dynamism.  
We have to live this level of Reality to really see that. 

THE IDEAL RULER 
This field of the perfect union of the two opposite values defines the 

consciousness of the ideal ruler, the man on earth whom we can trust for ruling. 

Every nation gets the ruler it deserves.      Simply: heighten the stage of  

consciousness of nations, and we will get the best rulers for our dear world. 
 

https://www.google.is/url?url=http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_Einstein%23Theory_of_relativity_and_E_.3D_mc.C2.B2&rct=j&q=einstein+E%3D&usg=AFQjCNFEcWh6SkYSjTYuO-WqaqljLGvYdA&sa=X&ei=6KQ5UeapFqep0QWx8oH4CQ&ved=0CC4QygQwAA
https://www.google.is/url?url=http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_Einstein%23Theory_of_relativity_and_E_.3D_mc.C2.B2&rct=j&q=einstein+E%3D&usg=AFQjCNFEcWh6SkYSjTYuO-WqaqljLGvYdA&sa=X&ei=6KQ5UeapFqep0QWx8oH4CQ&ved=0CC4QygQwAA
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Wisdom and understanding has to be re-discovered. 
Enlightenment is easily forgotten during dark ages. 

So 
this is the part of knowledge that we have to revive and understand.  
How?    -We have to transcend.  

Hávamál - nýsa niður 
Hávamál contains 3 different levels of teaching (--this is my theory--): 

       karma kanda,          upaasana kanda, झ      jhñana kanda.  

(sorry if I have the wrongly spelled n in 1st and 3rd kanda, should be ण ? in these two) 

Sanskrit hava and huu           can be of an important connection to háva. 

Hava (Sanskrit) means: 1) oblation, burnt offering, sacrifice; 2) calling, invoking. 
 
We should listen, understand, add the wisdom to our lives. Live the wisdom. 

 
First part of  Hávamál is for crude men.  
Elsa-Brita Titchenell, in her theosophical book Masks of Odin, calls that 1st part of 
Hávamál the Emily Post part. Really funny!  - I thoroughly agree! 
We try, intellectually, to learn some basic codes of behavior that come in handy for 
animals walking on two. These humanimals, so-called. 

    Karma means action, what we do.  

Try to enjoy always right action only. (--For perfect action: get enlightened.--) 
 
Second part of Hávamál is all about Loddfáfnir, who sits down to listen to the 

wise guru. Tries to understand intellectually to begin with. 

That is       upaasana. But he might not be able to use the knowledge. 

Þér munu góð ef þú getur  -  if - only if.  He is only thinking about it yet. 

Third part of Hávamál:  झ , part of wisdom.  

Here is where most of us fail to understand. 
That is what we have to amend - in order to gain our cherished beatitude. 

 
Here is how we do it: 

nivartadhvam थनवत पध्वम ्  þú skalt nýsast niður  -  transcend. 

Vertu án “Gunnanna” þriggja, þursamaga III; guna=þursamegir (my theory) 

nistraigunyo bhav थनस्त्रगैणु्यो      (bhagavadgíta II 45, 48)  Be without       

the triguna.  
        This is the most vital part of life  -  transcend - 
 

 this is the only teaching in this book that really matters: 
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We shall learn to nýsa niður 
The easiest technique is TM. Gives the best and quickest result. 
 

See; Global Country;  
also refer to research on TM, hundreds of studies;                            see TM.org 

and also study and understand (intellectually to begin with) The Maharishi Effects. 

 
  Only when we transcend regularily, we start to understand. 
 

Transcending, we leave thoughts, effortlessly, automatically, naturally, 
Gunnlöð lures us into her Hnitbjörg to the wisdom. Invites us. 
- (verb laða lure, noun löð hospitality) -  

                           
Sense of hearing, listening;                thought gets fainter, mind expands to eternity 

other senses relax out of order 
MANTRA 

we listen to the sound of the mantra, innocently, effortlessly, automatically, 
 

-- by all means do get the suitable mantra from a qualified TM-teacher --. 
 
Our mantra does not have a meaning to us as a concept that we understand 
so listening to the mantra gives mind a break from thinking.  Mind “hangs”. 
Pending, naturally, automatically, mind seeks the greatest happiness within. 

(Note: glad, gleði, gleiður, means happy, and it means wide)  GLAÐHEIMAR 
We cannot transcend by intention, nor by thinking about transcending, 
as that is a thought ! -- Ruins the whole purpose of getting away from thoughts.  

All effort and concentration keeps mind in thoughts. 

                               
                    we naturally find Glaðheimar        before (shallow) - during (unbounded)  

- after (more orderly than before) 

Refer to scientific research on the TM-technique. 

 

Transcending is:  getting away from sphere of thoughts. 
 
(Note: Contemplation and concentration keep the mind in sphere of thoughts; 
Also note: using a concept we understand to try to transcend on, is a bad idea. 

Bound to fail.) 

We innocently listen to the sound of mantra, without effort. Not doing anything. 
  MANTRA 

We do not even think the mantra. Even that would be a thought! Just let it be. 

We listen to it, because mind likes that. It is so charming. Mind seeks bliss. 
Do not steer your mantra. We let it have its way. It might come and go, 
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be faster, slower, 
fainter, or even vanish.                                                           MANTRA 
The mantra, being to us only a pleasant sound, 

might co-exist with involuntary thoughts that also come and go 
to which we pay no attention, as they are trash of no importance:  
See: 

We regard these popping-up thoughts as stress being released from our body, 
some old knots of stress getting solved to vanish. Irritate Sleipnir a bit, so our 

mind “falls from there again” (Hávamál) into thinking. That is natural. Let go. 
Do not pay attention to thoughts. They are a part of the all-natural process. 

 
     Mind is now hanging on vingameiður.  

   (my theory)    
We are going home.              . 

Please allow me some repetition for sake of clarity,  
       as we might have to make an effort to understand this easy technique;  
* we might not have heard this before 

* we might not have been interested before 
* we might have got it all wrong, and now have to “re-understand” the whole 

thing. And the most difficult task is:  to rid us of old misleading ideas: 
 

PLEASE  UNDERSTAND  INTELLECTUALLY  

The process of nýsa niður is automatic. Most natural to our mind. No obstacles 
The process of transcending is subtle   

   --  which is the very reason  
       for learning and practicing the TM-technique correctly -- 
as 

the automatic flow of the mind to ever subtler spheres of thought can easily be 
fucked up by thoughts. 

         We cannot forbid the mind to think. 
Mind is used to, and quick at, jumping onto thoughts. It’s very job. 

During the practice, we do not pay attention to thoughts when they come. 

Released stress bothers Sleipnir, and we fall into a thought. Let go of all. 
(remember: Sleipnir = our human nervous system)                           WE ARE BLISS 

Sense of hearing enjoys hearing the mantra. Mind gets lured to listening. 
Mind is charmed by it, because of its very nature of seeking bliss, 

and I hang on meiður. 

Mantra changes, gets faint, vanishes, or whatever,  
we simply enjoy the sound being there, without any effort of intention or focus. 
 

The conscious mind is allowed to identify itself with  
The Unified Field of All the Laws of Nature 

        which is:  
   the total potential of Natural Law. Mind loves this status. 
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Here the gods abide. Here is Pure Consciousness only. Everything flawless. 

                                   parame vyoman yasmin deva adhi vishve nisheduh 

Mind loves the expansion once it gets the chance.  
Glaðheimar (width & gladness) of consciousness. 

 Some claim, wrongly, it to be the nature of the mind to wander  
-- like a monkey jumping from one tree to another in search of bananas.  
We know that the monkey stops this frantic search once it finds abundance of 

bananas.  
               Alike:  Mind loves the expansion once it gets the chance.  
 

Mind is going home to Ásgarður, its very home.  (my theory) 

 
Just take a moment to admire this marvel, our human mind! 

Mind can on one hand   * communicate with our human brain, 
and on the other hand   * easily access unbounded consciousness,  

gain perfect orderliness here. And gain the power of flawless actions, 
                                                                                                                      fimbulrúnir. 
Mind has many levels and functions. Mind makes our body  

in the same image as ginnungagap, consciousness, sounds of veda, 
The Unified Field of Total Natural Law, pure consciousness.   

                                    That which we are.  Can you fathom this?! - Try. 
 
Transcending can be measured by EEG - we can register it in our brain waves! 

 
 Global Country  -  and learn TM.  ---  Transcend to fully understand. 

                                
                                   Óðinn and Óðinn,   I given to my self,     is one, 
we find Glaðheimar - glad is happy, and wide, the unboundedness. 

The 4th state of consciousness. 
Transcending - nýsa niður - is the 4th state of consciousness. 
We already know waking, deepsleep, and REM-sleep (dreaming), 3 lowest states. 

 (senses)           (the 4th) 

                                3 lowest: waking     deep sleep    REM     ;     then: transcending 

Our senses dutifully serve mind incessantly                                       
bringing little joys of Gungnir (my theory: fluctuations). 

            When mind has a chance to find the supreme joy 
                 it knows where and what to seek, what to flow towards: bliss, gleði.  
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Thoughts come to dá dhyaana dvínun    .  Mind so enjoys the 4th state.  

To begin with this 4th state is not stable. Not yet. 

 
Please learn TM, transcendental meditation, to nýsa niður, 

to gain real understanding (intellectual not enough)  -   and as a bonus  
 

to gain FIMBULRÚNIR OG GÓÐA GALDRA (/skill in action). 
 

Humans are the only species on earth known to be able to transcend.  
Animals act by their inherent nature.                SLEIPNIR 
We possess a highly evolved human nervous system, Sleipnir.       (my theory) 

                                    
Valkyrja will serve us;   We glide twice a day to Glaðheimar, Ásgarður. 
Our nervous system, Sleipnir, is our vehicle. The slippery, the gliding one. 

We learn the easy technique TM.                                 transcend थनवत पध्वम ् 
We imbibe the pure wisdom, and skill in action in the world:  

val-kyrja, (-kjósa -choose)           (karmasu kaushalam)                fimbulrúnir. 

This ability to transcend is precious,  
                            and gives us responsibility. 
 

It must not get lost due to our unforgivable negligence and stupidity. 
 

Use it or lose it  - is a warning.                 Use the ability to transcend. 
 
Life on our earth depends upon us  -  our state of consciousness - 

We must not fail. We should heighten our stage of consciousness. 
 
I spoon-fed you. Sorry. But it is hard to correct our imprinted dogma 
and pinpoint our own (blindly undetected) lack of understanding.  

But we must re-gain our divine existence. We cannot go on living like animals. 
 

Our bairns will be better off. 

 
Give them, to begin with the books, Krakka-Óðsmál in fornu, 40 skræður 

go to www.amazon.co.uk  (or .de, or .com)   search:  odsmal   or Óðsmál 
 
    --as these books explain concepts; give intellectual understanding-- 

(need translations into at least all European languages) 

 
also, for schools and homes, the script of Skírnismál for bairns 
in English and Icelandic (/the original Norse poem) in one and the same book.  

Skírnismál script, ritual, available on amazon: ISBN 978 9935 409 82 9 

http://www.amazon.co.uk/
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Here we learn the pure spirituality of the poem.                              (my theory) 
We learn that lognfara lundur Barri is nirvana, which means transcending. 
 

Gerður í Gymisgörðum lives her lifespan in material bounty only,  
not knowing or even caring the least about her divine part, Lord Freyr. 
 

********  

a sad note: 
How we treat our precious poems, sad to say: 
 

This poem Skírnismál, as all other poems, has been drastically misunderstood, 
ridiculed, even by scholars, as stupid ideas of primitive men; 
a son of one such scholar, put Skírnismál on stage in the National Theatre of 

Iceland(!) as a porno-piece(!), where Skírnir brought Frey’s penis to Gerður    
--  supposed to be a funny disdain on heathen heritage.  
 

Also did an authoress see this poem Skírnismál as if Gerður was coaxed to bed 
with Freyr  --  threatened until she would sleep with Freyr in lognfara lundur 

Barri. --  That authoress found only disdain and subduing of women in every 
word, as she thinks in the way of churchian women, trapped in their inferiority 
complex, mentally not able to get away from their subduing hated patriarchy. 

Whereas 
    the actual message of Skírnismál is to awaken our divine part so that  

we no longer live in stagnation (stagnation means: live a lifespan not evolving). 

                            
 Un-used lifespans - material stuff only - stunginn svefnþorni     - or too lazy. 
             (stung by thorn of sleep; hrímþursar) 

On the path, knowing where we should be heading.  
  (bigger pictures on www.mmedia.is/odsmal/odsmal link to Óðsmál as .pdf)                 Valhöll  

Another authoress, daughter of a priest, saw Óðinn and Gunnlöð as if Óðinn 

went into Hnitbjörg, the cave of Gunnlöð, to have sex. 
This base understanding is emphasized by a provocative drawing, in a book 
explaining Edda-poems (by scholars), officially published as “culture”. 
 

Still another, a man, claims to be entertaining children by distorting our 
ancient myths, adding disgustingly brutal interpretations, devoid of all 

understanding. Sickening distortions presented for children is not a good thing,  
 

Proudly boosting about damage: 

That man admits his guilt by calling himself a “repeat offender” (síbrotamaður).  
That is supposed to be funny too. He claims to be in his full right to do offence. 

Some claim to be intelligent, but they lack all respect and all understanding, and all 
reverence to our spiritual heritage. It is stupid blindly to tread on our subtle wisdom. 

http://www.mmedia.is/odsmal/odsmal
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The actual message of Óðinn finding Gunnlöð in 
Hnitbjörg is, that Óðinn (we) finds our precious divine 
wisdom in  

 
     Hnitbjörg, the cave of Gunnlöð 
                               where our wisdom is to be found. 

 

Now you see why I have to open your eyes for the hidden meaning of myths. 

 
Our bairns will be better off  

when they enjoy practicing TM, and TM-sidhi and yogic flying. (CBE schools) 
All kids blossom in doing this. Now understanding comes. 
         Heaven belongs to the children, Jesus says.  

- Because they are innocently open to Truth.              Our Truth within. 

                            
our mind to the Unified Field     sóa (sacrificeI self          find goddess Sól (Sun) inside 

             Norse term for levitation: gandreið  (gandur goose, reið ride)  

 
The TM-sidhi-program exercises thought to contact ginnungagap. 
During TM-sidhi program, thought makes ripples on consciousness. 

This is an advanced technique. Practice profound pure origin of thought. 

       (sidhi is used for siddhi     , perfection, in Maharishi’s program.) 

 
By practicing TM-sidhi, mind   

   -- identifying itself with the Unified Field of All the Laws of Nature  --  
gets versed in thinking from that profound level where pure thoughts arise. 
 

Gradually we start thinking in that way fully awake, not only being pure and 
perfect during the TM-program, 4th state   --   as is the case to begin with. 

 
CLOBAL COUNTRY 

Now Global Country is heightening the stage of consciousness of our world.  

Soon Indigo children, Krystal children, evolved souls, will seek to be born. 
 
In the meantime we go on with our intellectual understanding 

along with our regular daily practice of TM  - to develop our understanding. 
 

TERMS TO UNDERSTAND 
 
Lots of terms are not understood - and that we have to better, fix. 

I have been at it for Norse mythology for some decades,  
and am not half way through. The culprit (of not seeing clearly) migh be 

the maaya, or (my theory) our:  ÉLIVÁGAR, ELIVOGAR,          (my theory) 
(foggy minds, not perceiving Truth, not pure enough to see Truth.) 
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AUÐUMBLA  the life-giving cow, said not to bear horns, umbla, humbla 
(umbla, is the same world as humble, and the name of Hamlet). Auður wealth. 

(for pronounciation go to mmedia.is/odsmal/odsmal, find 225 MP3 files.)  

Auðumbla licks up a hair, that turns out to be a conscious being. 

A living being that gains awareness. This is a human being. Revealed here. 
 
Found by the lovable primordial cow  -  so where was man before?? 

We are consciousness, so we always exist. We gained awareness of a Universe. 
     We were exposed in these primordial times of our universe. We need a life. 

     This is our chance to go on on our evolutionary path. What we have life for!   
We have awareness ! We are conscious beings. 

Our awareness makes reality. 

Human awareness is the strongest weapon. 
GUNGNIR  

The creation in ginnungagap 

            has all to do with threads, sutra, Gungnir (my theory) superstrings. 
 

The divine mother  
claims her body, the universe, to be that of a thread. 

 

We shall have to understand all words, all names, all concepts, 
as their meaning adds to the understanding of our amusing stories/myths. 

 
BRIMIR  -  ÓKÓLNIR 

Ókólnir is the never cooling off 
where Brimir the jötunn has his beer-brewing hall. 
Brimir brews ale, or mead, in the ever-hot, not-cooling sphere, Ókólnir. 

foto Nat.Geography baby-seal    huge brim in Reykjavík 2013,  
foto Fréttablaðið 

Brimir can connote either the huge sound that brimill, the big grown-up he-

seal, makes, 
or huge surf, or roaring breakers, of ocean waves -- of the abyss of waters. 

No small sound our roaring brewing Brimir. 
 

Listen to the words,   like:     B   - Rrrr  -  i  -  MMM  -  i  -  rrrr 
(Note: Icelandic R is hard like Sanskrit, Spanish, Italian R.) 

         Can we see how symbolic language uses sounds to convey knowledge? 
 

Listen to the name Brigit, slowly slowly, the Celtic Mother, 
mother to Brian, Iuchar and Iucharba   (our primeval Celtic gods). 
 

Can we here also see how the language of myths uses sounds, meaning, and 
allegory to explain the un-seen Reality,  

and explain 
the happenings at the birth of, and further sustenance of, our universe?   
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We should understand myths, their meaningful picturesque language, 

feel the sounds, and find the meaning of every name. 
You will be the richer for your endeavor. 

 

Brahm is totality of multiplicity and unity  --  unification of two values: 
the un-created and the created. Ultimately only ginnungagap. 
 

In ginnungagap something like curiosity or seeking or desire occurs. 

Óðinn Vili Véi 
Note: my theory triad same as Hilbert Space, Observables/Operators, States (of physics)  

my theory=: rishi devata chhandas,                 in samhitaa       
                       see “Krakka-Óðsmál in fornu, 26.skræða” ISBN 978-9935-409-67-6 
 

Óðinn gets a desire to seek, seek knowledge. 
Gains a will, Vili, to fulfill that desire, thirst for knowledge, and curiosity. 

What is found is Véi, knowledge (when found). The known. 
 

Óðinn is knowledge, Vili the process of getting to know, Véi the known. 

Hin helgu vé. 
How come only knowledge itself is found? 
Because here nothing is but knowledge. Nothing else to be found. 

Iðavellir 
Nothing can be outside of The Unified Field. It is infinity. It is eternity. 

So all this happens in the ever-moving silence, Iðavellir (The Moving Field). 
There is no “out of”.  
      Note: The Field, Pure Knowledge, no change, does not take part, though. 
 

(Because we are the knowledge, pure intelligence, we can f.ex.make our perfect body.) 
 

This curiosity and seek and find of Óðinn Vili Véi has dramatic consequences:  
Somehow from that tumbling about some space shows up/gets created. 
Not really a created space but a kind of: Akash, beginning of HÖFUÐSKEPNUR 
 

Our five “main-creatures” höfuðskepnur, mahabhuta, (essences, elements) 
bubble up out of the blue.    

                      (earth, water, fire, air, room) Actually the other way round 

as the first of them to show up is akash अकश ्  = kham खम ्  (room, himinn) 

called quinto (5th) essence, the far largest and subtlest of them,  

actually uncreated, the room, ether.  --  Akash/kham is the 1st not the 5th. 
Himinbjörg = Himalaya (my theory) 

These are the 8-fold split-ups  - prakriti: 

                                  च।                                      
Here we focus only on the 5 höfuðskepnur (correlating to our 5 senses): 

* From akash, as akash gives a chance to some openings in space 
and movement, thus air comes into being, the second höfuðskepna, 
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* as air’s property is to move it causes friction 
which in turn produces heat, the höfuðskepna fire, 
 

* where fire is, some heat-melting or flowing may start; that is the coming into 
being of our höfuðskepna water, 
 

* a flow, liquid, has tendency to become frozen, or stagnate, an attribute to give 
rise to the becoming of höfuðskepna earth. What we perceive as solid matter  

--or rather: what we make out of Gungnir, fluctuations, and term as solid matter; 
if we go far into “matter” we see it is almost only “empty space”.-- 

 

As skepna, something created (verb skapa, create), also means an animal  
(animal is a word from Latin: living, breath, soul), 

höfuðskepnur are artistically pictured as the five great animals (skepnur),  
as also can be seen in the Sanskrit mahabhuta, bhuu, become, become into 

being, maha great (a great being or creature). 
 

Some knowledge about höfuðskepnur coming into being obviously got lost if 
    we think they are only animals, skepnur.  (The metaphor suffocated the meaning.) 

 

   On the Gundestrup 

cauldron we have our 
höfuðskepnur, 

mahabhuuta, according 
to     Natwar Jha and  

            N.S. Rajaraam: 
         ISBN 9788 177420159   
 “The Diciphered  
          Indus Script”:  
isaadyaatta maarah,  

and OM.  

And we have aum or Ymir   --   A(Vishnu) U(Shiva) M(Brahma)  अ उ     ॐ 

     Ómi here is one of Óðins names, the sounding one, ómar,                YMIR 

    or  

     Ómi (the word, the name) could be akin to Gothic auhuma then meaning:  
the highest one. 

So here we have our forefathers’ version of the Big Bang.   

We also have names like bhúr bhúrva, भरू ् भभु ुप  भवु प Ymir  

and Burr, Bestla, Bölþorn Bestlu faðir, Borr, Búri,  

 
that have much to do with ginnungagap as a 

universe is bubbling up  
coming into being. 
 

Ár vas alda þat er Ymir byggði vasa sandur né sær né svalar unnir 
jörð fannst æva né upphiminn gap vas ginnunga en gras hvergi. (Völuspá) 
 

What we have not been told is, that we are the gap ginnunga, consciousness. 
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So this little universe, and our little Mother Earth, did not necessarily have to 
have come into being so that we could exist as if we never existed before. 
 

A universe, rather, comes in handy for us to be an individual soul in a body, 
walking on earth, and to evolve in that way.  
 

Soul is not born, and a soul cannot die. 
Obviously dies not, as it is never born. 

So after ragnarök nothing happens to us, pralaya     pra-líí  प्रली 
     as  Líf and Lífþrasir live,  

     and we have Skíðblaðnir  (all life!). 
 

     Again an eagle flies high.  
     Earth re-emerges from Ægir 
     grown with green grass  

     and adorned with waterfalls. 
 

Can you picture in your mind this beautiful rising up of a new Universe  

out from the unfathomable Abyss of Waters? 
 

This is not about sunken lands on our earth,  
no, 
this is about new universes emerging from the Abyss of Waters, 

ginnungagap, quantum bubbling up  -- happens again and again. 
RAGNARÖK  

Ragnarök means, that rögn, æsir, gods, Laws of Nature, 
bosons and fermions if you like (my theory), æsir and jötnar, and all fields of 
creation, go back to symmetry in their Super Unification,  

                                                                              re-merge to Unity. 
Rök means origin, reason, reason for, or örlög,  

rögn and regin, like Rán, means perfect order,  च    च , orderliness. 

Ragnarök is the end of our beautiful universe in which we reside to evolve. 

 
Soul is not born, and a soul cannot die.                         now:   MÍMIR  
Soul dies not, rationally, as it is never born. 

But what about this karma which is all-worldly? 
How is it preserved when it seems to quit, or step off, the created part? 
 

I shall have to explain:   
Whatever goes into a black-hole comes out again exactly as it went in. 

This has all to do with Mímir (my theory) smriti, स्मथृत, memory               MÍMIR 

   
Mímisbrunnur (well of Mímir) is where one root of askur yggdrasils recides. 
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But who knows?  
Manngi veit (man-not (no man) knows) hvers af rótum rennur. 
Something special is flowing or sounding here from somewhere. 

Sanskrit ash means: to take and receive, works both ways. 

-How can we really know?  

                   -We know by being All. 
We could learn a lot about it, learn it by heart, understand intellectually, 
be able to talk about it. Even explain in details. 

But that is only superficially knowing. Not enough. Wisdom is still lacking. 
We need to transcend to gain wisdom. 

We should transcend the world of matter and thoughts, nýsa niður, to really 
hear and see. So wisdom is imbibed. So understanding, seeing, is gained. 
 

But we start here and now by intellectual understanding; that will help a bit:  

Aatmaa /aatman        is made of memory.                                      MÍMIR 

Backwards and forward memory, back and forth memory. 

Mímir remembers old and forward, in ginnungagap, 
his memory can be seen as an activity or flow in two opposite directions. 
 

Mímir so produces a rubbing sound. This sound is not heard,  

it is not of the created. It is pure smriti. It is remembering itself only.  
Refers to itself only.  

In this way shruti      emerges from Mímir remembering. 

                                                      Hljóð Heimdallar  (my theory shruti). 

                                                           Hvar er það fólgið? (where is the sound?) 
Everything is sound.                                                                       Gjallarhorn     

Through sound one can change anything into anything. 

Vedic sound is the cosmic body, expressed as the human body, 
born from the gap. 

Know Heimdallur deeper than our senses 

                                    
We have to leave our thoughts. Leave all belief (by all means!*). Just be.          
    (*belief can be some nuisance sometimes, unless it means beloved, original: belefan gelefan; 

tru/trú, as in ásatrú,  asatruar, likewise means true, trust, reliable, not (blind) belief in.)  

 
Maharishi Yagya based on yog is the supreme science of sound.                   yog 

Know the creating veda, know that we are the universe, we are our body, 
and we are aatmaa.  We are Totality. 

POWERFUL EFFECT FROM  PURE CONSCIOUSNESS 

Yagya has been preserved by the Vedic families for thousands of years. 
Maharishi revived the yog to yagya, the transcendental meditation. 

Yog makes sound powerful. Yog makes yagya powerful.                                    

We have now powerful Maharishi Vedic pundits performing powerful yagya.  
Influence in consciousness. That is powerful.     (Understand The Maharish Effect.) 
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Think of Ægir as complete and eternal silence,                    ÆGIR - MÍMIR 
having memory of himself, eternally, 
this memory being a silent wave in this silent ocean, 

yet think of this memory as a sound, unheard sound.  
 
The ancient enlightened Vedic rishis heard these sounds. Call it Veda. 

Has been chanted by them in an unbroken succession for thousands of years.  
Read Dr.Tony Nader’s book, Human Physiology, The Expression of Ved and the 

Vedic Literature, ISBN 81 7523 017 7 to learn how our body is these sounds. 
Read it at least thrice. And then again. 

   मन्त्रब्रह्मण्योविेनामधयेम ्  mantrabrahmañyorvedanaamadheyam 

between the sounds (´words´) of the veda, on the un-created sphere of existence, 

there is the gap, which all is. 
One eye with Mímir 

Óðinn, i.e. I and you and all others, 
should all be able to have one eye where we can see this memory. 

one eye as a pledge   auga að veði  

Our pineal gland is Vishnu’s 3rd eye. 
During night our pineal gland produces melamine which combats  

free radicals in our body. *) (f.n.) 
Free radicals in our body are a great enemy, eaters,    (my theory)  JÖTNAR   
 
Jötnar are useful at sweeping up all rubbish and unnecessary stuff, 
good corrosion where that belongs, 
but should not eat up our bodies from inside while we still need them to live in. 

 

A badly maintained body   -- not keeping our body pure --          TRÖLL   

counts for making ignorance, tröll,   (my theory=)  avidya अथवद्य ósvinna, 

 We do not see who we are  -  that is ignorance  

We do not know how to use Mjöllnir - nobody tells us to transcend for it. 
______ 
*) See   Schumann resonance, earth’s and ionosphere’s frequencies, 7,83 Hz,  
brain’s alpha-waves           
 - and the disrupting man-made frequencies  
which our pineal gland takes for light-waves and therefore does not produce this  
free-radical fighting melamine;    
wireless phones    disrupting our whole bodies’ adaption to life  
Take heed, men.            -- Bees and birds get confused and eventually die -- 
 “we are micro-waving our brains - are we insane”. 

 
Understand also YIN YANG in context with earth’s and ionosphere’s 

frequencies, alpha-waves, and 7,83 Hz.                                          YIN YANG 
Informative Medizin, Dr.Ludwig:  yin geomagnetic, within earth; 

      yang masculine from above. 
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All the Vedic goddesses are found in human physiology. 
 

This is Maharishi Vedic Wisdom  - contained in Maharishi Vedic Science. 
 
See book by Dr.Tony Nader, MD PhD: 
Human Physiology, Expression of Ved and Vedic Literature,   ISBN 81 7523 017 7 

 

Goddesses rule heaven and earth, some say. 

FREYJA        

 

The female form is being worshipped by men (mankind) for thousands and 
thousands of years back. 
 
Goddesses rule heaven and earth.  --  Quite a shock to Churchian women…. 
 
             ( -- who are trapped in the patriarchy-imprinting from the Roman Empire -- ) 

 

….to learn about the old ways, where goddesses are worshipped, 
and to find out that churchian women are badly held by inferiority complex….. 

 
            ( -- that breaking out fiercely as fighting for their due rights  
                of which they were deprived  
                by male-ruled patriarchy churchianity -- ) 
 

  …..and that they are really going back to Heathenry. The powerful goddess of 

creation.   Going back to the heathen equilibrium and equality. 
 
     Note that we cannot say Christian, as disdain has nothing to do with Christ. 
    Jesus teaches the contrary and opposite to churchianity’s dogma and disdain. 
 

The term “churchianity”, comes from: William Finck¸ 2007, 

   MISCONCEPTIONS CONCERNING PAUL AND THE ‘CHURCH’   
 

quote -  “ How could even the enemies of popery or “churchianity” possibly blame 
the romish catholic beast on Paul? -  Hopefully then it may be realized that Paul 
cannot in honesty be blamed for the romish catholic church behemoth.“    
 
Yes. The female form is being worshipped by men (mankind) for thousands and 

thousands of years back. Churchiantiy is a distortion of fundamentals of life. 
 
Abdel Hakim Awyan, an Egyptian archeologist,  

the one who really understands the ancient history and meaning of pyramids,  
points out that the female power is indicated on ancient statues by 
 

                           the woman‘s hand holding her man. 
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From Abdel’s ancient forefathers in Egypt, the real meaning of all symbols has 
been handed down. 
 

Search: Abd El Hakim Awyan, or Abd‘el Hakim Awyan, or Abdel Hakim Awyan 
or write his name in Arabic if you can. He is really wise. 
And he teaches us that the Egyptian hieroglyphs are acronyms, not letters. 
 

We know ancient Mother Goddesses, 
 
we can name Isis Istar Inana Kybele Arslankaya Gaya  

(Rome‘s) Sybil and Mater Magna.  And so on and on in olden societies. 
 

As many see it now, as in ancient times, a goddess created the universe;  
creating needs a cave, a womb, or vagina of the goddess. 

 Some even say: the womb and the tomb. 

Perhaps both protective and threatening goddesses are, some say.  
The goddess inspires devotion and demands respect. 

 
In spite of changes --and churchianity‘s hostility towards all called female-- 

   goddesses are now stronger than ever. 
The dark ages of ignorance, kali-yuga, might be saying goodbye right now. 
 

HEL - HELIA 
Even our beloved Hel, Helia, Helja, is now revered again as a beautiful rest 
between life-spans.  

Of course we are half-stuck under labels, influence, forceful imprinting. 
 

    Note the stupid clash of ideas when Hel became punishing Hell.  
Hel is bright and cold,   --no soul-punishment here (that is puny churchianity)-- 

here we have no bodily needs, as Hel only receives us, the untouched soul. 

                                 
Hel a coffee-break between lifespans     -   and Hel Fenrir Jörmungandur börn Loka 

 Loki’s ofsprings, perhaps no longer the purely the bad guys. 

 
But ultimately each living individual’s state of consciousness  

shines on each idea. Each one make his own world. 
             I have to explain this:   

     Each individual man’s state of consciousness, be it high or be it low, 

                      is the criterion on the quality of his views and ideas. 
 
The world is as you are. Each one makes his. As many as there are living men. 

        Note: world is ver-öld, and means: “each man’s lifespan”. Óskópnir. 
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Some people can easily be frightened and threatened, others not. 
Fear of death (of our body) is in the mind of some, a (dreadful?) endpoint. 
       We can get some people to think about repenting sins, and tell them they will be 
       better off if they do so, as there is something serious after death of the body. 

THE CREDULITY-BUSINESS 

     --We might be cunning and use people’s credulity to have them do things for us.  
     They might even give us money if we are smart enough in the credulity-business.-- 
     Some smart men, that get money for others’ sins, put themselves in the position of  
     forgiving on behalf of some concept they have invented. Some believe them. 
 

I am thinking: I see forgiving-excusing-pardoning as irrational concepts. 
FORGIVENESS-LUDIC-PHILOSOPHY 

What I think is omitted in the repenting-business and pardons is   
         forgiving (excusing) has to have its prerequisite: accusing. 

See, in order to forgive, the potential forgiver must first feel that someone 
treated him wrongly. Must accuse him of an offence, must be hurt, offended, 
and blame that someone for the obvious sin (offence) 
 

         whereas we cannot blame another for our feelings. 
 

Serious note: We should use our legal rights in case of human rights being violated, 
not use the old churchian standard of rape and battering women being “OK no sin”. 
Some priests suggest “forgive him” to women in such cases.  -- I know only too well.  

FUN: This is either women-disdain, or the contrary: admitting the greatness of women! 
Really funny !      Would priests defy the biblical rule “only upper forgives lower”? 

Serious again: 
   Priests do not work under national law, but as churchianity is “a state in the state”, 

    they fall under the bishops’ authority, who, as a rule, tend to hush down such cases  
(the “bad” cases)---  unless the press gets to know and blows the cases up in media. 

    FUNNY: Churchian prayer in Icelandic: Our father in skies forgive us our SKULDs. 
 

Now heathenry and understanding: 
        Who is in the position to find others guilty of offences against him?  
We know karma Urður Verðandi Skuld, our own actions coming back to us, 

we know that in sphere of perpetual change anything unwanted can happen, as 
we live in the dominating play of 3 guna, þursamegir III; tossed about by them.      

 really frustrating until we get enlightened. 

People do not know the unfathomable ways of action in the created world.  
Nobody can!        Note: Natural Law, presided by real gods, are flawlessly calculable!  

So only:  Don’t do anything stupid. 
     Here and now we hold our best and only free will.               ACTIONS 
          Watch your tongue, and deeds. Know yourself to be all-responsible. 

gahana karmano gatih, गहना कमपनो गथतिः                                           ACTIONS 

The ways/course of actions are unfathomable. Bhagavad-Gita. 
Note: This profound truth about course of actions, was stolen by churchianity, and 
twisted into nonsense.           Note: Course of action is no business of any true gods. 

 

We love Hel. She is good.                                                    KARMA  and   HEL 
Heljar (gen.case) hospitality is meager and food scant, because 

we have no bodily needs during the stay in her premises. There is no body. 
We are not hungry, we are a soul here, so why would she serve us food? 
Resting souls need no refreshments at Heljar. 
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It is OK that her abode is cold and bright, half-blue,                          HEL 
as dualities are of no meaning to us now. 
Duality and change belong to the living men’s world.  

     Duality does not belong to Helia. Only to the world of the living. 
 

Nothing can burn a soul, nothing can cool it, nor wet it, nor dry it, 

nor do anything else to souls. 
The body feels nothing any longer. Jötnar are dealing with that stuff. 

Meat has been given to Geri and Freki. 
The only thing left in Helia  
  is Urður Verðandi Skuld of the indweller in Hel.  I.e. his karma. 

                                        
What we put in comes out - to us - again. As you sow so you reap, 

                                                                         enginn má sköpun renna 
a Law of Nature: action and reaction are equal.    (No-one runs from what he created.) 

All wise men know and tell us. Saw - and reap equally.  

We are all-responsible for our örlög. 
We made them in the first place. 

We should become so pure, that we see all worldly phenomena like rough or 
small waves on the eternal Ægir of silence. As we are Ægir.  

ÆGIR 

When the word deyja (die) is used in our ancient tradition, it means dvína 
(to fade out, become more subtle, slowly come to nothing, dá) 

From Sanskrit dhyaana dá ध्यान dhyaana dvínun,   

and dá is the state of this total stillness and subtleness                      NIRVANA 

     --  in our case subtleness of mind when transcending,  
         pure thought dvínar (gets faint) on the way to transcendence -- 
         thought is about to dvína, become less till nothing is left but silence. 

Nirvana  --  thought when about to be blown out. 
 

Here Mímir flows. On the junction point of consciousness and mind.   MÍMIR 
 

Abd‘el Hakim Awyan, the Egyptian archeologist, says:  

-There is no word for death in our language.          SUN-RISES AND REBIRTHS 

We call this rest:  to west, “westing”, that is where the sun sets,  
and we know the sun to rise again in the East. 
 

The churchianic invention “one lifespan only” is very niggardly.*) 
Then hell or heaven, or purgatoir (which is out of business now, bankrupt), 
or that waiting place(?) (for halfrotten bodies(?)) waiting for doom to get to know if it 

be hell or heaven for ever  -  Simply a smart tool, a grip, and a cunning lie.  
How could we possibly evolve to perfection in one lifespan!!? 
  

KNOW WHAT LIFESPANS ARE FOR 
______________________ 

*) Note: this word niggardly, is the same word as Icelandic hnöggur(adv.) hnöggvi(noun) 
which means meager or mean, stingy. 
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This one-lifespan-invention only functions when we are told,  
that we are here only to suffer. To look forward to that trouble-task being over. 
 

Then we must not get to know that we are here evolving to perfection on 
our own terms, finding Heaven Within, not obeying rules from others. 
 

Suffering is churchianity’s tool.  -- Suffering should never ever be here. 
Emphasis on death is also drastically negative.  

(But serves its purpose as a tool on the credulous.) 

In Hel we do not evolve. 

We are not punished, nor do we get awards here. Hel is cold and bright. 
We are only a soul here, only ginnungagap. Having a rest till we go on. 
 

SUFFOCATING THE GODDESS -  IS NOT POSSIBLE 
 

Roman Churchianity (Augustinus former sexaholic/lover) went into great trouble to 
suffocate the worship of the great goddess (and to invent Eve’s sin). 

 
He said:  -I have had it with women.  

 
(No? Or was it the prostitute who got fed up with her profession and quit, saying:   
-I have had it with men?) 

I shouldn’t try to learn history  

I never know when I get all the lies right. 

Roman strategy is exquisite: 
      They invented a goddess-substitute. 
      A male-ruled obedient easily manipulated girl named Miriam,  

said to have lived in Nazareth, and to have become the mother to their idol, or 
sun-god, or the man that they abused by using his blessed name as a tool, as 

son of their mono-god, who in turn was made from the Elohim-concept, 
imported to Europe for domination. (Monothism, one deva grasped out of context of the 

whole, the vishwedeva (pantheon), and used as if it were the whole.) 

Note: Betlehem is a mythical place of birth; has astrological connotation also. 
 

Vaticano stamp 

 

    Even if the Romans previously, actually, had some great goddesses 

    themselves like la Mater Magna, they erased (tried to suffocate)  
    goddesses. 

    But this was rather a hard task to deal with. Because  
                                                                    the goddess cannot die.          : 
Listen: There is some irrationality in popery:   

The papa claims to be vicarious, yet they say Jesus lives.  
(These two issues are completely incongruous.) 

 
Of course Jesus lives. All great teachers live in their teachings. 

But, you see, 
to be a vicarious of someone, that someone must be dead.  
This vicarious-idea is, thus, irrational.  

Contradicting. Makes no sense.  
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The pomp does not make it any better. 
  - Is not like Jesus at all. 
Pontifix papacy is a surface only.                                                                             Poste Vaticano    

                                           What is is meant to cover?                                                                                               (a stamp) 
Jesus did not, we think, wear pompous robes 
and fancy head-crown,  
nor rings on his fingers. Popery, actually, has nothing to do with Jesus. 

 
Read:  Libro Nero, i Crimi del Cristianismo, sold in millions of copies, 
translated to many languages. (Warning: you will vomit. You will get nightmare.) 

 

                   The new HOLY MARY and  
THE GREAT GODDESS THEY TRIED TO GET RID OF 

 
     Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris,  
     and Vor Fruekirke in Denmark, 

     are supposed to be Maria’s churches,    
   
Freyja is Vor Frue (in Danish), our Lady.  

            (Compare: Freyr is our Lord.) 
The German title Frau, and then also Fräulein, are Freyja’s name.  

Fru used in the Scandinavian languages, and frú in Icelandic as well, 
for married ladies. Fröken for unmarried ladies. 

So the Miriam invention, holy Mary, Maria, actually backfired, as Freyja  

got her expensive churches, and all the goddess-worshippers back. 
 

Maria is a good friend to many. Mild. Easily accessed. Goddesses are most 
loveable.                                              (Somehow neither frightening nor whimsical.) 
Simply: Stop having Maria male-ruled, obedient, submissive.  

(--She is now used as a secretary for that patriarchy-mono-god, receiving 
prayers from her devotees, which she is asked to hand over to him--).   

Set Maria free from the papacy.  Female-theologians claim patriarchy to be a 
cardinal sin and the root of all evil.  They seem to be back to heathenry in that 
issue of females being wonderful. And they should be free human beings. 

Maria is a deification of the mother to the enlightened guru who teaches:  
Heaven is within. 

Should she not be great and free? 
All girls are the creative power incarnated. 

                           Never even try to subdue that. 

I am thinking:  

A woman is now a Lutheran-churchian bishop s)in Iceland.  

Male bishops get the title herra biskup, but she got the title frú. Frú biskup. 
When we have a woman as a president (forseti) she, as well, is frú forseti. 

Ministers are always ráðherra (never ráðfrú). 
 

Note: sbishop simply means superintendent, controller.  Using Greek is 

smart, as we do not understand. Greek and Latin words are used a lot by churchianity 
and we do not know what the titles and words actually mean; we simply have to revere.  
Do you know what priest actually means?  And all the rest? 
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Know:   
    We get the rulers we deserve. All depends upon the quality of the nation as a whole. 

To heighten the stage of consciousness of our nation,  
we transcend in groups. 

 
Frú biskup? How does it feel for a churchian bishop to bear, as a title, the 
name of Freyja the great goddess of her heathen ancestors, when she has 

rejected her ancestors’ spiritual treasure as if it were primitive stupid rubbish? 
 

This is funny indeed that “freyja (frú) biskup”, apostate from heathenry,  
as Freyja always was and still is churchianity’s big headache.  
 

They try to get rid of Frigg by saying: her name only indicates that her only role 
is to be wife to Óðinn, frú to her husband. Frigg is a great indepentant goddess. 
   Note here that the word wife is the Norse word víf (pron veef), a girl, any girl, all free. 

 

For fun: 
The “Women’s Church’s” women-priests (priestesses, female-theologians) are teased 

by male-priests, who claim them to be going back to heathenry and goddess-
worship, as they call their mono-God (deva) “her”:  “She, my friend, God.” (devii)  
And they (the priestesses) get mad when trying to defend their obvious Goddess-

worship (that: “She, our God”), claiming it to be the same mono-theism as their 
churchianity is, only they are, by this (they claim) rejecting patriarchy, which is 
the root of all evil, and a cardinal sin. 
(End of fun note.) 

 

Not fun (prisoners of Roman patriarchy, called theology (very expensive for taxpayers)): 
When I was a kid, women could not get admittance to one department in the University 
of Iceland, the Theology department. Because they were not males: No admittance.  
One woman I know, slipped in though, got a degree, but was not allowed to become a 
priest because she was a woman.  
When women, at last, were allowed into the theology department to get a job in the 
field (priestesses), they found out what was taught there:  Women disdain !  
-  Disdain on half of mankind is, really(?) a subject in the University of Iceland!  
A disgrace.  
Women now allowed to become priests and allowed to speak, those priestesses later 

founded this Women’s Church in Iceland.     (That exists in some other countries too.)  

 

For 1000 years, churchianity in Iceland….  
 

      (-- first Byzantine, so Catholic, then Lutheran, and all kinds of other fighting  
          and killing sects and religious wars --)  
 

….have tried to suffocate our forefathers’ great wisdom, but not succeeded 
completely, only succeeded in doing damages to it. Brainwash us. 

They killed each other, they killed heathens,  but Freyja cannot die. 
Heathenry is still going strong.  Blossoming again in our age of understanding. 

But what did we sing, chant, during the centuries of X-tianity?!: 
 
    María gaf mér feitan sauð              Maria (Holy Mary) gave me a fat ram  

    datt svo niður steindauð               then fell down dead 
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    þá kom hún Freyja                        then, along came Freyja,  
    hún kann ekki að deyja.                 she does not know how to die. 

                         (one vísa from a long chanted poem, a þula) 
How come? 

 
MARIA AND OTHER FEMALE DEITIES pertaining to nature cycles. 

The zodiac sign virgo has something to do with Holy Mary. 

 
The sign for virgo is an M, or a kind of, with a bulb on it, like that of a belly 
of a woman (perhaps as a womb of pregnancy or fertility);  

Some other fertility-deities’ names also begin with an M. 

They are harvest, or seasonal, deities.                                               SKAÐI 

           
Skaði seeks Baldur                                                                 Skaði in us: we are torn between  

Baldur and Njörður (my theory) 

Funnily enough our Norse virgo is Skaði in Þrymheimur, þursamær,  

and the two eyes of her late father Þjazi were thrown up onto the sky as stars. 
 

Read a good book, Stjarnvísi í Eddum, by our late Björn Jónsson, medical doctor  
in Manitoba, built on ideas gotten from pioneer works of Einar Pálsson, his friend.  
Stjarnvísi í Eddum is published by Bókaútgáfan Skjaldborg, Reykjavík 1989;  
Someone in Iceland is now doing research, taking Björn’s remarkable ideas further. 
 
Skaði seeks Baldur, the sun god, and enlightenment, the highest peaks. 

        bhaalu bhaal; Skaði is öndurdís, öndurr from Sanskrit अध्वन ्  adhvan 

The hank is that she  -- skír brúður goða --  is stuck with Njörður. 
                                  (sheer and bright bride of gods) 

We are torn, and desperately pulled, between                               (my theory) 
our will, Skaði, to evolve to the highest peaks of human evolution, Baldur, 
and  

our origin as living beings in a body, our manna þengill (king of men) Njörður.  
 
The 3 kings, or wise men, in the Jesus birth story, are stars in the sky. 

All this stuff is more or less intertwined, recycled, re-used, abused, 
post natus (puny), twisted, or invented. 

 
This word puny comes from Latin, post natus,  

born afterwards, made up later on, later time petty invention. 
But, I warn you: invnetions can become a persistent religious paradigm. 

 

Even think of Greek ichþus, θs counted for as being an acronym for  

Iesous Christos Theou Uios Soter, and this fish-decal on back of cars, that might also 

be the zodiac sign fish, मीन (--as Jesus associates a lot with that sign, 

 and with fishermen, and fish--). 
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We know that fish is known in ancient pagan symbolic language, 
Vishnu is avatar as a fish, Matsya. 
also is Icþus a son of the sea-goddess Atargatis.  
  
Don’t think you know everything, when we are only taught one thing, nothing else,  

only pseudo-truth, and, on top of that, deprived of all profound wisdom.  
 
Also is christus derived from some ancient deities’ titles. 

 

Our forefathers’ creation story is only half begun. 
I got lost in the created stuff  -  not the first one to get sucked into that thicket. 

 
Goddesses are here in this our universe, 
but how did they come to be here?                                             FREYJA  

              the great goddess of creation emerged from the Abyss of Waters 
(my theory on Freyja and Afrodita) 

Freyja has a lot to do with the 
three brothers Óðinn Vili Véi.   
   

            Freyja is their companion.  
White 
  foam on the black volcanic sands 
of Iceland’s Atlantic Ocean’s shore  
 

<- Dyrhólaey in the far back on the horizon;  

<- origin of the word froða, foam, in Sanskrit roots. 
 

The white foam and surfing waves sounds “tickingly” charming, when they rub 

the black tiny pebbles and coarse sand,                                    --just imagine !-- 
and the white foam vanishes with a “quissy” sound into the black sand.   
These sounds are heard here, in the quietness, on the background of the huge 

roaring drones of the Atlantic Ocean’s waves endlessly battering the  
black coast or the reef. 

 
In order to understand our beloved and much revered goddess Freyja  
we have to see through personifications of powers,  

find the core and essence of symbolic language                       NOW: RE-THINK 
and see the true original hidden meaning.  

SOME SEE FROM THEIR LOW WAKING STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS ONLY  

Crude men laugh at the obviously stupid myths and poems.  

They believe in the letter only. 
Some claim this inability of crude men to comprehend the real meaning 
         --  and the funny guise in which the wisdom is conveyed  --  to have been 
what actually saved our spiritual treasure from being destroyed completely.   
(Luckily) this funny stuff was not considered dangerous. 
Even came in handy to expose these primitive men’s pathetically stupid “believes”. 
              “Did they really believe this stupid stuff!!” 
 

Personifications are OK -- if --                                              ARE NOT PEOPLE 
if we are not led astray by seeing these great powers as people. 
 

Now my theory, listen:                                                                           (my theory) 

                        SPACE-TIME FOAM  -  GODDESS OF CREATION 
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We should not let mythological personifications of worldly phenomena blind us 
to the fact that they are symbolic for something subtle and powerful. 

                   
    Hera                    and Afrodita                and Venus 

                      afros foam s                            Bottichelli’s birth of Venus, Italy, 

--a painting that somehow survived the  
burning of all pagan arts by the church-- 

 

Goddesses “coming out of their bath”  -  but they never went in. 
 
    Elsa-Brita Titchenell in her book The Masks of Odin, deliberately has no pictures of 
Óðinn there. She knows that pictures would pin the reader to the puny, stagnated view 
of Óðinn being a man, a guy, a king, a warrior  -- as artist have pictured him that way. 
Whereas she tries to peep under the visible surface and spot the pure theosophy 
contained in poems’ synmbolic language and Óðins many names and functions.   
Pictures would lead astray from the book’s message (which is pure theosophy) to the 
commonly believed, misleading, personifications, and that brutality-imprinting. 

 
     Elsa-Brita (Swedish) knew not Icelandic, so wrong understanding of some names is 
presented here, -- like: Týr is not tyr (Swedish: a bull), Sága is not saga (history), and 
other such little mistakes are there. 
     Her book was published by Theosophical Society, Pasadena, CA. USA. 

 

Afros s means foam, so Afrodita is equivalent of Freyja, whose name also 

means foam.                      (Freyja and foam derived from the same stem.) 

phenah pheñah           frauð froða parandja परण्ज परझा paradñjaa freya fröja 

priya príí 

Anthropomorphic artistic presentation is a trap.  

     We fall into the water of misunderstanding.  
 

Goddesses only come to be in Ægir, ginnungagap.  Ægir still only is. 
 
We assume:  in order to step out of our bath we have first to get in. 

But here it does not work that way. 
Goddess of creation only comes to be in the abyss of waters, Ægir,  

 
and that bubble is seen as a universe. 

 

As we see the Greek perfect statues…. 
 

            -- that are originally personifications of unseen fundamental 
               administrative and creative powers -- -- 
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….we tend to forget that everything in the created world is in the same pattern 
and image as is ginnungagap, the great void, That which alone is.  
 

Human body is in the image of ginnungagap. Everything is, 
as there is nothing else than It. 
But this does not mean that everything is people. Does not work that way. 

 
   Space-time foam with worm-holes.                              Freyja 

(my theory) space-time foam 
        This is Freyja   
       quantum foam.  

                   And wormholes. 
 

Universes bubble up from within ginnungagap                                    
by virtue of space-time foam, quantum foam, bubbling, and breaking loose: 

Refer to quantum physicist Dr.John Hagelin. 

       Universes are bubbles of space-time foam that break loose.  
 

SUPERSTRINGS 
>The bubbles are called superstrings in Quantum Physics, 
and in the Vedic literature Mother Divine says  

‘This is my body having the form of a string’. 

              Give me a lift to some profound understanding, please. 
 
Does the name Gungnir, vibrations, and Freyja‘s name as foam 

not ring a beautiful bell of creation in the heads of our forefathers, 
resonating in our modern science heads today? 

 

>The superstrings vibrate at different frequencies, each frequency behaving 
like a different fundamental particle, such as electron, photon, etc. The 
manifest universe is not material, it is just frequencies of sound. Each of the 
fundamental particles is just a specific tone of the Unified Field.                 
Dr.John Hagelin, quantum physicist. 
 

                Now we shall understand physic’s  WORM-HOLES :  
(my theory) 

       Óðinn uses wormholes to slip to Gunnlöð in Hnitbjörg (the cliff).       
WORM-HOLES 

In the guise of a worm he/we get to imbibe wisdom -  in ginnungagap. 

   Óðinn uses wormholes.               
Have you thougth of irminsul this way? This is how I see it.  My askur yggdrasils 
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Óðinn transcends  in the guise of a worm to gain the supreme wisdom.  
Bregðst í ormslíki. 

remember: Sanskrit ash means to take and receive, works both ways. 

 
yogachittavrittinirodhah  - least exited state of mind. 
 

                      “the sounding” 
Gunnlöð in Hnitbjörg,     Rati the rat,     Kvasir and the mead of wisdom. 
waiting for us  rodent gnaws the hole                  available to us 
                                   (verb rata: know the way) 

Bölverkur performer of bad deeds. 

Löð is invitation of hospitality, the verb laða, to lure, invite, 

gunn - guð is hljóðskipti (phonetics, system of sound in Icelandic gunn-guð) 
gunnur is orrusta (battle); or guð god/gods; could be both meanings here. 

  
We have a vísa (verse) in our Norse poems:                         TEFLA Í TÚNI 
Tefla í túni teitir váru    -  tefla í túni teitir eru  

Deva play happily in the field of dynamism  
deva or devataa playing in dynamism 

 

-- tún (pronounce: toon) is derived from ðynamis  s  dynamics; 

note also tun in Hebrew, as a godly place.  (Benjaminits moved to the North, p48) 
 
Tún is actually what is, before we get that created stuff going.      Tívatún is 

all purity of Natural Law. 
The æsir, or tívar, are playing dice!  Tefla í túni. 
         Hope they are not gambling. Wouldn’t that count for some lack of responsibility! 

brahma líílaa        the creator in ginnungagap having fun by creating 

div diiv (Sanskrit stem) is akin to tívar, díídhíí  िीधी (díídhíí) brightness, splendor 

tívar means the shining bright           
divine, heavenly, and we get here words/names like Jupiter, Zeus and Týr,   
these famous powerful gods. 
Teitir happy (adj. plural mask sing), we get here Sanskrit dii-dhii.  

 
   They are our fundamental impulses of creative intelligence, deva,                                                                                        

     who are not visible on the surface of life.                                   tívar 

vishve devaa                   . 
They function at finer levels, quietly organizing and maintaining life in a 
positive and evolutionary direction. 
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Their playground is the splendor and dynamism  --  tún. 
 
This means tívar, deva, devata are everywhere. In everything.  Vishvedeva. 

Only - we do not see them.                                                    (all-divine, as all is) 
As our beloved John Hagelin quantum physicist puts it: 
                                          „we do not bump into them in the street,  
                                          dogs do not typically bark at them“.  
 

Tívar (gods, deva) dynamically ensure, that the Laws of Nature are invariant,  
-- always flawless and always the same -- 

despite superficial changes. 

Non-change in spite of superficial change; 
structure remains unchanged.     

 
             This is a happy-go-happy life of tívar - everything under control - 
 

until !!!  ooopsy  !!!-  WARNING:   the delusion is about to show up.   UNZ !    
                                                                                                                
(UNTIL) 

unz kómu þursamegir III guna   ण, triguna     ण 

(my theory) 
three thurs-sons, the 3 qualities of Nature,  sattva rajas tamah. 
They are bossy,  
they rule the world of men and animals, rule the whole of Nature. 

They are in everything in Nature.  
The driving, bossy qualities in everything in Nature. Driving us crazy, sometimes. 

 
We see Nature with our worldly eyes,                                      NATURE A VEIL 
but we see not what she hides away from our worldly eyes, 

see not what Nature really is, where from she is derived, and that she is only 
ginnungagap moving within Itself. Iðavellir (my theory). 

This critical point UNZ  ! (until) 

Here is where the trap of  झ       pradñja aparadah, mistake of the intellect, 

comes into the picture. 

 
  We now have ámáttku (mighty) triguna, III of the þursamær, on our stage. 

 

We start to assimilate with the broken symmetry. 
(called “created world”) 

 

regla: Rán, rögn og regin  च     च   is orderliness, 

                                from where we should think, 
 
rugl: error, confusion, misperception - our intellect’s 

delusion, aberration. The mistake of our intellect. 
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    (surface waves)    

Rán,  च     च , perfect orderliness, in Ægir,                      (my theory of)  RÁN 

her 9 daughters dancing, the surface values as waves of consciousness.  
RÁNAR DÆTUR  

We see Ránar dætur (daughters of Rán), but we see not the perfect order, Rán. 
  

We tend no longer to have one eye in the well of Mímir, Mímisbrunnur. 
 

We forget Mímir and his sounding, the hidden unheard hljóð Heimdallar, 
(gjöll:  sound, battle)     Gjallarhorn. 

We have both eyes on the “stuff”;  -  Gungnir -  out of whom we make stuff. 

 
Like Gerður í Gymisgörðum in Skírnismál, 

we have both worldly eyes fixed on the material bits, in waking state only, 
filling our garage with stuff before we die.  
He who owns the most at his funeral day, he wins. 

We are no longer  स्वस्थ्य svasthya  standing in our Selves  

when we associate with the triguna, þursamegir III. 

             (the 3 bossy qualities of Nature, the rulers in her sphere of life.) 
We do not know who we are, 

we associate ourselves with the stuff,  
rational perhaps to the unenlightened man, as our worldly senses register the 
5 höfuðskepnur and bring that Gungnir to the ever-thirsty mind:  

                                   
sense of hearing - relating to akash  (the room; sound) 
sense of touch -    vaayu (air which moves) 
sense of sight  -    fire, light 
sense of taste  -    water  
sense of smell  -    earth 
 

The 5 kinds of particles, or 5 spin types, correspond to the tanmatra,  

            the 5 mahabhuta, akash vaayu agni jaal prithivi  -   5 höfuðskepnur. 
 

They 5 are, in turn, seen as 3, the superfields:                       öreindir 

akash + vaayu  (space spin2 and air 3/2) 

agni + jaala (fire spin1 and water ½) Gauge 

jaal + pritivi (0 spin) 
 
In Valhöll we have Andhrímnir Eldhrímnir Sæhrímnir, and eld sæ. 
This is obvious  (spirit/air, fire, waters/sea - in hrím-form, rhyme rythm). 
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But yet the ignorant teachers in Iceland used to mock and ridicule:  
“the kitchen in Valhöll”. To the great delight of the professors of theology.  
 
Sad note: The professors and doctors of theology, on official high wages, are still at it.   

They write articles in the daily papers mocking the stupidity of heathenry. 
They pick Easter and yule for this propaganda to embellish churchianity and belittle 
our spiritual ancient heritage. They speak from their stage of consciousness, which is 
the waking state only. No higher states of consciousness reached yet. Thin words only. 

SPIRITUALITY IS LACKING 
We never got to know that we are not the worldly stuff, -- and waking state is 
                                                                           not enough to see The Reality. 

We know not what we have forgotten: the perfection;  
what is under the UNZ (until) came the triguna: unz kómu þursamegir III. 

 
We, like teachers and priests, associated ourselves with unstable Gungnir 
the wave-movement in Iðavellir that appears to be tangible stuff. 

Ignorantly we live in the material unstable world ruled by þursamegir three. 
   In lack of higher states of consciousness. 
  

             Nobody tells us  
             that we are silent watchers  

             of the Schauspiel.  
             Only withnessing Gungnir, 
             that “stuff” and worldly phenomena. 

 
Nobody tells us that we are here to evolve to perfection 

using many lifespans (some really useless) for one goal: enlightenment. 
JESUS 

The less have we been told how to reach Heaven Within every day of our life. 

Jesus tells us about it, but we do not understand. 
What is a world? 

World - Icelandic veröld (ver-öld) means: man’s lifespan.       (I repeat this for you, as 
Each man’s world is individually made by himself in his head.     nobody else does) 

Worlds are as many as there are living men.                                  VERÖLD 

We make our world in our brain from the superstrings, GUNGNIR,  
 
Gungnir (vibrations), which our senses so dutifully present our mind with. 

 
The world is simply as you are,  

because it is individually imagined by each man’s brain. 
MIND - HUGI - hugur 

Mind is, according to Maharishi ayurveda   

-  as teaches us vaidya Manohar  - 

a channel, shrota    , a very special channel  -  mind is kaalpanika shrota; 

kaalpana means to form in the imagination, create, 
assume to be real, feigning, imagining to be for real. 

IMAGINED WORLD 
And our amazing mind has layers of functions.   
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Mind has the superb ability to connect                             MIND AND BRAIN 
   * on one hand to our brain 
   * and on other hand communicate with our consciousness, 

most thouroghly when we transcend 
Amazing ! 
Is that not a marvel !  Is that not a puzzle ! 
How can mind have all these layers   

-  and we do not give that a thought! 

 
No-one ever told us the truth before ! 

 
       PURE CONSCIOUSNESS 
is when consciousness is experiencing itself alone. 

Pure consciousness is easily accessed by us  -  from me to me  - 
 “val”  GOING HOME 

an experience stated not to be in time, space, nor sense of body,  

i.e. TRANSCENDING  -- even our dear thoughts. 
  

How do we imbibe FIMBULRÚNIR here?? 
 
What on earth could allow us to use ORMSLÍKI  

                             -- the guise of a worm to visit GUNNLÖÐ in her HNITBJÖRG -- 
to experience, contact, be exclusively: that Field of no qualities,  
the field yet being a Field of all possibilities, origin of all qualities? 

 
Could quantum events at the microscopic level of our brain summed up by 

quantum tunneling become an experience?  
But that quantum sth. is claimed by classical physics not to be possible.   
Come on, man.  Do we have to re-learn physics and understand quantum? 

 
Do you really believe FIMBULRÚNIR to be gained by NÝSA NIÐUR??? 

--  Hávamál,  vísa 138 and on to vísa 163. -- 

                 Do you really think the olden guys knew about 

 
GINNUNGAGAP (consciousness) and brain-functioning relation!!! 

 
Perhaps we now see the dawn of explaining Hávamál jnana-kanda part  
     --  3rd part, rúnatal, on                                                                       (my theory) 
     transcending, nýsa niður, fimbulrúnir, skill in action, 9 góða galdra -- 

so that we can answer these our pending questions. 
HUMAN BRAIN 

Our brain is a sea of electrical fluctuations.     

We have the responsibility to create our brain - all the time - 
by choosing activity.                                               Dr. Alarik Arenander. 

 
Refer also to Quantum brain www.neuroquantology.com  NeuroQunatology Vol.10 no2 
(2012)  Articles: Core and Matrix Thalamic Nuclei: Paralel Circuits Involved in Content 
of Experience and General Wakefulness  

                                   by Dr.Fred Travis. 

http://www.neuroquantology.com/
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Our brain responds to our needs. What we expose it to, our brain “becomes”. 
 

We create our brain all the time. Brain serves our ambitions. 
 

We are all-responsible.   --  Because we are humans and have a choice. 
 
We have free will  - whereas animals act by their inherent nature. 

(my theory: when Adam and Eve, fortunately, got out of paradisos/fence.) 
We should always seek and cherish satvic (true and pure) experiences. 

 
            We also create our nervous system all the time: 

SLEIPNIR 

We can train and purify our Sleipnir, our precious vehicle to Ásgarður, 
by going there, by going home, every day all our life. 

 
We possess the ability to transcend, nýsa niður,  
we shall use it or we might lose it. 

 
We are no longer deprived of the knowledge about “our role” here on earth. 

Fully alive, one day, we reach Valhöll.                                                    val 

val, remember, means to come nearer, quicken, also to return home 

(my theory) 
and höll (hall, palace) is like the palaces in our bedtime stories,     (as I see them) 

                Snow-white, the Sleeping Beauty, Cinderella,  -- and Belle et la Bête,  

 
      -  palace of enlightenment, the destination of man. 

 
These age-old innocent stories are godspells (gospels) and myths, are analogy, 
containing the eternal message, even if we might have missed that out. 

 
They are imbibed by the little child that is about to fall asleep. 
 

Even the big bad wolf,  
out or whose belly our hero jumps at the end of the story, fully alive,  
   --not even been chewed on or bit-- 

contains truth about the imperishable soul of man -- and animals.  

 Meat in Geri and Freki; We are not harmed.      गर  वकृ 

gara who swallows, vrika who tears, gluttons, glatshundar 

   (my theory on: kjöt gefur Óðinn greyjum sínum) 
                Only the now worn-out bodies are recycled. 
  Geri og Freki are fed on meat, perishable bodies, 

but the real I am nourished by the flow of intelligence                    Óðins wine 
which pervades everything.   

That is the wine of Óðinn, (my theory on: Óðinn æ (always) við vín eitt unir) 

and the wine of Jesus.                                 WINE - FLOW OF INTELLIGENCE 
Baccus and Dionisos, also, are originally keepers of flow of intelligence (my theory) 

but crude men always tend to see all in their narrow-minded way only. 
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  Badly held by TRÖLL             
---  (my theory:) the ignorance of not seeing who we are --- 

as if our sun had already been swallowed. 

our unforgiveable  ILLITERACY. 
                     What this book Óðsmál is all about is  

symbolic language and allegory 
as we are illiterate while we cannot understand the true meaning. 
 

But here we come to a very critical point 
which even the most intelligent might not have counted for: 

 
Not even intellectual understanding (only) is enough. 

That is thinking from the waking stage of consciousness only. 

We have to live the sphere of knowledge, ginnungagap, consciousness, 
live the sphere of pure consciousness, so nourishing our every thought. 
We so gain understanding. Re-gain Mímir. 

MÍMIR 
We have deliberately been brainwashed so as not to understand 

by men who only live low stages of consciousness  (--i.e.sleep and waking--) 
and many churchians are still at it - officially - 
-  perhaps defending their jobs and salaries, perhaps just blind and completely 

brainwashed by stagnated imprinting of theocratic cliché.  (That gives money.) 
 
 Note again, that Jesus Christ has nothing to do with churchianity. 
 

Christus is an old term used long before the churches and Roman CE were even 
invented. 

Jesus would never approve of what Churchianity does. 
 
Note also that the original Paul is no way what churchianity uses his name for. 
First letters of Paul are true, but drastic forgeries followed after his death (murder). 

 

Here are some Norse-mythology concepts, names and phenomena,  
which I would like you to understand, really understand,  

and   please       HIGHTEN YOUR STAGE OF CONSCIOUSNESS TO SEE 
please learn and practice twice daily the easy TM-technique  

in order to get acquainted with our pure consciousness 
                                                                        our unseen Reality 
Then we gradually gain deepened understanding, gain real literacy, 

not only the intellectual acrobatics performed in our blind waking state. 
 

 ( listen to pronounciation.MP3 of concepts & names on www.mmedia.is/odsmal/odsmal) 

A list of some concepts that need to be fully understood: 
          (theosophycally, profoundly)   

Hávamál visa 138 and following on  
  transcending to gain fimbulrúnir 

the most vital understanding 

fimbulrúnir og galdrar góðir 

Óðinn Vili Véi í ginnungagapi  
      = rishi devataa cchandas,   

 = HilbertSpace Observables States 
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Óðinn Vili Véi valda Heimdalli akash  
      kham fyrstu af 5 mahabhuta  

horse and spear of Freyr (symbolic)      
höfuðskepnur tanmatra  
     mahabhuta. 

tefla teitir í túni  (tún ðynamis) 
ginnungagap Iðavellir  (Unified Field  

    of Total Natural Law) vitund á iði 
eternally moving consciousness 

meiðmar 
Freyja tímarúmsfroða -  einsog  
     Afrodita - (space-time foam) 

Brimir, Ymir, Ókólnir,  brugga 
    fyrir13,8 milljörðum ára, stóri 
    smellur (Big Bang) 

Burr Borr Bestla Óðinn 
Múspellsheimur Niflheimur Élivágar 

Auðumbla 
Aurgelmir, Bergelmir  -  aur (aurum) 
    ber (a bear) gelmir (the sounding) 

Gungnir  
Vanir 
álfar 

rögn regin (Sankrit rach) 
höft og bönd 

Syn -- synþ sattva, syndasía stofn 

sidh2 थसध ्reka brott, hindra, synjun 

leiðin í Glasi 
´whole´ and ´sound´ is perfect health 

Sif Ester María mey   
          (seasonal deities) 
Baldur Jesus ofl sólguð  (sun-gods) 

Váli Baldur Víðarr Höður 
Þór  and Loki Laufeyjarson  
       (dragdrottningarnar/dragqueens) 
náttúran sem skilningarvitin okkar  

       nema (senses register Nature) 
þursamegir III, triguna (my theory) 
   (sattva rajas tamah), sem 

   stjórna í heimi hér - gott að hvíla 
   sig á þeim - take a break from 

   them  - nistraigunyo bhav 
Sága Frigg Hlín 
Askur Embla -  we are inside made 

         of golden stuff from the gods 
askur Yggdrasils   what is ygg, what  

   is dras (pashyanti) clairvoyance  

 drösull, tras त्रस ् ; sjáandi (“seeing”)   

दृष ् ,  drís    ashwa stha, अश्वत्त   
Óður Hænir Lóður  
Ægir Rán Eldir Fimafengur  

                       Vilbjörg vakir 
Bileygur Gapþrosnir Haftsænir 

Freyr Skírnir Gerður Byggvir Beyla, 
Skírnismál  
Freyja’s two cats 

Freyja elja, María mey,  
        Zeus&Evrópa, Zeus&Leda 
      I recall 6 virgin births thousands 
     of years ago, one more son of a god 

Gymisgarðar Paradisos (my theory) 

Ullur    उ   úl eldur 

Heimdallur  hljóð shruti gjöll 
    heim kham, dellingur bright; (dallur as a 
big vessel is later time meaning, nýíslenska) 

Skaði Njörður Baldur 

Hermóður Helia kaffipása milli æva  
    coffee-break between lifespans  
    (her-móður or herm(harm)-óður) 

Jólnir Jörð Svalinn Mundilfari (my  

                 theory=)      mandala    

          möndull jarðar earth’s axis 
Hjúki og Bil, Jack and Jill, perhaps 

= rahu ketu, केत ुरहु (dragon‘s tail head) 
Iðunn Bragi (the shining one) epli  
    gain apples of immortality, how?   by: 

       nýsta ek niður   nístha      

Mímir   (sanskrít smriti, smara)  
Sleipnir taugakerfið til að nýsa niður 

     (my theory)- human nervous system 
         the slippery, the gliding one 
valkyrja þjónar í vingameiðshanginu 

          serves us in trancending  
Valhöll vitundarstig sprelllifandi  
    manns  -  sjáum 3gunnana vasast 

eldhúsið í Valhöllu  
Gunnlöð Hnitbjörg Óðinn Bölverkur 

                (gunn - guð hljóðskipti) 
understand all names of Óðinn (in 

                               each context)  
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some names first now explained, many 
names hitherto wrongly explained like 

Bileygur from      bhid,     bhitta 

    bhinna;  and  apivat अ      
(cause to understand) Óðinn 
   (we must un-learn and correct all the 
   wrong imprinting of terms’ meaning). 

Kvasir mjöður (sanskrit madhu) 
     sounding, sem ómar, són boðn fórn 

vín (wine) Jesú og Óðins a flow  
    (ekki alcohol, ekki höfuðskepnan vatn) 

all our rivers (Grímnismál v.27-29) 
Bifröst and Bilröst    (see my theory) 

Bilskirrnir  
Vígríðarslétta 

Huginn og Muninn (Sanskrit: yogin  
       munih, Hebrew Urim Rummim)  
tún (from Greek dynamic,  

                Hebrew tun gods place) 
jötnar sing. jötunn (proun. ieurd-eun) 
tröll    þursar 

Geri og Freki (sanskrit: gara vrika)  
þursameyjar 3  Gerður Skaði  

  Gunnlöð  daughters of Gymir Þjazi  
  Suttungur; - take over on our 
                evoulutionary path 

Urður Verðandi Skuld karma  
                            (not St.Peter) 

Týr Fenrir  Gleipnir -- Drómi 

Læðingur.  pramadaalasya           
nidrabis - svefnþorni stunginn   

Týr is righteousness and divine law.  

      Not a god of war as Romish Mars  
      was used for (martial), 
and note again that Etruscans 

      owned Mars the good protective 
      god of peace and prosperity. 
      Romans changed him for their 

      ambitions. A manipulated god. 

   kúdjah कुज (sonur jarðar) the planet; 

mangal   ङ   er heillamerki, gæfa  

         mangal Týr - for luck 

Grágás the law-book.    ,      
       and in turn garj garga is the  
       same as garga in Icelandic, to  
       speak out loud, read the law, 

       as was and is in the case of  
       reciting the law at Lögberg, 
       Þingvellir;  Grágás the meaning  

       in Icelandic:  grey goose  
Naglfar  

Hræsvelgur   (hræs-velgur or hræ- 
    svelgur) kári;  perhaps also 
    vaayurghandaanivaashyaat 

    blowing along fragrance of…, 
                        or memory of…. 

Hymir, Gymir, Ymir 
Gnipahellir    Gjöll Gjallarhorn 

Garmur means heat, gharma,     
Icelandic: varmi, and our month harpa 

 (a ram aries) dorri 

/þorri; gói (Sanskrit cow taurus)  
    names of months, their meaning 
    in our Icelandic old naming,  
    how our months moved towards 
    new New Year so their names no  

    longer correlate,  
whileRoman sept oct nov dec 

          became 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th 
seiðskrati   seiður siður siddhi 

                                  shaman 
Draupnir (stem drjúpa drip, drop) 
       hodd goða   (divine gold) 

Hel hagall hagl jökull khadjala खजल  

खज्ञल daggardropar þoka regn  

  खं kha kham tóm/rúm/himinn, 

      जल djala vatn (Hel er björt og köld) 

Éljúðnir (in Helia) 
yule  (jól, wintersolstice) 
einherjar 

Óðinn Hænir Lóður  
Skaði Njörður Baldur 

Loki as mankind; Býleistur 
Læraður, Léraður 
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Rígur - categories of men according 
  to evolution and purity (!not money) 
Iðavellir 

Gungnir 
Glaðheimar 
understand the names:  Þrúðheimar   

    Ýdalir Álfheimar Valaskjálf  
    Sökkvabekkur Glaðsheimur  

   Þrymheimur Breiðablik Himinbjörg 
    Fólkvangur Glitnir Nóatún  
  and understand names of deities 

    living there 
synir Óðins Baldur Höður  

                  Váli Víðarr Meili Þór 
Rindur mother to Váli hawk of morn 

from ambhah-pati  वरुण Varuna s 

Valhöll   - a living man´s 
      enlightenment  (my theory) 
Sól goddess of enlightenment  
      a female deity; German die 

      Sonne, Gaelic grian, gréine  
  also feminine) 

Nanna fem, Máni maskulin 
Surtur  
The Great Goddess 

Freyja - space-time foam Afrodita 
Gimlé Gimli Gim-hlé  

new gods take over Móði Magni  
                            Víðarr Váli 
tröll ignorance, with Mjöllnir 

           we go east towards sunrise 
jólasveinar            álfar 

Niðavellir  Sindri 
dvergar (what are dwarfs)     
gods days planets and human brain 

Rati wormholes (quantum physics) 
(my theory) rat (rata, know the way) 

Þund  -   all the rivers and their 
    meaningful names 
   everything is flow of intelligence 

gnoþi seauton  - by nýsa niður 
Logi  Hugi  

at the end of kvæði (poem) we get 
    that all was an illusion - all gone - 
    we stand alone in the wilderness 

and eld sæ, 3 from 5, öreindir 
Hnitbjörg Gunnlöð Bölverkur  
      no obstacles but must do sth. 

Líf og Lífþrasir, Skíðblaðnir 
Askur og Embla, man-trees 

Auðumbla 
gandreið  -  goose gander, Sanskrit 
       hamsa swan, and Icel. hamur 

Óðrerir  
Þjóðrerir  

Þjóðvitnir  -    --  explains the 
    vicious circle and seed of memory 
Þrúður Þórsdóttir (like daughter of 

     Indra) tavas strong energetic 
    courageous tavasya strength, þjóð 
    tý tevton, tavishii f.  taviisha m. 

    tvaya mfn. strong -- Teuton 
Móði Magni Röskva Þjálfi glófar 

      megingjarðir Mjöllnir swastika 
Tanngirsnir og Tanngnjóstur Þórs rams 

Þrymur þurs and the stolen Mjöllnir   
- Þrymskviða - what it means 
Miðgarðsormur    Fenrir (the wolf) 

Freyja‘s featherguise - fjaðurhamur 
Brísingamen  

Mother Earth (Þórs móðir) 
Hoddmímir og hodd goða 
askur yggdrasils Heiðrún Læraður  

    Ratatoskur Níðhöggur og 4 hirtir 
Sifjar hair lost 
Iðunnar apples lost   Bragi 

Iðunn as a nut 
Gróttasöngur (crossroades):  

     cross in ring (my theory) 
            or ring in cross  
Élivágar 

Vígríðarslétta 
 
         understand poems and myths 

         in their deepest meaning

         for pronouciation of all concepts: mmedia.is/odsmal/odsmal  a listen to MP3

Also pay attention to the numbers that appear in Norse mythology:  9  108  216  
432   - and in Grímnismál  23.vísa 500 dyr 800 einherjar; 

Also: 12 goðorð, 36 goðar to Lögrétta, bringing 2 men each, 108 men to þing, 
36 judging-þings, 12 men in each jury, 432.--  Oldest known continuous 

parliament is here in Ísland, Alþingi. Formerly held at Þingvellir.  
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The church polluted Þingvellir with executions, and drowning pregnant girls. 
(Priest still nowadays tell women not to make any fuss about rape and beating. I know) 

Concepts like The Devil did not exist here. Introduced along with monotheism. 
Neither did the word religion exist. Religion is a later time invention anyway.   

(Latin post natus (literally: born afterwards) becomes the English word puny.) 
 
Delightful surprise happening was that Óðsmál 1996 became 432pp altogether: 

that is:  216pp in Icelandic (all verso, i.e. all left hand pages)  
and 216pp in English (all recto, right hand pages). 

I did not notice. Someone said to me: -A brilliant idea, 216, 216, 432. 
I was delighted.  It was not my idea. It just so happened. Óðsmál decided.  

 
This book, Óðsmál 2013, seems to be heading for becoming 108 pp. Marvelous. 
Both books choosing to be published on aksaya tritya, day of lasting achievements. 

That implies, I hope:  
Understanding will come to us. It is good to tell us Truth. 
Good to wake us up from our ignorance of not seeing who we are,  

not knowing what purpose and aim we have. 
 

Funny about that Devil-invention, when imported to Iceland: 
We never took him seriously. Some even looked enviously to his good heating facilities 
down there.  
Folk-lores mock him and ridicule. He can always be beaten by cunnig men, wisards. 
We put our soul at stake in the gambling with the Devil, knowing for sure that he 
would alway loose. 
 

This devil-scoffing and derision irritated the church -- this tool completely useless as a 
threat on us here up North --  so they ´changed out´ the wise men for priests(!!) in the 
folk-lores.  
See: the stories were too persistent to be hushed down, so now priests -- instead of 
wisards, in the new churchian-versions of folk-lores about beating the stupid devil -- 
priests, now, were the ones able to cope with the devil, get him under, let him be the 
looser. Manipulated folk-lores. 
Another puny twist:  Thunders and lightning now became:  Jesus is angry. 

 
UNDERSTAND NAMES OF DAYS, GODS, PLANETS, -  AND OUR BRAIN 

(see books by Tony Nader, MD PhD) 

Names of days, Θεών Ημέραι: 

           for Greek names thanks to ς of Hellenes Polytheists 
                  www.thyrsos.gr  Thyrsos Hellenes Ethnikoi   Θύρσος - Έλληνες Εθνικοί 
 
names corretaling in Sanskrit also, of course, as there lies their origin 

 

sun भान ुभा bhanu सयू प suurya Ημέρα του Ήλιου, Ηλιοδιτη  

 day of Appollon sungod 

moon चदं्र chandra Ημέρα της Σελήνης, Αρτεμώνη 

Týr/Mars kuja कुज bhaumavaasarah, mangal मङ्गल ्Tuesday, martedi 

Aries Αρειώνη 

http://www.thyrsos.gr/
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Note: Etruskan Mars is a peaceful agricultural deity, not like the Roman god of war 
(from whom (i.e. from the Roman version) we get the word martial). 

Óðinn Wednesday बदु्ध ् buddh saumya Wotanstag merkurius Hermes Ερμειώνη 

Þór Thursday Jove Jupiter     guru Zeus Διώνη (note: days in English capitalized) 

Freyja venerdi Friday Venus Afrodita shukra शकु्र brigú भगृ ुΑφροδιτώνη 

Loki saturday Saturn शथन shani Hemera Kronu Κρονία (orthodox Σάββατο) 

(Icelandic laugardagur, day of Loki, nothing to do with washing.) 

Our days have these qualities of andhrímnir eldhrímnir sæhrímnir: 

Súúrya is pitta   
chandra  vata kapha 

Týr  pitta 
Óðinn  buddh  vata pitta kapha  
Þór kapha 

Shukra  vata kapha  - (arts, beaux-arts, enjoying beauty) 
shani   vata  - (hurry, gas) 
      stop getting married on Saturdays -  the day of Loki (Icelandic laugardagur). 

      Get married on a Friday, the day of Freyja.  
     Or better still - get a muhurta !!/Maharishi jyotish calcutaled auspicious timing. 
 

CHALDEAN NAMES FOR THE DAYS 
Shamash = Sunday 

Sin = Monday 

Minurti = Tuesday 

Nabu = Wednesday 

Marduk = Thursday 
Ishtar = Friday    (note: a female deity, correlating to all other “Fri”days) 

Norigal = Saturday 
 

This book Óðsmál Unssen is online on www.mmedia.is/odsmal/odsmal  
 

For a good start for profound understanding of concepts you can go to 1996-

Óðsmál website www.mmedia.is/odsmal  find links to 24 chatters on left side 
on index page (scroll a bit down on index page)  24 chatters: 

1 dhyana, home (heimfús) 
2 gandreið Huginn Muninn 
3 vicious circle, thorn of sleep  
4 Þjóðvitnir target group, Gleipnir 
5 Óðinn go often to Óðinn 
6 union (yog) 
7 a technique; right wrong 
8 circles yule dance 
9 goddesses oaths runes 
10 heart mind - love duty 
11 longings, bringing up bairns 
12 Iðunn Baldur Þrymur 
13 circles wheels; draugur 

14 Þór 
15 Gungnir Frigg servants names 
16 són fórn sacrifice 
17 roots Askur zodiac Skíðblaðnir 
18 álfheimar 
19 einherji 
20 Geri Freki jötnar Helia 
21 ÓðinnViliVéi Njörður       
ÓðurHænirLóður 
22 so easy and natural 
23 UrðurVerðandiSkuld, 3guna 

of nature 
24 Skaði Sif nature regin Rán

http://www.mmedia.is/odsmal/odsmal
http://www.mmedia.is/odsmal
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/02gandhuginn%20muninn24/02gandHuginnMuninn.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/02gandhuginn%20muninn24/02gandHuginnMuninn.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/03vitahringsvefnthorn17/03vitahringsvefnthorn.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/04markhopkommodgleipn25/04markhopGleipnir.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/04markhopkommodgleipn25/04markhopGleipnir.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/05faradfinnaberabyrdar17/05faradfinnaoft.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/06yoga17/06unionyog.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/06yoga17/06unionyog.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/07taeknikreppadyrkrettrangt8/07rettrangt.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/07taeknikreppadyrkrettrangt8/07rettrangt.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/08hringdansrodull%2013/08circlesyuledance.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/08hringdansrodull%2013/08circlesyuledance.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/09gydjurrunirsverja24/09goddessoathsrunes.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/09gydjurrunirsverja24/09goddessoathsrunes.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/10hughjartaviavirtu%2011/10heartmindvirtu.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/10hughjartaviavirtu%2011/10heartmindvirtu.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/11longunuppeldivafn19/11longingsbairns.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/11longunuppeldivafn19/11longingsbairns.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/12IdunnBaldThrym17/12IdunnBaldurThrymur.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/12IdunnBaldThrym17/12IdunnBaldurThrymur.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/13hringjoldraug%2017/13circleswheelsdraugur.htm
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/13hringjoldraug%2017/13circleswheelsdraugur.htm
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/14Thor26/14Thor.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/14Thor26/14Thor.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/15gungnirFrigg%20nofn10/15GungnirFrigg.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/15gungnirFrigg%20nofn10/15GungnirFrigg.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/16rubidiumson17/16sonfornsacrifice.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/16rubidiumson17/16sonfornsacrifice.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/17raeturAsks%20ZodSkidblad17/17rootsAskurZodSkidbl.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/17raeturAsks%20ZodSkidblad17/17rootsAskurZodSkidbl.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/18alfheimar23/18alfheimar.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/18alfheimar23/18alfheimar.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/19einherji22/19einherji.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/19einherji22/19einherji.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/20geriFrekijotnarHel20/20GeriFrekijotnarHel.htm
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/20geriFrekijotnarHel20/20GeriFrekijotnarHel.htm
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/21OVVNjordurOHL21/21OVVNjordOHL.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/21OVVNjordurOHL21/21OVVNjordOHL.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/21OVVNjordurOHL21/21OVVNjordOHL.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/22audvelt15/22easy.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/22audvelt15/22easy.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/23UVSSRTnattura16/23UVSsrtNature.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/23UVSSRTnattura16/23UVSsrtNature.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/23UVSSRTnattura16/23UVSsrtNature.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/24SkadiSifNatturaReginRan29/24SkadiSifRan.html
http://mmedia.is/odsmal/fyrirlestur05/24SkadiSifNatturaReginRan29/24SkadiSifRan.html
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Here (free on the web 24 Chatters) you get at least bigger pictures than the stamp-
sized ones here in this book, of which I am getting tired, 
    and you get in these 24 chatters on the web longer explanations than these  

    telegraphic-shortnote sentences in this book, Óðsmál - The Unseen Reality 
  

        See www.mmedia.is/odsmal/odsmal  for FIND in this book 

Also open www.amazon.co.uk (or .de, or .com) 
search: odsmal  (or: Óðsmál) in books 

to get books, big pictures, who explain concepts in Heathenry; 
“Krakka-Óðsmál in fornu, 40 krakkaskræður” richly illustrated. 

The edition of this research is financially supported by Ministry of Education,  
the Fund for Novices in Teaching Material, Þróunarsjóður námsgagna. 

 
We can also go to YouTube, search:  Goiagodi    (Göia goði) 

to get Iceland Heathenry Chatter videos on the abyss of Heathenry 
 

Nowadays women are goðar (plural of goði).                                        GOÐI 
The title, goði, is a maskuline word, but used for both genders.   

Titles are never capitalized in Icelandic.  (goði not Goði) 
      Note - that we should not call a female-goði for gyðja, as gyðja means  
      a goddess, and is not a title for a human female-goði at all. 

GYÐJA 
All girls are the great goddess incarnated, i.e. gyðjur,  

but only few men and women have the title goði. 
GIRLS  and  BOYS     . 

Luckily, nowadays, Icelandic girls are proud of being girls, wearing pink, let 

their hair grow long, and do not feel the inferiority complex that the churchian 
women have to deal with in their psychic frenzy. 
 

Unluckily, the Swedish, perhaps other stupid Scandinavians also, have introduced the 
psudo-word ´hen´ to erase hun and han (she and he; 

 introduce kids being ´it´, instead of she and he). 
A horrible mutilation of the Norse language,  
defying the greatness of girls and the marvelous status of our beloved boys.  
 

Did you know that Sigmund Freud used Norse myths for healing? 

                                     A nice idea: psychology in Norse-Germanic myths.   
                                          The healing feeling of myths and their allegory. 
 

book 1996 ISBN 9979 60 165 5     Óðsmál 1996 

Óðsmál 1996 can be obtained as interlibrary loans (millisafnalán) - is out of 

stock at Freyjukettir   Norræn menning, fræðasetur  - (since 1990) 

ID Iceland: kt 550199-3009;  ---  research on science of consciousness and  
Norse Germanic Irish mythology  --   a non-profit cultural enterprise. 

http://www.mmedia.is/odsmal/odsmal
http://www.amazon.co.uk/
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Visit also educational Óðsmál-page on heathenry  since 1996: 

                                                http://www.mmedia.is/odsmal   
and remember 

www.mmedia.is/odsmal/odsmal  - Óðsmál Unseen Reality .PDF 

this research on our ancient Norse spiritual heritage.   FIND (/search for, free), 

to locate Icelandic concepts in this book, copy/paste from concepts.pdf 

       T-shirts for tourists           WHO ARE ICELANDERS: 
   BORN TO BE WILD 
 

                     To Ísland came the Norse and the Celts. 

  
On Celticity in Ireland, refer to Ireland’s Pre-Celtic Archaeological and 
Anthropological Heritage. And: The Irish síd tradition and  Aes Sidhe.  (siður?) 

Also enjoy the Irish Knowth.com  

NO ICE (?) in the island’s name 
The name of our island Ísland could be from Ishwara, Ishwara-land, 
could be from ISIS, the great mother in the milky way where stars are born, 

or of Es the great deity of Europe, 
or from Isak, or Is-ra-el (the Benjamins), and like IESUS.    THE HOUSE OF JESUS 

Check Bergmann publications.  

No ice (?)--   

Our translation of ´ís´ to Ice, is simply lack of knowledge (?) on behalf of us 

ourselves (/the Icelanders themselves); Silly to use the name Iceland for Ísland. 
THE HOUSE OF JESUS 

Refer to the theory of the peoples of Israel leaving (moving away from) their land to 
the islands in the North-West. Benjaminits, the kin of Jesus, coming to Ísland.  

Note ancient Hebrew words in Norse languages, that indicate the validity of this 
theory; Also that they were beautiful and blond, very different from nowadays 

inhabitants there.   If the 12 houses of Israel, including the Benjaminits, immigrated to 
the ´isles in the North-West´, then part of the theory is, that Icelanders are Jesus´s 

people.   --   I think Stig Bergmann can inform you about Israelfolket and Hebrew 

words up North. Check Bergmann publications for this theory.  

THAT INVENTED TALE CALLED “HISTORY” 
To know what we are dealing with here, a brief note: 
 

Our Icelandic history is all about the valiant great Norse.  
That imprinting could be giving a distorted and wrong idea about the Celts.  

GAELIC WORDS 

Lots of Gaelic words are in Icelandic, words not found in other Scandinavian 
languages.  (Þorvaldur Friðriksson, Elín Eysteinsdóttir, on Gaclic-Icelandic). 
 

Our ancient Irish culture here was not like Roman churchianity’s monotheism. 
More of and Earth-goddess and wights in Nature. All that we still find here. 

IRISH CULT AND TRADITION 
Many things, stories, sagas, etc. in Icelandic, resemble Irish culture. 

http://www.mmedia.is/odsmal
http://www.mmedia.is/odsmal/odsmal
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Marbendill is, in Icelandic folk lores, a little man living in the sea, 

and many other interesting similiarities can be found when compared. 

Irish merman       Sanskrit makara       Icel. Marbendill  
 

Some notes on revised history (to rid us of fabrications and distortion):   
  

    What are called Irish thralls, could have been free Irish small kings. 

    It might be just that the Norse people wrote our story (history) of settlers and 
    settlement, not the Irish ones.  

(Needs not an explanation.       --      Never believe history-books.)  

                                                   
                                                      fairy_irish_riders_of_the_sidhe_john_duncan.jpg 
(left) Stóð ég úti í tunglsljósi, the riding elf-queen, Icelandic folk lore and song 

foto Svava Bjarnadóttir  

 foto FG;          Þjóðminjasafn    
 

Maybe almost all settlers were fleeing the Roman church  
and their brutal missionary, as many claim, 

 LONG-SHIP FUN 

but adventure-thirst (/travelling-addiction) might be the very cause for that 
long-ship-game. We cannot stay in one place only. Our blood is the vast seas. 
 

This island Ísland (pron. ease-land), was on the margin of the inhabitable world.  
Ísland is 103.000km2 (90.000sq-miles). And we own the huge seas all  

around us.  
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Gives enormous freedom, and curiosity: what is beyond horizons? 

                
©The Freycult, Frömund Freysgoði, Sweden 

 

VÍKINGASKIPIÐ ÍSLENDINGUR   

perfect replica by Gunnar Marel Eggertsson   
recently sailed from Iceland to America 

       ÍSARN - IRON                                                                      to prove that we did. 

     (my theory: Isarn-land) 
Here we found (--archeologists tell us--) iron-ore.  
As I see it, the name of the island could so just as well be Isarn-land (isarn, 

iron, as German Eis).                                                                (my new theory) 
 

Perhaps we only came here during summer to begin with, hewed the forests, 
and made iron-tools, which, unfortunately, requires lot of fire.  

That was the end of forests.  
Export makes money. We tend to indulge with surprise consequences. We are 
still at it. Stupid men. Thinking from waking state of consciousness only. 

  
Reykjavík: “STEAM-INLET” -- NORTHERNMOST CAPITAL 

Reykjavík is the northernmost capital in the world.  
Reykur (singular) means: smoke, but reykir (plural) means: steam from geo- 
              thermal water or activity, geysers, or from hot clay-bubbling mud-wells.  

We are on the North-Atlantic Ridge, so under-water eruptions occur  
-- as island SURTSEY.  

                                        Also under-glacier eruptions. 

The Atlantic Ocean Golf-stream keeps the climate well-bearable. 
 

The vast sand-shore on our South-Coast,                     ÍSLAND´s BLACK SAND 
where the huge Atlantic Ocean waves incessantly batter the shores, is black. 
This makes the sea dark, deep-greenish-black. All over the island black sand. 

 
Islanders always suffer gladly from their well-known   ISLANDER-SYNDROME,  

i.e., all islanders are always the navel of the universe.  
 
A megalomania on which we thrive and bloom. (That blooming self-importance.) 

This positive misconception saved our lives. 
All winter we believed that spring would come. 

Sat here and wrote stories (sögur, plural of saga) on skin, calf-hide,  
which we then chewed on and ate when hunger came. 
                                           See Stofnun Árna Magnússonar, Handritastofnun; 

                                           see also Snorri Sturluson and his works. 
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A Danish king once wanted to save us from cold and starving and offered to ship us to 
Jótland (Jylland in Danmark) so that we would not die here in Ísland, 
    -No, thanks, mister king. Here we belong, not on some stupid flat Jótland. 
    So here we are - enjoying our much-beloved and cherished islander syndrome. 

    (Efficent and tough. And we claim to be intelligent.) 

We cannot die, because we know that we are the fittest of all. Most stubborn of all. 

 

SWIMMING OUTDOOR ALL WINTER      We enjoy open out-door swimming pools 

all winter as in summer alike.  Quite fun wearing a bikini when it is snowing. 
What a life! 

CLEAR AIR - UNLIMITED VISABILITY 

Our air is so clear (on 64°-66°N) that we see endlessly. This makes 
 FAR-AWAY MOUNTAINS TURN BLUE 

No haze here, which Southerners use for estimating distances:  
-  See: some use haze to estimate distance  

- but here there is not any such haze - 
so travelers get caught up in seeing huge blue mountains, that are actually far-
away, as if they were small very-close blue hills.  
     Please understand this. Some cannot. 
     We have to learn to break up patterns (paradigms) in which we are trapped. 

 

(Newest name for Ísland: Get-Lost-Land)                                        LOVE WILD NATURE 
Ishwara-land is full of fun: Hot-springs, geysirs, volcanoes, huge wild glacier-

rivers, lavas, eruptions, volcanic ash covering vegetation, beautiful all-kinds-of-
stones and color mountains, all kinds of caves, snow-avalanches, huge seas, 
gales. We see this as fun of life, not as obstacles or hindrances. This attitude of 

´Nature being ours´, is the reason for our overliving. We love her as she is. 
 

We do not have an army. We could not be among the founding nations of UN, 
as we refused to claim Germans and Japanese to be our enemy nations. 
 

Once -- and MANY ICELANDERS CRIED BITTER TEARS  
-- a Jew minister from US, a woman nicknamed Mad., came to Iceland and got 
our ministers (Davíð and Halldór --without consulting with our Alþingi or rest of the 

government--) to agree on Iceland taking part in war against other nations in the 
first time in our history.  

We do not resile from this sorrow. Should never have happened. 
We do not want an Icelandic army. We do not want to take part in wars. 
 

We shall have to heighten the national consciousness to get good rulers. 
 

We have 2 or 3 little gun-boats, but they are sea-police, only checking on the trawlers, 
the fishermen, so that they do not fish in preserved areas. 
After all, the ocean belonging to us is seven times larger than the land, and we have no 
big city-problems for our police, as even Reykjavík is but a rather big village, even 
could be called a fisheries-village. But there are fish-thieves on the seas. 
 

So-called OBSTACLES  are simply  TASKS TO SOLVE 

When the vikings....  
(note: vik (pronounce veek) is an inlet, small bay, where flat-keeled long-ship 
can be pulled ashore, landed on sandy beaches; so: vík-ings, not vi-kings) 
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..... when the vikings were sailing up the rivers in Europe,  

they met tax-collectors in Antwerpen. A fort there.  
That was a nuisance. Irritating. Time-consuming. Actually robbery. isn’t it? 
So the vikings ruined the place and sailed on.  

 
We are so hopelessly held - to our own great delight - by our islander syndrome. 

This spontaneous attitude, this our innate natural reaction to troubles, 
is most likely a prerequisite for our over-living (surviving) in our beautiful land. 
Probably selection of nature, survival of the most stubborn. 

 
Once, an airport in Europe was closed, all aero-planes grounded, due to snow.  
The Icelandic pilots did not see much snow. They shoveled that away and took off.  
 

An Icelander and his friend, a European, were, when walking in mainland Europe, 
faced with a firmly closed gate. The European saw that they were not supposed to go 
any further. The Icelander simply found out how to open the gate.  
 

Icelandic Catholic bishop, Jón biskup Arason, was married and had children.  
He could not obey rules from Rome in this single-unmarried-bachelor-priest-matter.  
He was on warfare in the South of Iceland for the Roman institute (obeying in that 
issue) when he was executed along with his sons (1550) by Churcian Lutherans.  
 
Note: Catholic priests should not be married. They cannot have heirs, as their 
belongings shall go back to the church.  
So their progeny has no rights to their possessions.  
 

Icelandic Lutheran priests (married) used to have children on many farms in the 
neighborhood. They performed visitasia (visits, a kind of spying on people for the 
church) and slept with girls and wives on their travels. 

 

Á Bægisá ytri borinn er 

býsna valinn kálfur 
vænt um þykja myndi mér 
ef mætti ég eiga hann sjálfur  (by séra Jón, my greatgreatgrandfather) 

This ´calf´ was my greatgrandfather. 

 

In spite of our roughness, we are kind to people, and most hospitable to guests. 
 
Note: Some priests still are a nuisance, as they try to have sex with their 

parishoners. That is not considered to be a smart habit any more. 
 

MANNERS - NO COURT 
The word courtesy implies that it is learned shallow-surface manners used in 
some kings´ courts. The Icelandic skáld (poets) had to learn that in Norway´s 

kings´ castles. Safer, as for keeping the head on, not to offend the king.  
But no other Icelanders ever bothered to learn courtesy, or that what foreigners 

call manners.  
So if you hear an Icelander say: -I and my wife, and you see males always walk 

in front of women, know that we do not understand court and courtesy. 

We can manage perfectly well without polished fine-looking behavior.  
Girls need no protection. 
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Don´t ever get cultural shocks here. We are more of robust trolls than fine-

polished gentlemen and polite obedient ladies. 
 

-- We could say: crude and wild, but we are fair and straight-forward. 
 

A German friend of mine was speechless here in Ísland, when she saw,  
that the Icelandic kids did not see any difference between a sofa and a trampoline. 
Our bairns behave like berserkir. (Literally: bearskin-cloak, warrior wearing bear-skin.) 

 
A sweet little English girl came to Iceland, met some robust bikers (motorcycle-guys, 
crotch-rocket riders) at a blót in Þingvellir. They warned her: -we are no English 
gentlemen, you should know that.   
The girl shyly whispered as a reply: -I am not looking for that kind of boys. 

 

Women in Ísland do not change their name when they get married. 
There are few family-names, anyway, as we use first name of father or mother 

as a second name. Or first names of both father and mother, as some do. 
Also useful to know: in the telephone register, always look up under first name.  
 

WOMEN ARE MENN (MANKIND) 
Note:  allow me to use the word man for ´men and women´, as in Icelandic we 
need not say men and women. Women are as much menn as are male-men.  
We can say karlar og konur (gentlemen and ladies), but not menn og konur, as 
konur are men (mankind).   
We need no ´persons´, or ´people´ (fólk), to include both genders. Only menn 
(men, i.e. mankind, which might have been the meaning in English originally 

before Roman patriarchy rules). 
Status of women is high here. Women´s rights at the world´s highest. 
 

The present rector (/headmaster, dean) of University of Iceland is a woman. 
All people working in the university are, according to Icelandic language, 
starfsmenn (staff), be they males of females. 
 

But  - all of a sudden this word, starfs-menn, was replace by starfs-fólk! 

I.e. in-job people. Folks. As if menn (Icel.) were (English) men. 
 
Sounds as if they, these learned and educated upper-class there, were thinking 

in English yet using Icelandic words.  A dreadful twist on language-preserving. 
!Does this happen even in University of Iceland?! Are women so despairately 

struggling in the snare of patriarchy, held by inferiority complex? 

This kind of error is called ísl-enska 
(IcelEnglish, English Icelandic, which means rubbish language, polluted language, mix-ups). 
 
The correct Icelandic is:  karlar (for men) og (and) konur (for women), 

so public toilets and faicilities in swimming-pools are marked this way. 
Remember: Menn is the Icelandic word for both genders. Humankind. 

The word þingmenn (members of parliament) is valid and correct. 
Some female-þingmenn, yet, term themselves as þingkonur. 
Luckily þingmenn has not been changed to ísl-enska as þingfólk!!  

Hope it does not. 
Too much already to have the ísl-enska starfsfólk in the university.  
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Persons and people are menn in Icelandic. 

The word fólk is OK where it belongs correctly: 
                             Margt fólk var saman komið (lot of people had gathered). 

 

This kind of feminism  -  women no longer menn (mankind)  -  went as far as 
sjómenn (seamen) of the feminine sex became “sjókonur”. A bad and ugly word. 

Our most famous woman on sea was Þuríður formaður. Never would we call her 
Þuríður forkona. 

Women are going too far, as they struggle in the snare of Roman patriarchy, the  
grip of churchianity. As far as mishandling our ancient beautiful mother-tounge. 

 
We need to understand Heathenry,                      UNDERSTAND  HEATHENRY  
regain our forefathers’ understanding of life  

and purpose of our being here. 
 
      We shall have to AMEND OUR ILLITERACY  
 

Quite a shock to realize how little we have learned about life hitherto under 
churchianity during the dark ages.  And they are still imprinting old dogma. 
 

  We shall have to REGAIN OUR FOREFATHER’ PROFOUND KNOWLEDGE. 
 

****************** 

I am writing for you here a script, of a marvelous farce,  
that would make a great movie, 
 

but some might deem that movie bad 
because its message is displeasing to them. 
Hollywood would not pay for it -  but I shall try to explain the plot: 
 
All about  RELIGIONS - religio, religare, Latin, means to bind back to, fasten to.    
 
This concept “religion” is an invention of later time, post natus, puny. 
 
 
    Could this “connecting back to”, religare, possibly be as our höft og bönd  

           about æsir, the gods.  

    What would they connect? 
 

1) Us to the Wholeness ? 
or  
2) people to religious sects and churchianities ? 

 
    Is all this religious stuff is only superficial labels, or tags, fabricated, 
    so that we can invent a perfect fool-prove reason for quarreling and killing,  

 
    and to gain power, territory and money?  That is what mono-theism is for. 
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Draft of the script: 
 

Clever men sit at a table. Really excited and happy. 
Their ambition is to gain power and money. 
 

We try to make them amusing characters, as they are happly exited:  
They are going to be rich in an easy way. Who is not proud of such ideas? 
 

They have hit upon a great plot: 
They can use the mob’s notion of a higher spirit, and use the mob’s seeking for it, 
“that something” thought to be of utmost importance in life. 
 

People can cling to ideas and tales that they heard as kids.  
We do not know who invented them in the first place,  
but we revive them, “that something up there”, but now in our versions. 
 

We do not know who wrote what, anyway,  
who changed a little bit here and there,  
so why not rewrite it here and now.  
Our useful version. 
The mob can easily be manipulated. 
 

We, the clever plotting men, can gain lots of money on credulity, fabulae,  
fear of hell, and many other smart ideas. 
 

We know that smart religions are superficial stuff -  
either pomp, superficial rituals, or words, or codes, or thoughts and emotions.  
Or all of it. 
We use all that. Has worked many times. Not failed hitherto.  
 

There might never have been anyone special then and there, where the base-idea 
is said to have taken place. No evidence from that time found anywhere. 
No problem.  
We say it is true. We write it back in time. 
 

To gain money we might try to tell the rich that it is good to be poor. 
We tell them  
that the idol  (--“the only true one” whom we invent--)  really said that. 
But what if he, our invented model-man, really said the contrary? 
 

Who cares.  
If someone says something that we do not like,  
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we claim that man to be an evil man.  
He is now a condemned man. 
 

We will have to make some beautiful (good-looking) things and phrases. 
These would be best made out of already existing ideas. Twisted to fit. 
 

Might need some little bits of adaptations here and there,  
or adjustments here and there.  
No problem. 
 

There might show up men that steal our idea, claim to have that “only”.  
 
But we know: That “only” has been used several times, and always is a breeding-
ground for quarrels and fights.  
So what?  
We will have money for such wars.  
“Holy war” is a concept, and is what makes the soldiers kill and die with a purpose.  
Make sure it is our purpose. 
 

We the clever men…..  
 

         (--in this exciting script for this exiting movie, that will not (I know) even 
         make it on the web, the less there is a chance for it in theatres--)  
 

..…should decide to use names of places that occur in prophesies and predictions,  
make the new version look ancient,  
look as if it were sent to mankind from higher spheres of life.  
Divinity.  
That will appeal. 
 

But for ourselves it is meant to become a handy tool for dominance. 
 

We need secrets, secret codes, secret papers, and secret spying. 
 

Now it is good to ignore all hidden meaning in ancient texts,  
have the plot be believed as true history. Belief in letter without analyzing. 
How can we make the mob believe? 
 

We might try:        A non-believer goes to hell after death  
- but he could give all his possessions to the top-guys’ institution (i.e. us), and in 
return  
gain the institution’s blessings instead of eternal condemnation,  
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and we give him now a promise for a better afterlife  
in spite of his obvious sins. 
 

Good business. 
Yes. Sounds like being a good idea.  
It is proven, anyway.  
Has been used many times before. 
 

We simply shall have to erase all prevailing surface values which people now 
enjoy, or  
     --if that does not work, then--  
                               alter all concepts to meet our needs, take them over. 
 

That is:  
use old sayings and writing, but interpret them our way,  
even if it is the contrary to its original message. Depents on what suits us. 
 

We have “the only right”, the “only” this and “only” that. 
Our new god is “the only true god”.  Change it maskulin singular, aha !, 

from that unsuitable plural neuter that the wishve-deva/ pantheon of deva/gods is in truth. 

But what if the mob claims something else to be right? 
No problem, or rather a problem easily solved: That is banned. 
 

It is best to invent a man that seems to have been for real; 
better that he is already long dead, as dead men do not talk, nor do they protest 
against their name being abused.  
Those who might have known him are dead. (If they are not dead, we kill them.) 
We can invent “sayings” in their names.  (Forgeries always come in handy.) 
Nobody will find out that they are forgeries. 
 

Our tool is an invention, anyway,  
and how could such a man (a mere invention) stand up against us,  
his creators? 
 

We need a hierarchy, on which we are at the top.  
 

But not have it look as if we were the top.  
So we are now mere servants to “that” which is superior to us.  
 

We shall have that so-called divinity to be a fool-prove invention. 
 

I am sure that the mob acknowledges power above. Not knowing that we rule it. 
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Now the power is a personalized He-concept. The gods (wisve-deva) banned. 
We claim to have power above us, Him   --   to which we are obedient servants. 

He is now the almighty, we humble servants to His Will. 
Then we can put males above women,  
as that gives them, the males, superiority-feeling, not being at the bottom of the 
hierarchy.  

 (Our characters (the plotters in the movie) are getting really excited about  
this brilliant idea of theirs. 
        Everything needed is there for them, right in front of their noses.) 

 

The most convenient of all:   We have kali-yuga, dark age, and that suits fine. 
Only during a dark age anyone gets rotten ideas, anyway. 
 

Not until sat-yuga comes, the golden age, the dirty plot will be revealed. 
OK, as by then we are long dead  
and do not care about this our institution crumbling down. 
 

Death, yea! 
It is good to have one god, one true version of truth,  
and   one lifespan!  Man!   
 

This will be a smart pressure, a great tool. 
 

People don’t know, anyway, why they get born.  
 

So why not tell them about life on earth being of no use other than to obey us. 
We tell them that they are here to suffer,  
but  --  that we give them hope. 
 

Now, go, collect all olden and prevailing ideas and gods and concepts 
and we change all that stuff to our needs….. 
 

(As you see, one of the guys is already starting to give orders to the other  
guys;  this reveals what kind of men would ever get the idea of gaining  
power over others.) 

 

….Then we glue all attributes onto our tool.  
Enginn mun frýja oss vits, en meir munum við veðra grunaðir um græsku. 
    (--A sentence stolen from Icelandic Sagas and adapted: -No one will claim that we lack  
     intelligence and ingenuity, but the more we might be suspected of malice.--) 
 

Give me 5! 
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 END OF SCRIPT 
 END OF MOVIE 

We all know only too well all about what follows. 
We do not want to see that. 

 

***** 
 
I am thinking: 

A real god, a deva, doesn’t do the horrible things that this invented 
item/concept named God is said to have done, and what he is still up to. 
 

     Gods and goddesses are administrators of Total Natural Law,  

     who only can be flawless, and always naturally evolutionary. 
 
Gods and goddesses don’t, f.ex., harm innocent horses by cutting their sinews 

to make them lame. Don’t revenge, don’t drown people, etc. 
But know: Mother Nature can burst. 

Óðinn is not a warrior king, as some artists and tale-tellers have pictured him 
through the centuries, those who live low stages only (sleep and wake stages). 
He symbolizes  

       positive and evolutionary attributes in the world of men.  
We can in many cases see ourselves in Óðinn, as he is -- in myths and poems 

in symbolic language -- conveying to us truth about life. All about us. 
 
To give some thing the name God, does not make it a god. 

If I gave my rocking-chair the name Ship, it would not become a ship. 
I might try to sell kids some fun-rocking, though. 
 

If I gave my gorilla the name King, she would not become a king. 
I could give her a crown and sell admittance to a fun-ceremony, though. 

 
Óðsmál - the Unseen Reality - this book - 

 

allows you to float, and fly,  
 

and sometimes sink. 
 But by all means sink like a bottle-cork. 

 

Float along, be tossed about, take it as it comes, enjoy, 
 

do not get caught up in rage nor in criticism, 
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only open your awareness up to some useful drastic revision.  

Wake up. Get out of the cage of imprinted paradigms/cages. 
 

Our spiritual heritage is The Sleeping Beauty, 
we give her a kiss of sincere love, and WE wake up. 

 

Allow your awareness to go from point to eternity 

from eternity to a point  -   and so to and fro inside you. 
 

Words flow 
they are meant to flow  --  it is their nature, 

we cannot pinpoint them in space and time. 
 

Do not complain about the lack of system in this book. 
It is deliberately made this way. 

As I see it, Óðsmál is comprehensive yet concise. 

But everyone sees everything from his stage of evolution only. 
 

Óðsmál is composed by a woman -  which explains a lot of the irregularity, 

everyone has trouble following women, we know, 
 

composed by an artist, and artists are always free, 
a creative artist never gets bored, as everything is a play on stage; 

Composed by a great-grandmother, 

who really has had a bounce of different experiences in life, 
a former photo-model, part-time actress, a happy sexy person, 

a spiritual being, who thinks too much. 
 

Do not be upset, do not request of yourself the impossible: 

to be rational, earthbound, or critical - in this situation. 
 

We are not stuck in dogma and fixed idea on how a book should be 

and how a book should not be?  We skip dogma and innocently enjoy. 
 

If you ever wondered why the Roman churchianity and popery followed the 
model of other theocracies in introducing strict PATRIARCHY,  
we might see a reason here,                                                          PATRIARCHY 

as obeying the great goddesses, and having women bossing about in diverse 
matters of men, is really the same as being subdued.  

HAS TO BE MANLY  -  more MACHO 
The stressful ceaseless situation of MATRIARCHY is nerve-racking, enervating, 
harrowing (whatever) -- as WOMANLOGY is hard to follow for male brainwork. 

 
These female-creatures seem never to be fully pleased whatever effort is made 
to please them. 

They are good for comforting, but a real man (male) can not admit need for that. 
 

On top of all, our Divine Mother, and the goddess of creation, is  
ALL FOAM AND ALL STRINGS. 
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How can a real male have himself subdued by such an intangible stuff/idea?? 

Counts for weakness. 
Let alone how the sense of smell and our sight seem to steer our attention in 
the world of men. Well, all 5 senses  

- and sometimes our senselessness as well. 

        
(all Guðrún) 

Truly every tiniest bit contains the whole. Like a holograph. 
We should not live the bits alone, though. 

We are the whole and should live that. 
Be who we are.  Live what we are: PURE CONSCIOUSNESS. 

 

Note again: Whole and sound are words meant to indicate perfect health. 
Also well-wishing, wishing us perfection.  

                   Do we know that we are the whole?   
                   Do we know that we are all sound? 

 

Ginnungagap alone is. -- Is Eternity. 
Silence and dynamism always is.  Is in perfect equilibrium in the gap. 
 

    On qualities of the perfect ruler in the world of men; 

    Ideal administration: 
 

> Shiva is the eternal silence at the basis of creation.  
 

Maharishi has explained that the ideal administration has its seat in this 
silence of pure consciousness.  
 

>The birth of pure consciousness, Brahman, is on that delicate level of 
existence and intelligence where the birth of silence is from activity and 
the birth of activity is from silence.  
Brahman integrates these opposite values of silence and activity.  
Silence is Gyanshakti (Gyan = knowledge, Shakti = power) and activity is 
Kriyashakti (Kriya = action, Shakti = power).  
 
Brahman is made of these two opposite values, silence and dynamism,  
but at the same time it remains completely unified. 
On this level there is no difference between silence and dynamism.  
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This field of the perfect union of the two opposite values defines the 
consciousness of the ideal ruler.   - Maharishi - 

AND A CREATOR 

दत्तात्रये, Dattātreya, is, I am told, the trimurti Brahma Vishnu Shiva, 

so there is a creator involved.  

 Mere  TALKING  versus  SPIRITUALITY 
All this information, all that which we talk so much about, is not any 
spirituality as such.  

Talking about spirituality is info on spirituality  --  not spirituality.  
 
There is no spirituality f.ex. in popery, as that is a political affair, very smart tool 
indeed, Roman clever strategy to gain territory and rule over peoples, lots of talk and 
eye-catching pomp.   

             For spirituality resort to great gurus such as Jesus  

without an intermediary. Simply find Heaven Within by transcending. 
 
There is no spirituality in clothing and stuff, and superficial cerimonies, but it can be 
emotionally stirring.  We can easily be taken in by appearance, music, and talk. 
Emotionally and intellectually. 

FREYJA - THE QUANTUM FOAM-BUBBLE 
(my theory) 

When it comes to that quantum bubble called universe, all the gods 
become parts of it, without ever being any bits and pieces.  
 

      All is the gap.  

 
Gods have roles. But they function as a whole. Even consulting one another. 
 

One god “out of context”  -  said to be this and that in the world  - is not the 

whole that the real we are. And can never be. No matter how many attributes 
he is given in the world. No matter how much you ban the pantheon of gods. 
An elohim, plural of eloha(?) gotten from Moses, that we, some of us, use for a 

mono-theism concept, might originally have been an Egyptian Vulcan-god(?).  
(Not a mere invention, but rather some already-existing concept used and modified.) 
 
Funnily enough a planet named Vulcan was invented when astronomists had 

difficulties in explaining Mercur’s irregular orbit.  
   (Planet Mercur is Óðinn; Buddh; Mercurius.) 

Now the orbit of Mercur has been calculated, so Vulcan was dropped. 
Served its purpose in times of not knowing. 
 

Many have also dropped the European version of Moses´s Vulcan god, used as 
a mono-god. A tool. Do not see it as The Whole at all. 
It served theocracies during dark ages. (Only some stupid remnants lingering around.) 

Peoples’ minds can be manipulated.  
Mind can be programmed, ideas can be imprinted. And they can be dropped. 

 
Now, listen:    The make-believe channel - kaalpanika shrota - MIND 
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Now we know it to be the nature of the mind to make its own reality. 

So mind is a co-creator.                                                the channel MIND 
Brahma of the trimurti being a creator of universes,  
and then mind takes over to make things out of the Gungnir in the created 

universe, the fluctuations in linear space, 
the body of the creative goddess, these superstings.          IMAGINED REALITY  

That is all that there is to be found: fluctuations in Iðavellir (“moving fields”).  
Out of these fluctuations we create some imagined reality,  
really so real and tangible to us.               INDIVIDUALLY CREATED WORLDS 

But no two might make the same out of Gungnir. 
Our purity decides what the outcome is. Our state of consciousness. 
The purest men see that they are ginnungagap,  

 as such (pure) they perceive Gungnir for what it is: Ránar dætur. 
Conscious observer makes his reality,  

or what he calls reality.                                  IMAGINED  REALITY (world) 
AND              . 

THE REALITY  (ginnungagap) 

The thinker does not make The Reality - That which only is. 
 

That Reality is the observer, is the process of observing, and the observed. 

Our Norse Óðinn Vili Véi process of curiosity,  
investigation or seeking in ourselves, and finding only ourselves, knowledge. 
 

Mind does not have to practice its kaalpanika - the making of make-believe - 
when it comes to Eternity, Reality.   That only is.   Sphere of no change. 
 

OF VITAL IMPORTANCE  
DO UNDERSTAND  THE PROCESS OF PURIFICATION 

When we transcend to samadhi       the mind settles down completely, 

   thought becomes subtle as naught. This is     dhyana, dvínað í dá.    

 

Transcending, nýsa niður, is when mind is drawn from short focus and 
localized awareness, 

                to unboundedness, Glaðheimar, gladness, wideness; 
                localized awareness expands to be universal. 
 

Awareness gets drawn completely within, experiencing abstract intelligence. 
 
 Gunnlöð, invites us, we enjoy her hospitality, to imbibe flow of wisdom, 

                    benefits:   
        -nísta ek niður,  fell ek aftur þaðan -                    before during after 
 the process during transcendental meditation,  
 nýsa niður (transcend), falla aftur þaðan (fall from there), nýsa niður anew, etc. 
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After this quiet time, we return to our waking state, duties, desires, actions  

 - our activity and thoughts -- that now are powered by fimbulrúnir. 
 

   Please learn the TM-technique correctly from a good qualified TM-teacher. 

    
              transcending      (Sól, goddess of enlightenment) 

     I am still I,  my personality still is, only: I am expanded to Glaðheimar. 

 
I do not get wiped out during my stay in Hnitbjörg. I am more I than ever. 
During our stay in Hnitbjörg, I, or I as Óðinn, still have my own personality. 

My awareness perceives eternity. 
Pure consciousness is all there is. 
  Knower knowing known, Óðinn Vili Véi, is That, the pure “I am That”. 

  All is the Ægir of vastness, freedom, and bliss. 
 

On junction point of the manifest and the un-manifest,  
  awareness is awakened  --  on level of All Possibilities, consciousness. 
 

Enjoying the feast at Ægis  
     where Eldir and Fimafengur see to that we get all we need. 
     We find this junction point,    (my theory on Vilbjörg:) 

                      
            Vilbjörg mun vaka. We are awake to all worlds, 
                      we see, but do not get involved in that stuff. 

Stress leaves our body-cells 
brain functioning becomes correlated. 

Good for mental and physical health: 
                       that ´whole and sound´ here in this perfection. 

 
When mind settles down, body rests, and this is how we fully develop our 
shrine of the soul. Purify all the channels of our precious body to evolve in. 

 
Scattered brain activity becomes orderly.  
The result will be:  our actions become fulfilling.  
 

   Note that this is not a utopia of empty promises.  Concrete EEG-measures show us.  
   See Hundreds of research and experiments validate the TM-technique, its effects. 
 

Fulfillment of actions is a very good thing.  
Desires are good. Desires become good desires only, when we are pure. 

We have good desires, and they become fulfilled by fair winds in our sail.  
All will be provided by the gods and goddesses, Laws of Nature, and 

                          Nature carries this out. 
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Enlightenment is the goal of life as       (Siddhartha) Síðhöttur.         (my theory) 
Everything seeks perfection. That is the nature of things. Our nature too. 
 

When an enlightened man no longer uses his present body, leaves his body, he 
is in mahasamadhi.  

He does not ´go´ anywhere. His life in samadhi now is mahasamadhi. 
 
 

Waking, dreaming (REM), deep-sleep states of consciousness 
are not for real. They are contemporary happenings.     --  Many live them only. 
Unless we contact to Being and nourish them, they have no bearing. 

 
Transcending is the 4th state of consciousness. Not yet permanent. 

 
When we are enlightened enough, 
then we start seeing that these 3 lowest stages 
                                            (wakeing, dreaming (REM), deep-sleep) 
are somewhat clouded, and superficial happenings, - on the surface of mind. 
 

       In reality nothing happens 
       no dualities exist.   Duality and change is in the domain of triguna, 

þursamegir III 

Change belongs to creation only. The enlightened man sees that. 
He has gotten rid of the black goggles, and now sees clearly. 
 

  This is evolving from not seeing  to seeing and being. 

 

All the time we are but consciousness, vitund, ginnungagap. 
 
We (the crude ones) in waking state, see day as day, and night as night, 

whereas the pure man sees our (the unenlightened) days as darkness of night. 
He sees even night as if it were a bright day. 
He is no longer caught up in dualities of the broken symmetry. 

 
The creation business gave rise to some unwanted troubles. Might be this 

unexplained Élivága-stuff.  Could be (my theory) the poor visibility of maayaa. 

We might have ama     in our body                                                      
       (the bad clogging stuff that clogs the finest channels of our body). 

We need to flush out ama,           (shrota suddhi) from our channels.  

Best done by transcending regularity, and living ´purely´. 
 

But our beloved Auðumbla is all purity.  (Pronounce  eu-ith-emm-bla)  
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and remember always to have the accent on the first syllable in all Icelandic words.   

 

(This is the only easy thing about learning Icelandic: never accent on 2nd or 3rd syllable,  

always emphasize the first syllable as the heavy tone in each and every word.) 

(Go to www.mmedia.is/odsmal/odsmal for 225 MP3 audiofiles for pronounciation.) 

We have the words ama and soma         in Icelandic. Ama bad, soma good.   

The much cherished ojas      in our body is soma in the universe. 

When our digestion is perfect, food changes into ojas as an end-product.  
See Maharishi ayur veda. 

We digest what we *eat, what we *think, what we *expose us to, *breathe in etc.  
Stressful atmosphere has bad effects, and life under stress is bad.  
 

Mothers who give love and care should know how precious that is. 
Cooking with love is good.  
 

Do not buy that factory & E-thing-food, processed food, which is lacking prana. 
Preservatives and leftover of pesticides and fertilizers burden the liver. All cells. 

Our liver does not get a chance to perform other necessary work, its due task. 
 
Do not use microwaves (nuked), not frozen, not canned, not leftovers,  

not uncooked; use none of that which Deepak Chopra abbreviates as FLUNC. 
 

Teflon and plastic is not good in the food. 
Some claim the Devil in Hell to be in trouble because of all that fire-resisting 
Teflon-stuff in his clients’ badly-rotting bodies. 
 

Note:  the soul cannot go to some burning hell, as a soul really does not go anywhere, 
and as nothing can touch a soul, be it in a body, or not at the moment using a body. 
     Neither churchianity’s threats, nor some devil’s fires, nor anything else in the  
     universe can do anything to a soul. 

TEASED FOR BEING CONCERNED 
Invited to dinner, other guests saw, that I was obviously a vegetarian. 

So someone started that old joke:   
        The village-simpleton who can neither fish nor hunt. 

I just smiled.  
EAT PURE  - EAT NO POISON 

What I did not say was:  

* I know a professor who is a vegetarian. He lives in a city, and is not a fool. 
* Fish feeds on the mercury-pollution as is in the Barents sea, and fish’s liver 
has to try to cope with that; then fish’s liver is used to give bairns necessary 

vitamin D in the form of cod-liver oil.  
* That fish liver oil is actually also likely to clog many channels in our body. 

* The way fish is killed is horrible. It fights for its life, suffocating and bruised. 
* Meat is not easily digested by our system. Not at all healthy for our system. 
Produces ama. Drains out bones. We are not lions. We should not be predators. 

* CH4 from sheep and cattle is not good for mother earth’s atmosphere. 

        This is also:  reject meat to help save our planet. 

http://www.mmedia.is/odsmal/odsmal
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* The horrible stress in slaughter-animals and -fowl produces adrenaline in the 

meat and is eaten by the customers who buy it. We consume stress. 
* Most farm industry animals have a miserable life, so that even eggs contain 
sadness.  

* GMO, gene-splicing, is known (but hushed down) to have drastic 
consequences to crops, animals, and humans. 

 
-What about the poor little cute herbs and fruit and vegetables? 
 

* They are rather vibrations, whereas animals are beings on their path of 
evolution -- as we were before we started to be born as this evolved species. 
   We should not destroy the evolutionary path of another being.  

   Other living beings should not be regarded as raw material fit for good profit. 
* Do not kill. Do not either be a second-hand enjoyer of the killing. 

       Avoiding the sin of killing, is becoming a vegetarian for ethical reasons. 
 
I was the best fisherman on the boat when I was a kid. But I can no longer go 

on killing fish. The less to be part-taker of the killing. 
Also: I have a diploma in archery; I am good with guns shooting at a target. 

 
While I was thinking all this, conversations around me were carried on about 
other matters. I was silently talking to myself. My foolish polite meaningless 

social smile was no longer there on my lips. 
 

Remember vitamin B12 if you are a vegetarian or a vegan. 
Always choose pure products, no chemicals, no poison, biological only. 

see: Maharishi Vedic Agriculture, the supreme way of growing food. 
KNOW HOW, LEARN HOW 

Rice and lentils and all that good green stuff provides for all nutrients we need. 
Know how, learn how. And keep the dishes full of colorful surprises and love. 

Our 5 senses are easily charmed, here for benefits. 

Seek knowledge on vaata pitta kapha body types. And eld sæ -hrímnar in us.   
And know about prana tejas ojas.  
 

Movement is a good thing, but do not over-exert. Be moderate and gentle in all. 

Allow the system a rest from food and work from 10pm: pitta period at night. 
Have a light supper. Give the system a break during night. 

 
Plants are vibrations                  PAY ATTENTION TO WHAT YOU PUT IN 
and our body is vibrations 

what we put in, and what we digest, we become. 
   

-   We make our body from food and thoughts and acts and surroundings. 
We can choose all that, all circumstances to which we expose ourselves. 
 

Animals’ bodies are vibrations  -  as is everything. But: 
If we kill animals’ bodies,  
we destroy the evolutionary path of the soul that inhabits it. 

A soul is not killed. It has to make a new body and go on from where it was. 
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     DO NOT DISTURB THE EVOLUTIONARY PATH OF ANY BEING 

The animal does not want to be killed. 
Animals, by their (each one´s) inherent nature, flee or fight, to escape from their 
murderer or to chase him away. This natural response saves lives. 

 
Fight and flight response produces adrenalin in the body. 

Meat-eaters eat the horrifying vibrations accumulated in the dead body. 
 

           Note: no stress is in the soul, as the soul is not touched by anything; 
       but stress in our system retards our evolution towards perfection, our goal of life. 

 

A tethered animal can neither flee nor fight. But the stress is there, fear is 
there, will to live is there, and these negative stressful vibrations of trying 
desperately to preserve life, we consume on eating it. 
 

A wild animal can run or fight because of the adrenaline. 
Some of the adrenaline, which is in the body, gets sieved out by running or fighting. 
 

but listen:   
   what about our stress-reactions, and our stress-meat eating? 

What saved us, is now killing us 
Not all adrenaline in our body, after a startling fright, or after eating stress-meat,  
is sieved out,  
as we only sit down and think about how frightened we became, 
sit after that heavy badly-digestible meal, 
and/or 
go to the psychotherapist,  
get a relaxing pill,  
as our nervous system is all tense after days of heedless wear and tear, 
and day-long cola- or coffee-drinking (--all kinds of speeds--), shelf-life paraben addings, 

 -- whipping our precious Sleipnir/nervous system, so making bad night-sleep -- 
watch a horror-movie, to relax over, or be sucked in exiting computer games. 
 
We might get motion by going to a high-decibel disco for fun, or noisy aerobics. 
 

Children under stress at home and in school, keep the fight and 

flight response alert, the prefrontal cortex then is out of use. 
 Under constant stress it (the CEO) shuts down completely.  
 

The prefrontal cortex is our wonderful human attribute,  
our precious faculty of discrimination and reason. - Not only natural reactions. 

Brain must be nurtured with love and care, no pressure, and by healthy habits. 

 
URÐUR VERÐANDI SKULD of bad actions 

That killing, destroying, or disturbing other living identity’s evolution, 
brings a bad Skuld, as we perform a bad Urður. 
 

We should be very particular about our Urður  (our present thoughts, actions). 
--No St.Peter with the sin-register book at some gate, but Skuld,  

our own doings,  
bouncing back to us all the time, lifetime after lifetime.-- 
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The enjoyer of the sin of killing, not only eats adrenaline and horror for his 

body, but also - mind you - 
takes on the karma of killing.  He is a second hand killer, enjoyer of the sin. 
 

All souls of those who live in a body are untouched  
   -- be it the slaughter-animal, wild animal, or the dog-cooker (meat-eater)-- 
but all animals are individuals on their path, 

reborn to their deeds, good or bad, as inevitable part of the process of living. 
 

Living is not that “we came here to suffer” at all! 

We are here to evolve.                                            URÐUR VERÐANDI SKULD 
Urður Verðandi Skuld are a Law of Nature, 

and we need Nature to be a living being.  --   As a part of living in a body. 
 

Animals act by their nature                                                INHERENT NATURE 
while man has free will to choose his actions.   MAN´S FREE WILL 

(luckily released from, freed out of, paradisos!! my theory) 
 

Some cunning hunters find out the nature of the being they try to kill. 
Invent traps into which they intend to lure the being.  

That is a part of what is called skill and high technology,  
by which we seem to spoil whatever we can get a grip on.  

 

This phrase: I give you the animals of the prairie,  
is used as an excuse to exploit. 
(Wherever that idea came from originally, we got it in an all-wrong condition.) 
 

OUR SUPREME GIFT BRINGS RESPONSIBILITY 
We claim to be the lord of the planet.  

But what does that imply?                                              WE HAVE TO PROTECT  

ALL LIFE ON EARTH 

We, truly, have the notion that we are somewhat superior to animals. 
 It should not be because of our exploiting-ability. 
(Regardless of consequences, too often. Heedless and unfeeling.) 
 

Animals, as they act according to their nature, have adapted to Nature. 

Adapted to circumstances in which they live. 
They depend on Nature. 

OURS IS THE RESPONSIBILITY 
 

        Life on earth depends on the quality of mankind. 
 

Who else would it be? 
 

We should know that Nature relies on the one species on earth 
that has the power to regulate her to the rhythm she is made of. 

 
She is vibrations  - actually that which our senses register.  
By sound everything can be influenced. 

                 We can put everything into perfect harmony 
   (--as well as disturbing the perfect harmony--). 
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Animals rely on Nature - who provides for all their needs. 

 Nature, in turn, relies on us  -   
us, who can provide her with perfect vibrations. 

 

WE CAN EASILY PUT VIBRATIONS RIGHT 
We can transcend. 

We have our highly evolved Sleipnir.                                        SLEIPNIR  
(our human nervous system, my theory) 

Maharishi has given us the technique easily practiced by all men, 
be they working, householders, sanyasis, students, children   -  suits everyone -  

TM 
and:  we are going to keep the teachings pure for at least 10.000 years to come. 
 

      I SHALL EXPLAIN HOW WE CAN AND SHOULD HEAL NATURE: 
 

In everything created, i.e. the universe, we know to be the Gungnir and 

patterns that move within ginnungagap   -  Iðavellir. 
 
Not so surprisingly, as only That is. All is That. 
 

But I have to bring this up here as we do not know. 
Teachers do not tell us, because they do not know. 
 

We can set things right by transcending. 
 
The trouble is that some stupid species disturb and bring disharmony. 

 
The worst culprit happens to be the one that has free will. (No longer in paradisos; 

 fence of animal stages, my theory) 
 

Or who would it be that has the power to both disturb and reset the rhythm? 
 

CATEGORIES OF MEN 

There are categories of men. 
Not that one should rule over others, not that males should rule over women, 
not that some are rich and some are poor. 

No. 
There are A B C etc….   categories of men, according to purity, 

and we seek the birth, place and time, for the next step. The right one. 
 
There are stages of evolution of men. Each one on his path. Each one in his category. 

 
There is hierarchy in nature. 

Not that man owns the animals to kill and exploit everything as he wishes - far 
beyond any modest needs.  
No. 

Hierarchy in nature is all about subtleness or coarseness. 
 
And who would it be that can discriminate, understand, take decisions, and be 

worthy of the name:  a man??  
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LAYERS OF PURITY 

I wish to point out that the highest shelf/skjálf  Hliðskjálf 
is the purest. 
We can call it the basic sphere,  

as it is closest to the pure ginnungagap -  our innermost Being, 
or we can call the highest 

 as it is the supreme, the most divine. 
 

The created sphere has layers, but in ginnungagap there is no up, no down, 
no time, not change, not directions, but a timeless 10D pattern there is. 
 

Some see the divine as “up there”  (gives us the feeling of our place “down-here”). 

Actually it should be seen as “in here”.  We are it. 
 

Memory comes from consciousness to physiology. 

Here mind is shrota    , channel. Kaalpanika shrota (make-believe process). 

MÍMIR  
The reason why we get born is also pertaining to memory. 
Whatever goes in, comes again as it was. 

Be it our soul on its path to enlightenment, 
or be it universes,                                                         URÐUR VERANDi SKULD  

or simply our thoughts and actions. Action has equal reaction.        natural law 
Urður Verðandi Skuld, a Law of Nature. Flawless. Sow and reap equally. 
 

    WE CHOSE TIME AND PLACE OF BIRTH 
Some kids have learned, and ignorantly repeat:    
“We can choose friends, we choose pets, but we cannot choose parents.”  

    This is stupid. 
These kids are not told that they already chose parents, place and time 

before conception.   
At conception they are the individual who is born to his/her karma, according 
to memory.   

   Every kid should know this. We are responsible. Each one of us. 
THE VICIOUS CYCLE 

We should understand how we are not really in charge of our actions and ideas,  
while we are still in the vicious cycle of:  
action, hidden memory and incentive thereof, new idea, next action - etc. etc. 
 

Now spend a tiny wee sum of money on the book no.4 of  “Krakka-Óðsmál in fornu” 

4. skræða, Þjóðvitnir Ullur Heimdallur ISBN 978-9935-409-45-4 
www.amazon.co.uk  (or .de, or .com) - non-profit edition, Freyjukettir 
 

because here Þjóðvitnir really opens up our eyes, reveals his business secret  

-- in a delightful way --  
as his “business” (in the story) is based on our credulity and ignorance.  
Really amusing, as he is so confident, and we are so stupid. 
 

Þjóðvitnir is boosting about how to sell us intangible stuff,  

http://www.amazon.co.uk/
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     bait for us, have us swallow the hook, 

     as we are stuck in our vicious cycle of  -  as explained by Maharishi -  
 

* action (performed), either good: makes us proud, or bad: makes us angry,  
* seed of action kept (sankalpa) hidden in our memory,  

* becoming the unseen origin of an idea, that we think to be an original one, 
* the going to the task of performing the action based on that “new(?) idea”, 
* the action (performed), closes the cycle, begins a new one, and so on and on. 
 

I know you have gotten tired of the stamp-size of pictures here, so buy the little books. 

    

    ul, to burn - Ullur   .  
Þjóðvitnir has an enemy who burns up the vicious cycle,             ULLUR     ul 

this “useful” vicious cycle, that most important business secret of his,   
when we transcend for Ullar hylli. 

Ullur the swift öndurás (öndur-ás, the god on skiis), destroys the business. 

उ   úl eldur fire Ullur; öndur from adhvan अध्वन ्   

This blinding vicious cycle happens all the time during our stay in a body  
  i.e.  before enlightnement, 
and  

is carried on to the next lifespan in a body 
if we do not transcend, nýsa niður, invoke Ullur thereby,  

so he shall help us out. 
 Ergo: no help in dying.   

 No jumping off. 

 We take our karma with us to Hel and back. Seed of memory. 
 Everything once gone in, comes out. 

 
MÍMIR resides in ginnungagap. 

Also after Ragnarök (broken symmetry back to super-unification),  

end of this universe,  
Líf Lífþrasir Skíðblaðnir Móði Magni Víðar Váli are in memory, and on we go. 

   blaðnir blood, leaf (the swelling) 
Móði Magni       Váli Baldur Víðarr Höður                                          all life, never dying, amrit. 
 

      Váli is the hawk of morning, wakes us up (to spirituality, I hope),  

      Víðarr brings quietness, wideness, or rules vast territory (leads to nirvana, I hope). 
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Rindur is mother to Váli (hawk of awakening), her name derived from वरुण Varuna, 

who is ambhah-pati father of watersambhas अम्भस ्  correlating to s. 

    (Uranos) 

           I hope we reach Valhöll in this lifespan (fully alive).  

That will be the delightful life of an einherji, अयप arya  - the truly devoted one. 

(Skírnir is aryaman, a friend to Freyr, sent to ask Gerður to meet her divine part.) 
  

Ragnarök will then be of no real concern to us. 
Just as repetitions of the Big Bang’s turmoil are very ordinary happenings.   

Creation comes out again and again. Just fun. Lot of shiksa थशक्ष. (´the wish to 

And goes back to un-broken symmetry. Just fun.                              acquire’ ) 

 

Oneness of Vedic devata,  

  -- the Laws of Nature with their infinite organizing power -- 
                               administrate the whole universe while it lasts. 

 
They are impulses of creative intelligence 

in the field of infinite dynamism and infinite silence. 

 
This contraption (contrive-and-trap fun) encompasses all qualities,  

 
and is only unity, the unseen Reality,  
                    which includes diversity (what we see as creation, call a world). 
 

It is the consciousness of everyone.  
Infinite Ægir of pure consciousness. 
 

                                         A PRACTICAL WAY OF LIFE 
Enlightenment is quite a handy and practical way of life. 

We then live as einherjar in Valhöll. 

अयप arya (an adjctive), means excellent, and is a title for honored men. 

It might be einherji in Icelandic, or jarl;  --  also यत ृ(yatr) could become jarl. 

 
Note:  

Aryans as a race that invaded, is a fraud and all lies for strategic purposes only: 
 
Max Müller invented a false (deliberately falsified) history on the Harappan and Indus 
Valley   -- for the British when they were exploiting India. 
The culture was so strong, that the British could not deal with it otherwise than to pay 
Fredrick Max Müller huge amounts of £££s (called military expenses) for a falsified 
history (and gave him the title the great scholar)  -  of an invasion that never was. 

Beware of its persistence. Lies are lingering here and there in our petty heads. 
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                    When we are enlightened, 

 Mother Nature takes care of all our needs.  
                                               We do not any longer even have to have desires. 

If we, enlightened, do have desires, what we long for comes true all by itself,  
is evolutionary, is taken care of and supported by Nature, her Laws of Nature,  

is in tune with our gods and goddesses who preside over natural laws. 
Our wishes can now only be flawlessly in harmony with the cosmic purpose. 
 

Nature administers from the level of silence, 
we do not hear the Laws of Nature 
    as they administer by expressing themselves remaining silent. 
 

As we open up our awareness to this field of intelligence deep within, 
we learn to manage with the same skill as how the Laws of Nature manage the 

cosmos. 
Purity is our only true condition, our only true being              BRÍSINGAMEN 

if we are going to bear the name: a human.                            (mankind)            

              Syn    
We are Freyja’s Brísingamen, the shining jewel on earth.     (In the mud, or flying) 

    brish, to shine, brísing    -  And mankind’s responsibility is great. 

We should purify ourselves, as is the wish of Syn.                                      SYN 

We have a choice:  to live in the mud, or to become pure and enlightened. 
val-kyrja (our “perfect choice”) serves our purpose  

Man has free will, has always a choice, and should always choose sattva. 

We chose to be born here and then.                                                (purity, truth) 

Know that we choose every our experience, all responsible.  
We now understand our karma (Urður Verðandi Skuld) and can easily cope with it. 

Body is but vibrations. What we expose our attention to, we become. 
We are, all the time, creating our body, brain, nervous system, 

by the experience we choose.   
So choose to purify yourself, transcend by TM-technique, so you be qualified  
to make only choices beneficial to the whole world. 

       postcard; changing Buckingham guards 
We cannot see on a man which state of consciousness he lives. 

The inside purity is what counts. Not the outer “looks”. 
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And there are many who try to fake their looks by trying to seem to be 

 awfully pious.  
Do not get taken in by pomp and pretending.  
It is all around us. 

Never use it either. It is false.  
Cunning marketing technique only                                      VIRGIN BIRTHS 

TRANSLATION ERRORS 
BELIEVE IN THE LETTER  

There are many stories about gods approaching humans,  

or women invoking a god to be able to have a son. 
I recall right now 6 virgin births, human virgin mothers and gods as fathers to 
their sons. 

Also I recall one more god’s son, but in his case the mother was the god’s (/the 
deification’s) widow. 

 
But the virgin birth of Mary might have been a translation-error  
from: God’s only son, to:  the virgin birth.  
It was not so easy just to change it back, correct it,  

as some people of some sects based their sect’s whole existence on it. 

 
The babies in the baskets floating on the rivers - good examples of recycled 

stories. Killing newborns as they were prophesized to be a threat, also re-used.  
 

The exodus story in the sand could mean  
        -- not literally as history, but as allegory only --                             (as I see it:) 
* getting out of thralldom -- spiritually speaking: a low stage of evolution, 
 (--they were very rich thralls owning jewelries for a whole golden calf - zodiac sign?--)  

* roaming in “the desert of seeking purpose in life”, seek enlightenment, 

* that ´land´ not being a piece of land in the sand at all (that belief in the letter),  
but rather meant to indicate higher stage of consciousness: 
that what we seek, or should realize to be the only true goal of man. 

 
-All that promised land in the sand being a mistake from beginning to end- 

perhaps only -- deliberately or ignorantly -- misinterpreted to mean a piece of 
land in the sand. The story claimed to be a historical true event, no allegory. 
They never found any Sinai-mountain, did they? I know they were looking for it 

in the sand to prove its having been there. Mountains mean a high up there place 

(as allegory, analogy). 
 

My good old friend Dr. Gunnlaugur Briem pointed out to me that the horns on 

Michelangelo’s Moses are because of a translation error: 

                                                             > Hebrew „qāran“        became „cornuta“. 

    > „Cumque descenderet Moyses de monte Sinai, tenebat 
duas tabulas testimonii, et ignorabat quod cornuta esset facies sua ex consortio sermonis 
Domini“.     (These mistake-horns were fixed later by putting there a halo.)  
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Gunnlaugur also suggests our 4 main landvættir on our emblem to 

be derived from Egyptian minor gods Duamutef, Hapi, Imseti and 
Qebehsenuef (hope I got them right). 
 
  Then what about the 4 writers of churchian books? Who are they??   

-This is a very funny question, indeed, as some claim them to be in our emblem.- 
The priests put on a very pious face and have everyone rise from their seats to listen  
in name of their Roman Dominus. Not knowing that some texts might be forgeries. We 
obey like dogs:  sit, stand, listen, keep quiet. Whom are we obeying without thinking? 
The priests get money for reading aloud. Some few obediently stand there.  

We all pay for it. 
 

But - Who wrote what?  When?  Where?  And above all:  Why? 
A purpose?? 

More on GODS APPROACHING HUMANS 

Lord Freyr sends his ray of divinity, a friend and servant, Skírnir, to 
human Gerður í Gymisgörðum to point out to her the purpose of her life. 

                der Spiegel 
Lord Freyr - sends Skírnir to Gerður -   
Gerður, who is stuck in her material life only, not evolving. 

Zeus approaches Leda as a swan,  
and Evropa as a bull, carrying her to Kreta. 

These perennial stories are not always understood to be anything other than 

mere fantasy of primitive people.  
    But some seem to believe some of them sometimes, 
  some seem to understand some of them sometimes.     (Askur og Embla man-trees) 

  Our Askur and Embla                       
are, mysteriously, man-trees                       Askur Yggdrasils -- Óður Hænir Lóður 

filled inside with divine golden something           Yagya(=valkyrja?) is born along with man. 

(my theory man-trees on the shore are rooted in ginnungagap as is askur  

Yggdrasils 
Funny how we believe some things, some stories, some myths / fabulae, 

and funny how we mock some others, 
and how we try to explain some as if they were real sacred truth. Even history. 
 

They might all be different versions of the same original idea. (Why fight and kill?) 
 

But only when we become perfectly pure 
can we see what is what   -   and what is Truth. 

 

We also see then, that all there is is eternal no-change. 
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SEERESS 

Frigg is our magnificent goddess in Fensalir,  
and she is Sága the seeress in Sökkvabekkur. 
Nothing can possibly soil he, nothing clings to a lotus.  

                                                                              na lipyate         
She has roots in Waters and is seen as a lotus open on the surface. Padm.  
And compare ancient Egyptian blue lotus. 

Hlín श्री 
Frigg sends Hlín to us to protect us,  
Hlín is the one we can lean onto when we need trusting; 
 

the H in her name was still there in Old English hleonina, hlinian, lean towards. 

Frigg preman प्रमेन ् , príí     precious,       príiyate    

 priya, much revered 

Sága drish pashya             

the same word as occurs in yggdrasill, dras drish, to see (here a seeress). 

 dís  द्श ् 

Friggjar (Frigga’s) dísir are Fulla and Gná  

Gná  ग्ना  dís (female divinity) þrýstin þrungin; að afla, sendimær Friggjar,  

Fulla र्णू प púúrna (fylld) fullness, er eskimær Friggjar. 

RELIGIONS MAN-MADE 
AND ALL-WORLDLY 

Religions are man-made. 
And they are all-worldly.  
 

For sure someone is trying to tell us something by these teachings. 
But we have to make sure whether the person teaching is worthy of being 
listened to. What is the real purpose of his teaching us something. 

 
Is someone leading us into a thicket of flowery meaningless words? 
ALSO: 
We have to make sure that we are worthy of real knowledge and wisdom. 
 

We might be getting to the stage of Loddfáfnir in Hávamál, upaasana kanda 
part, that of sitting down at the feet of the wise guru, listening, and trying to 
understand. Lucky we, at least trying. 
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IMBIBE THE WISDOM 

But all books and all words are only scratching the surface, 
if we do not transcend the world of books and words 
to really imbibe wisdom from the source of all, we possess not wisdom. 
 

In Hávamál we learn that we shall nýsa niður to gain the wisdom. 
Vísa 138 and following, the jhnana-kanda part, on pure wisdom and theosophy. 
 

THEOSOPHY IN HEATHENRY 
The pure core and profound essence of Norse and Germanic myths and poems 

has, through the ages, been seen and understood by some pure men. 
 
The Theosophical Society of Iceland (Guðspekifélagið) had one such bright man 

there, when I was a kid.  
Around years 1945-’47 he wrote interesting articles on theosophy in Heathenry. 

A beloved aunt of mine, Guðný, belonged to the Icelandic Guðspekifélag.  
 

    I was lucky to be brought up in families of diverse opinions, as my families consisted 
of Capitalists, Communists (later Socialists), non-believers, Churhians, lovers of Jesus, 
and all possible versions of these labels and tags. Guðný theosophically minded. 
There was nothing to quarrel about. Simply different but radical ideas. 
    I think these circumstances added to broad-mindedness, as I got used to my 
beloved ones disagreeing on all kinds of things. 
    Also, as a kid I enjoyed summers on farms in several places in Iceland. 
Later, getting several nice cultural shocks in foreign countries, and that contributet to 
natural broad-mindedness and a self-given tolerance. 
 

Dr. Harald S. Harung, Norse, wrote an article on Vedic and Norse wisdom  
in Journal of Human Values, 1996, Two Great Traditions. 

Harald did his research on Maharishi´s request. Harald says he is happy that I 
carry on with it. Maharishi asked of us that it be done. 
I have worked for Maharishi for years. He sent us home from Vlodrop to work in 

our own countries. Delightful to work with the pure men of Global Country. 
 

ADD YOG (transcending)                 LABELS, TAGS, OF NO IMPORTANCE 
What we label a tradition is not of any crucial importance as such.  
Most important is to understand what our tradition contains.      PROFUNDITY 

We should understand the true profound meaning. Not have is “used” on us. 
No two might perceive the message in the same way - even within the same tag 

  as perception and understanding depends on our state of consciousness. 
But: Is the content about profundity of existence, our inner abyss of knowledge, 
                                                                            ADD YOG to see clearly 

or 
is it superficial rituals and empty words only?  Hollow liturgy for the mob?                       

?     Or the real profundity within?  

Does our tradition tell us that we can find origin of all within? As we are All ? 
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We are That. We are consciousness, ginnungagap. 

Do we get to know that our inner profound sphere of life is easily lived. 
Some good men choose to have no labels for their way of living to become better 
men. Labels can really be nuisance and utterly retarding. Beware of that trap. 

Only thing that matters is: 
 

Every bairn has to know why we get born,  
and what we are here for, 
learn the delightful easy TM-technique to nýsa niður  

- attend a CBE-school.  
(Consciousness-based Education, now found all around the globe.) CBE 

 

Jesus wants the children to gain the wisdom. 
Children access Heaven Within easily. Allow them to come to that. 

Children need not un-learn all that we grown-ups have to correct, the wrong 
imprinting. 

                            
This is our pathless path to purity,                                                   SLEIPNIR 
Sleipnir (human nervous system my theory) is the most glorious of vehicles.  

We are the only creature on earth known to be able to transcend. 
 

    All is our own responsibility. We have a choice to be free. 
 Make good choices.        Sjálfur leið þú sjálfan þig      (thou lead thyself) 
                  Choices play a vital role in what we become: 
 

þeokrasi or spirituality þeosofia gnoþik 
(concept god to gain power)                (each man finds the divine inside himself) 
 

Human life is the field of all possibilities. 
Use it, man! 
Joy is not in small things, but in Glaðheimar of consciousness alone. 

एक सवप भ्रम ् नहे नानाथस्त थकञ्चन  Brahman alone is, nothing else is there. 

 झ        pradñjanam brahman   -  consciousness is Brahman 

 
OUR REVERENT HEATHEN FOREFATHERS 

KNEW MORE ABOUT LIFE THAN WE DO 
We should make an effort to understand our priceless spiritual heritage. 
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Unfortunately it has been trodden on 

 
to the extent that we are brainwashed  -  without realizing, of course. 

      That is what brainwashing is all about. 

 
THE COMFORTABLE LIES 

 
Comfortable lies means:    We do not care what the truth is.  
We are comfortable with the “habit” of these man-made circumstances have.  

This includes religious matters. 
 
No MP would suggest that we save huge sums of money by stopping the support of a 

certain state-run religious sect, and use the money for the health-care system instead, 
because the MPs sense the fact, that 
they might risk the loss of votes if they disturb the religious “old habit” of the voters. 
The only reason left for disregarding a stagnated religious institution is:  
-Oh, it has been here for so long. Why would we need a change? Just leave it there. 
 

SOME REVISE 

Some really try to get to the bottom of ideas,  
revise the whole bunch of comfortable lies and inventions. 
 

Most of us are too busy filling the garage and watching TV  
to care about man-made business called RELIGIONS.   (Even if we pay for it.) 

This expensive deceptive corporate thing has become a “simply is there” habit. 

It is the easiest (but a costly) choice to be lazy, indifferent, not to be concerned. 
   Who cares about what we are here for, anyway? - Does that give profit? 

Poor little angry young men, who spend time on correcting and finding out 
what is Truth and what is not Truth! 
What an idiotic hobby.  

The thicket is too dense and intertwined. Few interested. Some might get hurt 
and fight back. (Defend their comfortable habit and hobbies.) 

We should realize that, some have their money and job-security to defend.  
Why would they want to sort out? They, of course, forcefully defend their institution. 
They would promote no discussion, no revision, the security of no change, no Truth, 

no explaining, no understanding. 
 

          SOME REVISIONISTS ARE BADLY PREPROGRAMMED TOO! 
Some revisionist (correcting history) might write like this:  
 

pagan “sacred” ceremonies   
 

The quotation marks imply: 
they cannot be sacred as it is heathen stuff. 

Can we term them sacred if they belong to the heathens? 
(Note for fun:  
ancient pagan rites and rituals become sacred when the church has stolen them.) 

I really heard an Icelandic churchian woman say….. 
(and she was deeply disgusted and fully convinced): 

…… -it cannot be sacred if it is heathen, 
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implying 

 all heathen stuff is devilish and contrary to being sacred. 

 
Someone (who would be called a revisionist) might be telling us about his 
interesting views, really wanting to let us hear the truth about things 

 
              -- f.ex. that Easter is originally pagan, Astarte, 

              that darkness mass is originally pagan yule, sun-god worship --   
 
then all of a sudden he (the brainwashed revisionist) might say:   

-the pagans were so superstitious that, on winter solstice, they 
thought,   

                that the sun was dying and would never rise again.  

So they fired a feast, getting drunk, and behaved like animals,  
when the sun did rise again after all / or to make the sun rise again. 

 
Here we have bad and wrong imprinting to blame for the revisionist’s blindness. 
Roman churchianity hammers on (--still at it--) clichés made up to belittle and 

ridicule pagans. Scholars, unfortunately, reinforce old invented lies. 
 
Would we also affirm, that our ancestors feared every night at sunset that the 

sun would not rise the next morning?  And get drunk in despair? Every night? 
Really? 

STUCK IN LINEAR TIME 
I think some are stuck in the linear time 
     i.e.: everything old was primitive,  

     everything new is progress and evolution. 
There were no cycles, no golden ages, no nothing (---superstition only---) before 

our times. 
 
It is a lapsus, in the otherwise good quest of the revisionists, 

still to fall into the old traps of imprinted lies.  
 
-  Note:  

it is only on the poles and close to them that the sun vanishes completely at 
winter solstices.  So: 

These so-called superstitious pagan peoples must be the inhabitants of the 
Northern countries, as in southern Europe, yule - winter solstice - is not so 
drastically obvious at all. Not to the extent as to see the sun die at yule-tide and 

get the idea that it’ll never rise again. Dvína is a truer term for short days. 
 

We are the nations whose culture churchianity tried to ruin and belittle. 
That can tell us, that these imprinted wrong ideas were/and still are  
exclusively strategy mainly aimed at peoples of Northern Europe, Germany, 

and the Nordic countries. 
Widespread lies, that were deliberately invented to drag us onto our knees. 

Still: 
       UNBELIEVABLE  PRESSURE  ON  UNIVERSITY-STUDENTS ! 
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Why still here?  Some X-tian scholars/professors in an Icelandic University, 

encourage their students to take over from them with putting disdain on our 
spiritual heritage.  New BS or MS thesis might contain lapped-up clichés from 

the dark Middle Ages, invented (and withheld) to belittle heathenry. 
 
And Icelandic students take part in that disdain - brain-washed -   

not even getting the idea of getting into the trouble of finding the hidden Truth? 
Would they not get their degrees if they performed avant-garde research? 
It might contradict the scholars’ views. 

NO -  NOT ANY SUPERSTITION 
We love our seasons,  

- winter solstices, vernal equinoces, summer solstices, autumnal equinoces - 
and we know this to be a perpetual and perennial cycle of life and of Nature. 
We understood our days, nights, mornings, evenings; our life-spans and Hel, 

knew the cycle HELIA 
We did not think during our short winter-days that the sun was dying and 
would not rise again. 

Die is to get faint, dvína, dá, dhyana, anyway (my theory). Not death (dauði) as 
we now use the word.  --  Nothing dies in that meaning. 

 
Death of Baldur is sun going to a rest at Helia, and Hermóður gets him back. 
 3 days stillness and then resurrects                (etymology: Her-móður? or Harm-óður?) 

        Hringhorni         

Or an eclipse. (see Stjarnvísi í Eddum, by Björn Jónsson, Manitoba.) 

MANDAL 
We have a name for the skewed (á ská) axis, möndull jarðar, Mundilfari,  

who draws a mandala, circle, with its ends (if they are imagined extended);  
the whole ring, circle, takes 26.000 years.                     (my theory on Mundilfari) 
 

This huge cycle is, in addition to the seasons, also due to möndull jarðar 
 (our earth’s axis). 

We understood our myths.           Is Svalinn the ozon-layer? 
(my theory) 

So did the Greeks: Hades Demeter Persephone/Kore. 
 

Revisionists tell us, among other interesting things, that 
Churchianity suffocated pagan myths, using pagan 

Christmas and Jesus’ deification for their purposes.  
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As Roman churchianity used the surface of ancient knowledge 

Churchian Christmas could then just as well be called superstition? 
For fun (true, but really ridiculous): 
Our former (Icelandic) bishop (Karl) was praying in December, that his mono-

god, named God, would help the days grow longer again in December/January.  
(He gets high salaries, spending time on blogging like this to his weather-god.) 

Did he really believe churchianity’s old lies - about pagans fearing the complete 
death of the sun - to the extent that he, on 64°N, now a days, really feared 

that? Compelled to pray for the sun’s resurrection to the world of men? 
 

Continuation of the joke (also true): 
The scientists in the university pointed out to Karl the bishop that he could 

learn all about earth’s skewed axis on the university’s scientific website on 
these natural and well understood matters. 

(Of course we create our dogmas:) 

Some claim:  -If Jesus is not resurrected, our faith is useless. 

Bishop Karl’s answer to the validity of that statement was:  
   -So many believe it, so many talk about it, so it is true.     (Bishopology?) 
(What about the billions of men who never heard of it?     
Would that fact have an impact on the fool-prove reasoning for validity?) 
 

WRITING  -  RÚNARISTUR TIL FORNA 
Another persisting lie goes: 

-In the Northern countries and in Germany people did not know how to read 
and write, until the Latin alphabet was given to them.  (Ridiculous !!) 
 

How do we then explain the rune-stones that are found in the Northern 
countries and in Germany. 
And the utensils, wooden pieces and small stones, ornamented with runes. 

     A rune-carved stone. 

 
Could the story be true, about X-tian monks collecting all pagan writings (in 
runes) under the false motif that all the pagan literature would be brought to 

the monasteries for thorough investigation and conservation, pleading to people 
to hand over everything they might own written in runes. 
Then the whole heap was burned at the stake. 
 

Stones are not good fuel,  
and rune-carved pieces of wood might have been in daily use 

(as on beds or chairs or spoons and such) not willingly handed over. 
So these did not go on the fire, but are now the delight of archeologists. 
Could this one also be true: 

The bible could not be written in devilish rune-writing,  
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and we refused to read anything Latin, 

and therefore, as a compromise, the Gothic alphabet was invented. 
A hybrid of runes and Latin letters, being, though, neither of the two,  
then used to have the Norse and Germanic peoples read the bible? 
 

If this is true, what then about runes. Did they exist? 
And what about our disgust for Latin. Where did that come from?  

Did Roman brutality play its part in our hatred and aversion to Latin? 
 
We did not rejoice when the Latin alphabet was threat-imposed upon us 

and runes banned as devilish stuff, and all rune-writings burned. 
Icelandic (and other) scholars are still chewing on the lie: -Northern peoples could 
neither read nor write until the Latin alphabet was given to them.  
Scholars only think from their unclear waking state as long as they don´t heighten 

their stage of consciousness. Practicing the 4th stage would give insight: Transcend. 

They should do that. Gradually their insight will broaden, intelligence be of more use. 
Professors sometimes reinforce historical lies. And the students get their university 
degree when they do the same. We should corret, not chew on untruth without 
thinking. 

      I know that the Romans wrote, and they, of course, embellished their wars.  
In books such as Bellum Gallicum.                           PARTIAL ROMAN VERSION 
And history writers, such as Tacitus, are our great source of information; 

 

(Óðnn and Þór?)  Asterix, the Gallic version of Bellum Gallicum. 

     Rome’s partial version of history does NOT imply (as even some of the brain-

washed revisionists believe) that German and Norse peoples couldn’t write or read.  
 

I spoke to our most open-minded and least-arrogant scholar, Jónas, and really 
asked him:  

-How do you explain the ancient rune-stones found under old churches, 
and how do you explain the carved pieces of wood that survived the book-
burning? 

-You are right, he answered. 
I used the opportunity to add: -We must revise our stubborn stagnated belief in 

this so obviously invented history which we so blindly carry on. 
AÐ RÍSTA RÚNIR TIL FORNA 

Dr. Þórgunnur Snædal, Icelander from Akureyri, living and working in Sweden,  

an expert on runes, tried for decades to tell her colleagues, that rune-writing 
existed here long before the Latin letters was threat-imposed upon us. 
 

           Why did the plundering angry Vikings plunder monasteries? 

We know they went straight for the monasteries to find valuables. 
 
Ask Östen Kjellmann.   (read his book  Den Forna Seden, Sweden.) 
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Östen will tell us, that to begin with the monks stole the wealth from us,  

leaveing the formerly free independent farmers as slaves on their own land, 
not allowed to bear weapons -- as they should be peaceful as Jesus. 
So the Vikings, not being pirates at all, but a well-organized army, were simply 

re-gaining (stealing back) their possessions, which had been stolen from them 
and accumulated in the monasteries. 
 

Note:  being peaceful is not allowing someone to tread on you, pathetically do nothing, 
-- as that attitude only builds up inner conflict, as unfulfilled desires, lack of freedom. 
 

To really be peaceful is waging peace.            Produce The Maharishi Effect. 

Using the technique to radiate peace. Peace emanates in the transcendence.  
Then it becomes natural to love neighbors, enemies, and ourselves alike. 

We are all. 

 In the state of real peace we see that all is non-change.  
 
Persistent are some lies,                                                 NO ARYAN INVASION 

like the one Max Müller invented for the exploiting brute British about 
 THE INVASION - THAT NEVER WAS. 

NO HORNS ON THE HELMETS 

The horns on the Vikings´ helmets are good for tourist business now-a-days. 
Looks great.  

There are suggestions about where that idea came from to begin with. 
Nobody would put handles on his head for his enemy to grasp, would he? 
 
We might revise the horrible origin of some holidays, like the American 

THANKSGIVING. 
If people really knew the truth, they would not keep that day for more than  
crying and mourning for what these “thanks for dirty money” were.  
People should know what suffering these “thankful” evil men caused to innocent 
people. 
Do not believe additional lies (invented), that are said to be explanations. 

 
So: Are these following statements in a way --or all-together-- true about us?: 
 

    We do not care what the truth is.      STUCK IN RELIGIOUS PARADIGM? 
    We are comfortable with these man-made circumstances  

                                                 in religious matters. 
    And comfortable with theses adjusted lies called history. 

 
We can think 
we can learn 

we can access Truth. 
                                 (If we want, that is.) 
     Our latent brain potential is our greatest resource. 

     We can easily access it.  We purify ourselves to access it. 
     When we regularily access it, we become pure. Enlightened. 
 
Bhagavadgíta IV 38:  na hi dñanena sadrísham pavitramiha vidjate tatsvayam 
yógasamsiddhih kaalenaatmani vindati  -- yog the perfect purifier in this world. 
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But mind you: Real yog it has to be, योग, where infinite silence and infinite 

dynamism are yoked together as one identity. On the sphere of the gap; 
       Múspellsheimur and Niflheimur together in perfect harmony. (my theory 

on Silence and Dynamism in our myths.) 

And nýsa niður is to allow individual self to be only consciousness. 
That is yog of I given to Óðinn, I given to my self. 

Really beneficial:   Vilbjörg vakir. We see the inside and outside. Both. 
         Now we see all to be ginnungagap. The superficial play to be It too. 
(my theory on Vilbjörg awake.) 

       THE TASK OF MAN 

 

>It is the task of man to comprehend the co-existence of both unity and 
diversity.  
To experience unity in the outer field of active life as well as on the 
transcendental level. 
 

>Ultimately there is only one light that is seen inside and outside 
and that is the unified reality of life.   - Maharishi - 
 
Do we know, 
that man‘s life is meant to be a bridge                                      Bifröst 
between Divine Intelligence and the whole of creation. 

 
Bif-röst is thought to mean: a tricky way, not so reliable a road.  

(my theory) Bil-röst also exists; bil Sanskrit      bhid, connects the split-up, this and That;  

not (as scholars think) to fail (bila). But akin to Bileygur Óðins name, “he sees both”. 
(Scholar think only from waking stage.)                                                        (my theory) 

 
For sure we can rely on the easy path of no obstacles from me to me 

                              to my inherent divinity. 

Human life exists to cultivate the Divine power, 
intelligence, happiness and abundance 

and to give this out to all creation. 
This is the high purpose of man‘s life 

 

We possess the supreme science  

and the supreme art of connecting back to the source of all life. 
 

The TECHNIQUE that ALLOWS  YOG 
NOT ALL MEDITATIONS LEAD TO YOG 
There are lots of meditations around  

                               that do not give mind the opportunity to transcend.  
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Practiced methods can be measured           (decades of research, Global Country) 

              ---  if you wish, to see your brainwaves on EEG during practicing. 
 

Nýsa niður , true yog, is easy. Mind‘s natural tendency, and know: 

       pratyavaayo na vidyate  प्रत्यवायो           (Bhagavadgita II 40) 

      No obstacles exist. No effort is needed, so no effort is lost.  
 
Transcending is the easiest thing to do. The easiest thing in the world. 

We only need the delightful technique.  Only has to be learned and practiced correctly. 

 

The TM technique (transcendental meditation) has proven to show a 
constellation of changes -- all to the better -- in those who practice it,. 
  

WE ONLY NEED THIS SUBTLE TECHNIQUE 
We, by that, let go of thoughts, reach Glaðheimar. --- The most beneficial act. 
  --By all means learn the TM-technique correctly from a good qualified TM-teacher.-- 

The process is automatic, subtle, and works without effort, if correctly learned. 

                                                                                           Correctly practiced. 

Simply θgnoþi seauton know thyself, get to know thy Self. 
 

Here (my theory) is where we use our Mjöllnir. Effortlessly, of course,  

as we get purer. 
Mjöllnir is ever renewed, it is the never-depleted evolutionary will and power. 
Always returning to us. Always here for us. It is not a hammer! It is unseen. 

 (Analogy only, a metaphor, not belief in the letter; please be literate on symbolic language.) 
 

Raam‘s bow is in our human physiology;  
--  see the book by Tony Nader MD PhD Raamaayan in Human Physiology 
Discovery of the Eternal Reality of the Raamaayan in the Structure and Function of 
human Physiology  -  research under guidance of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi.   

ISBN 978 0 578 09885 2 

The arrows from Raam‘s bow always return to Raam’s quiver.  
 

Everything goes back to its source. From there all is nourished.  

Without contact to the source we shall wither away like an autumn leaf. 
A dry branch which is cast on fire. 

TO RID US OF IGNORANCE 

      MJÖLLNIR                                     (in trolls)             BATTER TROLLS 

     
We go Eastwards, towards the sunrise, when we are to rid us of trolls,         SÓL 
        to let in the rays of rising Sun, goddess Sun, goddess of enlightenment,  
 

as that is what battering trolls is for:  
Getting rid of our ignorance -- which we do not see because of our ignorance !  
Tröll evaporate by Mjöllnir. They are of no substantial matter, anyway. 
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 East is an important direction; orient, orientation; Shukra rules the east. 

Mother Earth revolves to gives us sunrises.                        vaastu vidya वास्त ुथवद्य 

We, on her surface, are rushing towards East. Understand? 

Resort to Maharishi Stahpatya-ved for city-planning and your house. 
(I attended the first lecture on Maharsihy Sthapatyaved in MIU, 1990.) 

 

WE MUST UNDERSTAND:  Due to our lack of evolved stage of consciousness 
the trap of ignorance is, that we do not realize that it is there ! 

We do not see it because of our ignorance (--a dilemma, obviously--). 
 

We use much of our efforts to fill the garage of stuff. (Waking-state view.) 

We do not know what man’s lifespans are for, because nobody tells us.  
 
The word garage comes from the Icelandic verb gera, to do. 
So, here, our beloved garage is symbolic for our unenlightened actions in the world,  
actions without any understanding of the purpose, preciousness, 

and responsibility of human life                                       SKÍRNISMÁL  

       Lord Freyr       Gerður  in her material abundance.  

We are like Gerður í Gymisgörðum in poem Skírnismál. 

Freyr sends his divine ray Skírnir to induce Gerður to live her divine part. 
 

Freys horse is the vehicle, Freys sword is the divine will. Symbolic language. 

(analogy)                       Do not miss out the profound underlying meaning. 
 

Skírnir gallantly presents Gerður with Draupnir (pronounce dreui-pn-ir),  
and 11 golden apples, but Gerður does not understand yet.                                                         

So Skírnir tells her             (immortality, amrit (a-mrit, non-death) ambrosia 
  -- and is of course telling us --                                              ódáinsfæða guðanna) 
what a gloomy stagnation awaits when we do not understand:    

Utter stagnation on our evolutionary path,            (my theory:) HRÍMÞURSAR 
which is, therefore, a complete waste of a lifespan.  
 

Using galdur, Skírnir allows her to see what a bad thing stagnation is. 
 

    But :   It is not enough to understand intellectually. 
 

     We should know the importance of direct experience 

   which is gained only by transcending. 
LOGNFARA LUNDUR 

  (my theory =)    NIRVANA  

We meet divinity in lognfara lundur Barri  -  the windless grove of evergreens -  
which means (as I see it) nirvana. Transcending. 

“Meeting the god” is transcending, nýsa niður, know thyself, θ 
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   Óðinn given to Óðinn, I given to my Self.  (Hávamál - wisdom part) 

 
Buy for your kids:                  Skírnismál 
on Amazon                           helgileikar                ISBN 978 9935 409 83 6 

    handrit handa börnum 
á íslenzku & in English              a script for bairns 

in one and the same book         ritual performance 
 

The Edda-poem Skírnismál  

is - in the abyss of understanding - all about the pure spirituality  
                   found in our reverent forefathers‘ knowledge  
                                          our most precious ancient heritage.                              
 

To meet with our divine part of life  -- i.e. to transcend the world of thoughts --  
is the only way to evolve at a good - and easy - pace, towards perfection, 

enlightenment. 

> Every newborn child is a very precious expression of divine intelligence 
who deserves to grow in health, happiness, and enlightenment. 
            Quoted from Global Country, Mother Divine. 

 
   Why do only a few tell us why we choose to be born? 

Priests don’t, for sure. They do not know. They do not anywhere come across: 

 sjálfur leið þú sjálfan þig  - thou thyself lead thyself. 

as that would ruin the whole plot of dominance. 
 

-I don’t believe this! You prefer a real gift (i-pad) from a 
fake Santa 
to a fake gift (--“peace on earth and eternal life”--) from a 
real priest !!! 
                Quite a shock. 
 by Halldór 

       STUCK IN ROMAN STRATEGY PARADIGM 
We are called CE (church-conquered territory) but 

in here there are heathens, there are life stance organizations, faithless folks, 
also these “hanging in thin air”(!!), i.e.: unregistered bewildered souls(!!); 

so, -- that CE-label is pleasing to some, misleading rubbish to others. 
Serves the vanity and dominance urge of the Vatican only -- 
well, and Lutheran churchianity here, after they killed the Catholic dominance. 

 

       Yule is the birth of the perennial sun-god, birth of light of life. 
 

Our beloved Jesus only being one of them. The great guru deified as a sun-god.  
 

Seasons have great impact on Icelanders.  
Yule is an ancient Northern festival of lights, yule, jól, at winter-solstice, when the sun 
hardly rises on the southern sky. 

Note, -  that on the southern hemisphere it is the other way round, 
   summer solstice in December, winter solstice yule-tide in June. (Also Easter fall.) 
In summer we have the light nights of our North. The sun lingers on the northern 
horizon during night. Or just below the horizon. Nights bright as day. 
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The shock, continued: 

We no longer believe that baptizing is the same as name-giving,  
as we see baptizing to be:  registering a baby into an institution or sect,  

and the poor little baby has nothing to say. Would this be a kind of 
    violation of human rights?  

Confirmation later on is no fairer to the immature kids, as they are bribed with 

gifts, besides that many parents/families are stuck in old stagnated habits 
of which they do not know the underlying meaning at all. Never bothered. 

In churches kids lead in temptation(!): Coke and pizza for those who show up. 
Liminality unrevised, abused, lacking all inner meaning. 

One priest wants to make it compulsory by law to register every baby into an 

institution(!), but only gets mocked and laughed at for that idea;  
 
also laughed at:  Our frú bishop, a woman, claims all unregistered new-born 

and grown-up individuals to be “hanging in thin air”!!! and we find this 
attitude really to be a funny anachronism. - Obsolete.  

MEMBERS MEAN MONEY 

But -  number of registered adherents means money,  

and money seems to mean a lot to the these kinds of institutions. They ssem to 
offer hollow liturgy for the mob. Pure spirituality missing. Flowery words only. 
How many priests would be here if they wouldn’t get any salaries and no job-security?  

(They stay on and on unless some of them get sexually unbearable, which happens.  
-- Parishioners have a hard time getting rid of bad priests. Bishops say: only I decide!) 
 

 FALSE SECURITY ??   
Do these institutions really believe that putting on a tag, clinging to an institutional 
creed, claim one system to be the only true one   

 (--that particular ´theirs´, of course--),  
                  to be the only way to save our souls?   
 
Save souls(?) from eternal hell, secure a soul(?) an eternal heaven 
after the death of the soul’s contemporary body, if the dweller in the 
body repents sins and pays money? 

Do we really trust these people for matters that should really matter to us: 
What human life is for?   

Do they know what life is for?  Or are they stuck in sects’ egoistic interests? 

 
They know no higher states than waking. They speak from that level, of course. 

We should heighten our state of consciousness.  
First then we start to understand. 

All that matters is our purity. Thou lead thyself. We do not need authorities. 

I am not registered into any of these so-called religious sects or associations. 
I prefer that pending, which the frú bishop calls “hanging in thin air”.  
That is to me a more sensible hobby. Not depending on anything, only pending. 
--  Reminds me more of hanging on vindgameiður, not clinging to anything worldly. 
Be a kind of free.  Liberated from the world’s dogmas, creeds, institutions, sects, 
paradigms, unreliable promises, garbs lacking spirituality, not knowing purpose of life. 

 

Easier, that way -- “hanging in thin air” -- to find out what a soul really is.  
I don’t think these institutional people know that we are eternal consciousness. 
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The Roman Churcianitiy’s idea  -- to get a grip on peoples’ souls -- really was 

brilliant, but do we really believe that they can?       PARADIGM BLINDNESS 
Can they still threaten us?  We have the right to ask and want to understand. 
 

Did Luther, who rejected the Vatican and the Jews, change this point? Or not? 
 

To gain power over the belief of 1.2billion people --decide what they believe-- 
someone has found out, that becoming a pope over them is really smart 

strategy. So NT and Jesus can be rewritten to serve them.  
Can still be used now year 2013, not only 213 AD. 

 

We can heighten our state of consciousness to really see. Should do that. 
 

           www.mmedia.is/odsmal is the delightful big 1996 Óðsmál-website.  
Remember also: go to my new (2013)  http://www.mmedia.is/odsmal/odsmal   

 (--  to see all pictures bigger than these stamp-size ones --) 

find this book, Óðsmál - the Unseen Reality.PDF  free online to FIND 
concepts you need to FIND   (This river of words (this book) is difficult for finding 

Use there online:                                                                  because of the special-Icelandic letters) 

Concepts.pdf  from where you can copy/paste all Icelandic words to FIND  

in this book online. 
Listen to pronounciation  -  for Icelandic/OldNorse pronounciation  

(225 MP3 audio-files). 
also here online: An article published in the Theosophical Society’s journal  

Freyja.PDF  Freyja, The Goddess of Creation 

and another published theosophical article: We Are Consciousness.PDF 
 

remember, you can go to YouTube for chatters on heathenry search: Goiagodi  
to get: Heathery Iceland Chatter - many short ones. Informative and attractive. 
 

STEALING NAMES   (Members mean money.) 
For years the officially run churchianity in Iceland practiced the dubious act of stealing 
names, register us into the state-run church-sect against our will 

-- without us knowing(!) of course, or it would not bear the name stealing -- 
 

To maintain a grip, dominance, and power, men have to use all kinds of means and 
methods. 

-- We know that. -- But why this desperation?  Afraid of losing the grip? 
 

             The talk is not so sweet when theologists,           NOT SO SWEET TALKS 
             --- in the power of a university degree in theology ---  

put crude and impolite disdain on the spiritual ideas in Heathenry  
and officially call our forni siður useless stuff, all going into circles in vain. 

         They declare aloud heathen philosophy to be that of brutality,  
         women-disdain and other horror. Why tell lies and call that theology? 
I wish they had a commandment:  Do no defame your fellow-men. 
But they probably would not use it, anyway. Tolerance not their strong point. 
 

This brings up a question:         WHAT CAN A DEGREE BE (AB)USED FOR 
 

It is a grave matter, to my mind, when so-called learned or educated people, affirm  
wrong statements on matters they do not understand (--do not want to understand--). 

http://www.mmedia.is/odsmal%20is%20the%20delightful%20big%201996
http://www.mmedia.is/odsmal/odsmal
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For over 1000-years, churchianity in Iceland has tried to belittle our spiritual heritage.  
Stuck in this insulting, lack of tolerance, stubbornness, and blind arrogance.   
And are still at it.  
 

                       Is heathenry so strong that they fear it as a rival? 
They seem to love Jews and Muslims, though.                             Some men brothers? 
 

LINEAR TIME                                                    EVOLVED  versus  PRIMITIVE 

Perhaps they learn from the old theology professors that 
theocracies (mono-gods) are good and should be flattered for - evolved religions, 

theosophy (spirituality) is bad and must be ridiculed.             - Primitive stuff. 
(Monotheism is a drastic step backwards for evolution.) 

Sometimes I really wonder, what that specific university-curriculum, theology  
--mostly run by tax-payers’ money--  is all about. 
 

EMPTY EXPENSIVE CHURCHES 
We rather want to use the expensive churches for musical concerts  
- empty most of the time; fancy big buildings supported by tax-payers’ money.  

Some charming older church-buildings have good acoustics. 
PARTIAL PHILANTHROPY 
I was amazed  (--shocked, actually--) by that “partial philanthropy” when X-tians’ 
rescue-parties in Haiti refused to help voodoo-people. How come? Is a non-Xtian not 
an anthropos (man) deserving love and rescue? 

 

                                                  
EASTER   SIF     MARÍA 

 
 
Seasonal deities   

 

Easter is a German spring deity,                                                Holy Mary 
                  Sif a Norse goddess of harvest.                  (fertile; spring deity); 
 

Maria spring. On the other hand we have the mother to John the Baptist, who 
is not fertile, as autumn. They two are biblical equivalents of seasonal deities. 
Jesus is born at winter solstice, birth or resurrection of the light of life, and 

John is summer solstice  -- days start to grow shorter. NATURES’ YEAR CYCLES. 
 

All these fabulae are recycled pirate copies,  
or the same perennial natural story in different versions. 

 

Some talk about the guise of baptized paganry; say:   
  stolen; manipulated; invented; abused.  

They talk about Isis, Miriam/Maria, Isthar, Éostre Astarte, Ester, Beltis  
see also ancient Gaelic-Irish-Schotish Beltane                                     (queen of heaven). 

    and Wheel of the Year 
 

Easter is calculated (differently, though, in Greek orthodox and Roman Catholic) 

something like:  first Sunday, after first full moon, after vernal equinox. 
 

These nature-oriented calculations sound rather Paganish to me.  
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Resurrection of what in spring? 
Very ancient: 40 days fasting has always served as a good spring-cleanse for the body. 
To some: 40 days mourning was because the wild boar killed the hunter (Tammuz?). 
        As a revenge, we still eat killed pigs when, according to churchianity, their sun- 
        god Jesus is resurrected, in spring (Easter) 

--  or something in that direction, if we care to understand our silly habits.   HABITS 

           Or should we say understand our hobbies                             HOBBIES 
           as religions are mere hobbies when they are superficial habits only --. 
Expensive hobbies for some (--us who pay--), really profitable for some others! 

         Some get a well-paid job; some can sell killed pigs, f.ex. for pesach-meals, 
           simply use good marketing technique, and rich target groups that will pay. 

 

“If Jesus is not resurrected then faith has no bearing”, someone said. Really? 

Ooopsee!   
                       One thing is necessary, Jesus says to Martha: 
           And what would that be? - That is transcending. Find Heaven Within. 
 

We can actually skip the rest of the hobby. Transcending is a kind of rebirth, dvi-ja. 
 

EGGS      The story of the egg and the bunny is from Astarte, isn’t it? 
                Eggs are found all along in myths  -- for thousands of years back. 
We have an egg in Icelandic folklore, about 2 trollesses, skessur, who own one ’life-
guarding egg’, fjöregg, which they toss about for fun in their cave. 
It is very good (recommended) to catch that egg while they are playing with it. 
 

BOSSY WOMEN UP NORTH 

Roman/biblical women-disdain is under serious attack, 

the goddesses are revered. We are starting to understand (-- that is dangerous --) 

We are drastically going back to forni siður.       (-poor churchianity under attack- 

--patriarchy losing its grip--  
--South-America close to enlightenment now--) 

 

Former male-chauvinists only make some sweet little jokes: 
     A stressed husband to a friend:  
             -Should I give my wife a golden watch for her birthday? 
     The friend:  
             -Isn’t there a clock in the kitchen? 
 

I do not blame them. We freyjas are so foamy. Like a lukewarm bubble-bath. 
Our beloved sons of men always seem to get attracted to us. They can’t help it. 
Almost as it be their inherent nature. They fall in love.  Even the intelligent ones. 

Rende stupiti anche i saggi l’amore (Italian song);   
oft fá á horskan lostfagrir litir (Hávamál). 

 

They become fathers, who have to work and feed a family. Stuck in a cycle. 

Until they get enlightened. --   See from a higher level of consciousness. 
Then they see the non-change, and can get off vicious cycles in world of change. 
 

(Note: guð is a neuter term, sing.and plur., turned to mask.sing. for theocracy.) 

Icelanders never really let go of polytheon.                 PANTHEON, POLYTHEON 

We always say:  í guðanna bænum  (plural), “in mercy of the gods”; 
Note: bæn here not a prayer but bón (a granted request),  
         vera á bænum, to live on alms or charity. 
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We talk about the weather-gods (plural). Veðurguðirnir. 

The weather-gods are very busy in Iceland and play a big role in our lives.   
What we do not know is: 
        The stage of consciousness of the nation is reflected in Nature.  

So she is as we are, and thereby the weather is as we are.   
We always get what we deserve. We are responsible for Nature. 

 
Our weather gods are as capricious as is that whimsical mono-god called God.  
We always get back what we put in. Be it weather-gods or some imported monogod-

tool.  Or rulers.    We are all responsible for whatever comes our way. 
 
Do we deserve that unpredictable monogod - the very expensive one - 

who is sometimes good, sometimes angry and revenging? 
Whimsical, double-ethics, unpredictable, because he is used as a tool for obedience. 
Is this what we deserve? Then we are a bit base, hmmm ? 
 
He is used as the carrot-and-the-stick by those who claim to be his servants on earth.  
Same threat as that Heaven-or-Hell. And a lot of sweet flowery talk to claim reverence. 
All means and tools meant for claiming obedience to man-made rules. Not spirituality. 

 

     Now, how do we rule Nature,  
     and how do we fix things so that we deserve all good only? 
 

Transcend to create perfect equilibrium. Transcend in groups. 
   (Refer to and understand: The Maharishi Effect) 

 

Live in tune with the Laws of Nature, and Nature will support you.    
  Do not violate the Laws of Nature. --   Nature has certain tolerance for us,  
but in the end Nature will burst, when she takes no more, when stupid (base) 

men endlessly destroy her delicate equilibrium. 
 

     X-tian mothers use a Grýla,  GRÝLA - A THREAT 
                                                (the X-tian “stick”) 

Grýla serves the churchian demand of obedience to man-made rules 
under fear of punishment.                            (This is the method used on dogs.) 
  

Grýla eats naughty (bad) kids, but lets the obedient (good) kids be. 
 

The name Grýla is said to come to Icelandic with Gaelic,  
not from the Norse/Scandinavian languages. 

 
This Grýla is a bit old-fashioned, has become somehow useless nowadays, 

but 
unfortunately, our old Icelandic jólasveinar, yule-boys, are now taking over 

from Grýla, used for that stupid potato-hell/-stick/-threat in December. 
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Our multitude of jólasveinar might be our deceased forefathers,  

perhaps they were given food at yule as a custom,                   (my theory) 
but when the ancestor-worship was banned, we   

-- keeping on giving them of course  --  lied, that they stole some food;  
(my theory) on our very special Icelandic jólasveinar. 

                      
        Osiris           Bjúgnakrækir   and a bishop or a CE-Santa in Cardinal-red 
      (Egyptian)        (Icelandic jóló)     

cardinal (from Latin) “a hinge” (the Roman self-importance); or a deep red color.  

 
Osiris god of underworld, fertility, and Nile-flooding, 

Bjúgnakrækir, jólasveinn, needing a hook to pinch food in the kitchen or pantry 
(--as we now cunningly term the pindadaana (offering) to forefathers -- my theory), 

bishops have a hook to catch living lamb, and that is us when members of his 
churchianity, hooked and fenced in. We as his lambs are not free at all. 

 

Santa wears red because he was a Catholic Cardinal (they wear cardinal red).  
That Christmas-character was accompanied by the horrible Krampus, a Devil 
with klaws, who served the purpose of catching the naughty kids.  

Same old Heaven-or-Hell, carrot and stick. Theocracies always need that stuff. 
 

Nicolas of Mira, Santa, has also been pulled into the punishing-business, by 
stupid mothers that can neither tell their barins why they are born, nor what 
the purpose of life is. The less the free will of any man, and his responsibility. 

Need threat to get obedience to their sometimes stupid rules. Lousy pedagogy. 
  

My favorite story:   
The little happy girl got a raw potato in the shoe in the windowsill.  
She found it when she woke up, full of joy and looking forward to yule, 

just as December-mornings should be. 
She took the potato to her mother:  

-Mamma, look what he gave me! Could you please cook it, and make 
sure that it does not get mixed up with the ordinary potatoes? 
 

None of this punishing stuff is our heathen culture. Using a 
Grýla on bairns is like training animals: boon for obedience, 

hush for disobedience to some rules (egoistic?) made by others. 

 Remember:  We are consciousness. Know that.  

  Poor stupid mothers do not know who we are. They got the wrong education.  
  That stupid education made by theocracies. Obedience, or else………. 
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This we have to amend. Bairns must know why they choose to be born. 

Mothers shall teach their barins to use their free will.  
Mothers shall teach bairns to nýsa niður to purify themselves. 
No threat-obedience should be. --  Mothers will tell kids to have healthy desires.  

Mothers will tell kids to be all-responsible for every thought and action. 
 

-Why do mothers not know?                STUCK IN RELIGIOUS PARADIGM? 
-Because nobody told them before. But from now on they shall know. 
 

Jólnir  
                                       (--Jólnir is one of Óðin’s names, used at yule--)  

Jólnir rides over the sky at winter-solstice and chases away wights of cold and 

darkness. 
Perhaps he has a reindeer-sledge, perhaps he rides his Sleipnir. 

Bairns put out grains and hay for his swift airborn, so to give it strength. 
This is a real yule-present.  
Bairns give,  

help nature,  
give to nature, 

instead of making a list of what they want from others. 
 

 Mother Nature       (the unseen) 
                                                   Nature is a veil that hides Reality from our eyes. 

Now I shall have to tell you once more  
what you might still not have understood: 

 

Nature is as we are 
Nature is but a veil.  
What our eyes claim to see “out there” is non-substantial.  

 
Nature hides ginnungagap from us   --  That,  

                                        which our worldly eyes do not perceive. 
 
The creative dynamism of Total Natural Law - prakriti - is inherently 

contained in the transcendental silence of the unmanifest.  
 
Perceiving this is total knowledge, omniscience and omnipresence  

(all-knowingness and unboundedness). 
Remember: 
Eternal silence coexists with eternal dynamism at the basis of creation. 
                 Nifl & Múspell (my theory) 
If we are pure, if we purify ourselves, transcend, then Nature is kind to us, 
supports our every wish and all our needs.  
Supports our desires, which now can only be evolutionary and beneficial to all. 
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If we violate the Laws of Nature, she -- motherly as she is -- has tolerance 

to a certain extent only.  In the end she bursts. When she takes no more. 
 
Grem eigi goð að þér (do not cause the wrath of gods) means: 

                    Never violate, always live in tune with the Laws of Nature. 
 

If Nature is harsh to us, then that is our own doings coming back to us.  
We, as collective consciousness, decide how Nature behaves. 
 

If we heedlessly take and take without giving back to her, 
then we are mere thieves.  

MEIÐMAR  -  GIVE BACK 

How do we give back?   -We transcend.  Morning and evening. Set the rhythm. 

                              samatvam yoga uchayate  समत्व ंयोग उच्यत े

   Be regular. TM morning and afternoon.  

Wake up - do TM - work and study - do TM - sleep.           We are ginnungagap 
vitund, consciousness.  

The way in to ourselves is the pathless path. From me to me. I given to myself. 
 

We experience the supreme, our own consciousness. The Self of everyone. 
 

Our surroundings, and all life on earth, is our responsibility. 
This is how we keep all life nourished, and Nature supporting to us and all. 
 

             This is what siður is all about.                                          LOKI 

If we see Loki as mankind, referring to लोक (loka world Loki),  

we have Loki  all the time fucking things up,  
then desperately trying to amend the bad (i.e. man-made) situation,  
even, smartly, changing Iðunn into a nut to save her from “our” stupid acts. 

 
Luckily we always have Óðinn there for us:  
Óðinn (our divinity) saves Loki (us) from due consequences of Loki’s (our) 

mischievous deeds. 
Our divine nature saves us, and safeguards us.  We have an oath, 

fóstbræðralag:   humans and divinity never shall harm one another.  
 

Now listen: I shall have to teach some pronunciation, in connection 

to Loki.                                                            Loki Laufeyjarson    
       Loki is son of Laufey, son of his mother.   

       Laufey is a female deity, also named Nál. 
 

(“Listen to pronounciation“ link on  mmedia.is/odsmal/odsmal) 

artist: Haukur Halldórsson 
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Laufey, or Nál -  is sheer beauty and a mild deity. 

Note: Laufeyjar is genitive case of Laufey. 
 
As I told you earlier, we use first name of mother or father as a second name. 
Some even use both two, after their first name. 

 
Laufey is mother to Loki. Her name is not pronounced lau-fee (not German au) 

but leuille-vae-ee,  -- as you would pronounce feuille (a leaf) in French. 
Lauf (leuille-f) in Icelandic, a leaf.     Nál is pronounced:  naul (German au). 
 
Everyone non-Icelandic-speaking should consult with me about pronunciation before 
making a film on Norse mythology,  -  or reciting the ancient stories and poems 

anywhere. -- Give them my phone-number.     Or go to mmedia.is/odsmal/odsmal 
Everyone should enjoy the Icelandic/Old Norse pronunciation.            to the listen.pdf 
Narrators and listeners alike. 
All will be the richer for it, if they got into the trouble of learning the beautiful  
Old Norse pronunciation of our terms and names.  

To understand ÞRYMSKVIÐA 

What is this kvæði     (katha, poem), Þrymskviða, conveying to us? 

The hammer has been stolen.  

Why is that such a disaster? Do we know by now? 
 
Freyja gladly lends her feather-guise, fjaðurhamur, indeed very helpful and 

sweet. Freyja really wants to help. 
               Now Loki can have a gandreið (gander-ride) high up in the air. 

Loki finds out where the hammer is hidden. 
To get it back, Freyja has to marry Þrymur þurs. So Loki tells her. 
 

Do we not understand that the great goddess of creation can NOT possibly 
assimilate with a þurs?  
She gets furious -- so that Brisingamen (mankind) bursts. 

                                         lystir að kyssa  
Þrymur þurs has the lust to kiss his bride to be. 

Loki and Þór are the first famous drag-queens in history(!).   

Þór not sexy at all, I assume. Not behaving lady-like at the banquet. 

 
If we do not understand the message of the poem Þrymskviða, we should try to  
know which extreme opposites Freyja, the creative power, and Þrymur þurs 

are, so that they can never be assimilated. 
So what is a þurs?             ÞURSAR 

Þursar are old, now useless, stages of evolution. --  We have to rid ourselves of 

former stages that we have already passed through on our evolutionary path 
 towards perfection. 
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 Here we have þursameyjar þrjár (young þurs-maidens, new evolutionary stage; 

 their old fathers, and grandfathers as past/or passed stages.) 
(my theory) 

 Not to be confused with þursamegir þrír, sattva rajas tamah 
“unz kómu” three all-powerful bossy qualities of Nature, tríguna 
(my theory) rulers of the world, who reside in everything created.  

           (We should always remember to keep them 3 in perfect  

    equilibrium.  Reset them and leave them - by transcending.) 

 
These, þursameyjar, are daughters of þursar, taking over (evolved stage; 

   when their fathers pass away or are no longer relevant.                 my theory.) 
 
They are. 

Skaði Þjazadóttir, Gerður Gymisdóttir, Gunnlöð Suttungsdóttir. 
  

Gerður is material orientation, lives only sleep and waking states, the lowest. 
She is reluctant to understand anything else or more to life (any evolved stages). 

(my theory on Skírnismál) 
Skaði is the willpower to seek the highest: sun-god Baldur. She is highly 
spirited and demanding öndurdís (the skiing dís  -    bright bride of the gods), 
Skaði seeks enlightenment.  (my theory)                           Skír brúður goða. 

 
Gunnlöð invites to mead of wisdom for us: Kvasir “sounding”.   

. 
Note:  (--now this is boring grammar--) 

þursameyjar III (þrjár (feminine)), or þursameyjar III (þrír (masculine)), 

        now listen: 
       mær is fem.sing.nominative, a virgin, girl, maiden; 
meyjar could either be genitive singular of mær, or nominative plural of mær; 

(--that is confusing--) 
þrír is nom.mask, þrjár is nom.fem;  III could be read either way (nominative for sure). 
The three þursameyjar (could it be), or: the three of the of the þursamær (genitive), 
  
which I assume to be the 3 qualities of Nature, sattva rajas tamah, and maskuline. 

(my theory.) 

Helgi Hálfdánarson in his Maddaman með kýrhausinn compared all available 
manuscripts. Manuscripts do not always exactly agree on all spelling; some writers 
might add, or not get the original idea perfectly correct. Even include their personal 
comments and private understanding. Manipulate and alter a bit here and there. 
 
Helgi sees that meyjar (virgins, girls) might just as well be megir (sons; mask.plur.)  

Mögur (mask.nom.sing.) means son; like mac in Gaelic, Mac in Irish & Scottish names.    
 Plural of mögur is in nominative megir.   
Þursameyjar or þursamegir is hard to distinguish in ancient tattered handwritten 
manuscripts, that could have suffered a mix-up in hearing, writing and rewritings,  
Originally orally conveyed in the first place. Later preserved in written manuscripts. 
This is the task of scholars to investigate thoroughly. The work they get salaries for.  
 

     But Helgi is simply a master-mind. 
He saw, by “feeling” and knowing the rules of poetry, 3 ancient poems underlying the 
 potpourri now known as Völuspá, who has been “baptized” into a semi-churchian 
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pile, lacking all sense of rules of poetry, bragarháttur. Not possible!  Because 
bragarhættir are most cherished and held in high esteem in ancient Norse poetry.  
Why would correct bragaháttur be completely fucked up in Völuspá?  Impossible. 
Who wrote Völuspá and when? Is she really a mix-up of ancient complete poems,  

+ new additions, such as churchian ideas. 
Most scholars try to do their best. We should be thankful for their works. Nobody is 
perfect.      May I repeat, pertaining to my theory: 
As scholars have taken þursameyjar III in Völuspá as 3 feminine characters, I do you 
the favor to find 3 þursameyjar, Gerður, Skaði, Gunnlöð elsewhere in different myths 
 

But, mind you:  they have nothing to do with those III of Völuspá, the III (masculine) 
qualities of Nature: UNZ kómu sattva rajas tamah, the 3 maskuline sons þursamegir. 
 

So everyone can be happy now, even if I have meanings (my theory) different from the 
ones taken for granted by officially paid scholars.  
My theory:  þrjár þursameyjar in myths: Gerður, Skaði, Gunnlöð, daughters of þursar, 
take over from them on our evolutionary path. Both as personal/individual evolution, 

and collective consciousness evolution. 

These daughters of thurses are (my theory) symbolizing a new era of a 
heightened stage of consciousness. Heightened spiritual understanding.  

The inevitable evolution of mankind -- as well as of individuals --  
mankind’s evolution, which we shall support and further. Our task here.  

And know: There are golden ages, and there are dark ages. There are cycles. 

(Compare to poem Gróttasöngur) 
As we understand by now both þursar (old evolutionary stages)  

and tröll (our un-noticed ignorance and unseen filth, our inner impurities) 
now we shall have to understand jötnar (corrosion, free radicals) as well. 
                                                                                               (my theory) 

Note:  therefore, from now on, we can simply not translate all that stuff into 
giants, as that does not do justice to the profound meaning of terms. 

JÖTNAR 

They are the trash department, sweeping up unwanted creations. 

                       
If their appetite exceeds their allotted task, 
they can eat us up.                                      If we are pure we do not taste good 

as corrosion and free radicals see it. 
 
Big Bang:   Field of consciousness rises to be æsir and jötnar,  

bosons and fermions,                                                                   (my theory) 
fields of energy and matter fields. 

These two fields (---learn super-symmetry---) are almost in equilibrium,  
the gods a wee bit more powerful though than jötnar. 

Equilibrium is a good thing in the world of men, in creation. 
We try our best, always, to keep it that way. That we do by transcending. Yog. 
 

Know tívar, Laws of Nature, creative impulses, to administer ceaselessly the 
whole universe. Tefla í túni teitir eru -  all the time perfectly flawless. 
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      Siður is not any blind believe.   -    Not books and the letter. 
 

                Siður is science of ginnungagap and of man’s life. 
 

Perfection and enlightenment is our goal.        -      Síðhöttur, Siddhartha. 

We must know why we are born.  
 

   We should live flawlessly.            All is protected.               Nothing ever dies. 
 

    A perfect life. 

 

 
 

 Valhöll should not  
be kept cloudy for us,   

                                  clear way to Valhöll        

        we must know where we are heading. 

Know 
          our main and only goal and purpose: to reach Valhöll fully alive.  

(my theory: Valhöll = enlightenment, Cosmic Consciousness.) 
Now, this is a main point to understand: 

                                Then we see all things in another way.  
                       Our vision becomes that of an enlightened man.  
 

             Then no longer we will see things from our petty and limited  
          waking stage of consciousness only. We now enjoy an exalted state. 
 
 

Ginnungagap is all possibilities. We create whatever we desire. All responsible. 
 
Ægir, another name for the great void  (-- a metaphor or analogy of an ocean --) 

is unbounded consciousness (my theory), 
one infinite and eternal existence of pure intelligence. 

Transcendental infinite silence and infinite creative dynamism,  
whose impulses create, maintain, and evolve the cosmos  

in a perfect evolutionary powerful way. 

 
Rán (orderliness) Ægis consort, is the perfect order in the universe (my theory) 

Rán, rögn and regin, are names also derived from Sanskrit rach,  च     च   
and all mean:  order, coordination, perfect harmony, orderliness. 

 
Here we have the infinite organizing power of Natural Law  (presided over by gods), 

                                                       unlimited existence of all possibilities. 
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We have here unity and diversity, un-manifest and manifest, in 

               one unbounded ocean, Ægir, of pure consciousness. 
Óðinn Vili Véi  -- rishi devataa chhandas  (my theory) -- 
are fully awake within the gap‘s own self-referral nature, 
The gap knows itself, and in knowing itself it has a three-in-one structure 

from which the whole creation emerges. 

 Gungnir -  the superstrings -      (my theory) 
is the vibrations or fluctuations of the dynamics of consciousness 

-- within the un-manifest as all is  -  nothing “outside” is there -- 
 
which give rise sequentially to first the subtle and then the more expressed 

levels of manifest creation 
-  the “speech of the creator” as some say  -  “ japp “. 

 
The un-manifest manifests through its own self-referral nature  
yet the un-manifest maintains its status as un-manifested Absolute. 

 
The creative dynamism of Total Natural Law - prakriti - is inherently 
contained in the transcendental silence of the un-manifest.  

 
Eternal silence coexists with eternal dynamism at the basis of creation. 

Total knowledge. 
 
Sleipnir  (the slippery, the gliding one) so that we can transcend,       (my theory:) 
is our human nervous system, which we must keep spotless, pure, well-gliding,  
as this vehicle is the most precious that there exists in the world of men. 
 

Mímir   smriti  (my theory) 
         the total memory quality of the field of pure consciousness. 
  

Within its own fully awake self-referral nature, ginnungagap contains the 

liveliness of all possibilities,  
contains the total memory of all the different qualities of Creative Intelligence  
that give rise to creation. 

 
Based on that memory seated in the transcendental field,  
                                          creation comes out again and again. 

 
It encompasses opposite qualities: unity and diversity 

infinite silence and infinite dynamism 
expansion and contraction. 
 

     What we receive from Maharishi is the greatest knowledge.  
 

Knowledge regained. -- Just transcend regularly to become pure enough. 
 

     Now we can regain our memory, Mímir, and rid us of ignorance. 
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                         našto móhah ísmrítír labdhaa (Arjuna in Bhagavadgita). 

We simply add the act of transcending, nýsa niður,  
 to our intellectual understanding, and 

   the conflict of mind and heart, duty and love, is so solved,  
by bringing in the third element: transcending; real royal yog. 

nivartatvam थनवत पध्वम ्  nistraigunyo bhav थनस्त्रगैणु्यो       
      transcend, be without the 3guna. 

Meili   Váli Baldur Víðarr Höður    bairns 

Now Meili, the mild son of Óðinn, will be remembered again. 
 
We shall understand all the cycles conveyed in our myths and poems. 

All bairns shall learn to nýsa niður and imbibe fimbulrúnir og góða galdra.  
 

Fólkvangur Freyju shall be revered as the abode of our creative power. 

Note: Fólkvangur, bogmaður, sagittarius  Dhanu             
bogi bow (dhanu same word as bogi bugða bogið in Icelandic). 

       Freyja is also Hörn  (hör: flax). 
Her shield is Hildisvíni as I see it; could be a good theory, svín connotes fertility 

-- this is how uterus is pictured in medical text-books. 

                                                                           
Looks like a fertility symbol to me. Shield for the foetus.           Freyja has 2 cats. 

(my theory)                                                                     We do not know their names. 
Ancient Egyptians also liked cats. But the church did not: claimed cats to be devils 
incarnated, had cats tortured and killed; then mice and rats multiplied, epidemics 
spread, which was explained as: God’s (church’s God’s) revenge for peoples’ sins. 
Black-cat bad omen superstition is lingering since that devil-incarnation invention! 

Goddess Syn  the “sieve”, will teach us purification and sattva. 

Ojas in the body is soma in the universe.  

This is what shall be. 
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        We will see that we are only ginnungagap.  

All men are only That:  tat twam asi तत्त्वमथस  -- ginnungagap. 

 

The word álft for a swan (svanur) is akin to álfur, elf, and elfur, a river.  

                        

    hamsa (swan, goose) is the same word as Icelandic hamur (guise),  

as in álftarhamur. Álftarhamir are said to be owned by valkyrjur.  
Valkyrjur in turn help us, serve us, to reach Ásgarður, i.e. transcend; 
                               that is:    I given to Óðinn, I given to my Self. 
 

Álfheimar belong to Freyr.  
Given to him when he was a baby getting his first tooth. That is funny. Tannfé. 

 
Almost forgot to tell: 
Luckily the Sama-people, too far up North to be reached, preserved heathen musical 
instruments -- which churchianity destroyed all over Europe, drums, flutes and other. 

 
There are places in Iceland where people claim to see álfar. These hillocks or 

cliffs, álfhólar, álfaklettar, have been found to contain some electrical or other 
measurable power, light, waves, or radiance, or something.  I am not surprised 
that some see with their eyes what fine measure-instruments can detect. 

 
When I was a small kid I saw elves.  

I asked the farmer: -Why is the woman in the blue dress sweeping the grass?  
The farmer told me: -She is using a rake, not a broom, and she is making her 
hay.  

None of the grown-ups present saw her,  
but, as these elf-stories are taken as they come in Iceland, no-one seemed 
surprised that the child saw elves. 

            When I saw elves;                                         
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Do you know:    The Edda-poem Hrafnagaldur Óðins, (Óðins raven-charmes) 

was omitted in the edition of Edda-poems. 
Perhaps they could not interpret it well, and just said it was incomplete.  

Some though this poem to be a later invention.  
Hrafnagaldur is also called forspjallsljóð (for-spjalls-ljóð) a kind of a prologue to 
something else. 

 
I have Hrafnagaldur Óðins for you if you want it and cannot find it anywhere. 
 

Hilmar Örn Hilmarsson, allsherjargoði and musical composer, made a 
marvelous piece of music, Hrafnagaldur Óðins, along with his friends, which 

they performed before huge audience in a large hall. 
Beautiful. 
 

One visa (verse) goes like this:        It reminds me of Bhagavadgita I 29,30 
 
Dofna þá dáðir detta hendur      My limbs fail and my mouth is parched, 

svífr of svimi sverð Áss hvíta;   my body quivers and my hair stands on end 
rennir örvit rýgjar glýgju               Gandiva (the bow) slips from my hand 

sefa sveiflum Sókn gjörvallri                  and even my skin burns all over;   
                                   I am unable to stand and my mind seems to whirl. 
 

 

Practice Icelandic               Jólnir  -   a yule-story 

 
Amma segir okkur systkinunum sögur þegar dimmt er og snævi þakin jörð. Það 

er vetur hér núna. 
Við heitum Baugur og Auðna. 

 
Amma segir að við eigum heima norðarlega á jörðinni okkar. Amma segir okkur 
frá Mundilfara okkar, sem er möndull jarðar, og hvernig halli jarðar veldur 

árstíðunum okkar. Þið getið gúgglað þetta, en við erum þessi litlu námfúsu 
systkin fyrir svo löngu að það var ekki búið að finna upp tölvuna.  

 
Hér á norðurhveli hlökkum við til að sólarganginn fari að lengja, því eina birtan 
okkar á veturna er mjöllin hvít. Þá horfum við á tunglið, norðurljósin og 

stjörnurnar - ef ekki er skýjað eða snjókoma. 
 
Amma kallar vetrarsólhvörfin þriggja nátta dauða Baldurs sólguðs, og hún 

kallar það fæðingu ljóss heimsins þegar hann rís upp á ný á suðurhimni á 
jólunum.  -Nýjárs blessuð sól, segir hún. -Náttúrunnar jól. Jólin okkar. Þau eru 

loforð um að nú fari daginn að lengja á ný.  
Jólnir þyrjar yfir himininn til að reka brott vættir myrkurs og kulda. Allar góðar 
vættir eru nú að vekja ljós heimsins nyrst á norðurhveli. Nú vitum við að Ester 

vorgyðja mun koma og vekja nálina. 
 

Við, einsog önnur börn á bæjunum í kring, berum alltaf út hafra og hey handa 
fararskjóta Jólnis. 
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-Heldurðu að það séu ekki mýsnar og fuglarnir sem kroppa þetta? 

Okkur datt þetta stundum í hug, bara sísona. Við setjum nefnilega einnig út 
mat handa álfunum um jólin, og handa forfeðrum okkar sem kannski eru 
jólasveinarnir okkar, og alltaf hverfur maturinn. Við lágum í leyni eina nóttina 

um jólin, og sáum álfana og jólasveinana, fuglana og mýsnar. 
 
Litlu fuglarnir hverfa þegar skammdegissólin sezt, rétt einsog Gríma hafi falið 

þá. Enginn nema hún, nóttin, veit hvar þeir sofa. 
 

Okkur systkinunum dettur í hug að njósna um Jólni. -Skyldi hann í alvöru 
þyrja yfir himininn, og í alvöru reka brott vættir myrkurs og kulda, og í alvöru 
láta fararskjótann sinn maula hafrana og kornið og heyið sem við berum út á 

hjarnið handa honum?  Skyldi Jólnir vera á hestinum sínum eða kannski á 
hreindýrasleða?  

 
Við búum okkur vel. Það er logn núna og stjörnubjart. Við setjum hafra í hrúgu 
á hjarnið á víðavangi þar sem vel sést af himnum ofan. Svo felum við okkur á 

bakvið stóran stein. Ekki endilega alveg viss um að Jólnir komi.  
En þó. 
 

Þarna kemur hann!  Við sjáum fyrst stjörnuljósrák á himni í fjarska, og hún 
nálgast, tekur á sig mynd. Svo lendir Jólnir mjúklega við hafrahrúguna. 

 
-Svona hefur þetta verið í þúsundir ára, kallar Jólnir til okkar. 
Hann hefur þá séð okkur. Vissi af okkur og forvitni okkar allan tímann. 

-Náttúrunnar jól eru undurfagur tími, kallar hann til okkar. 
Svo við komum úr felum, sem í raun voru engar felur, og göngum til hans: 

-Ertu Jólnir? 
 
-Mennirnir nefna mig mörgum mörgum nöfnum, vegna þess að ég er öll hin 

mörgu ósýnilegu svið ævi þeirra. Ég skal kenna ykkur hvert eitt og einasta 
þeirra, og skilninginn.  Mannlegur skilningur er ykkar forréttindi, börnin góð. 
Hans vegna berið þið ábyrgð á náttúrunni, á öllum dýrum og öllu sem lifir. 

Siðast en ekki sízt á ykkur sjálfum.  
 

Grem eigi guðin að þér, heldur lif í sátt, er að stríða aldrei gegn lögmálum 
náttúrunnar. Slíkt kann nefnilega ekki góðri lukku að stýra. Móðir náttúra 
hefur þanþol, en ef mennirnir ofbjóða umburðarlyndi hennar, springur hún og 

fer hamförum.  
 
Allt líf í veröld veltur á tærleika mannanna, krakkar. Vitið þið til dæmis að þið 

eruð verðurguðin?  Þau eru ekki duttlungafull, heldur stjórnar tærleiki gjörða 
mannanna náttúrunni allri. Menn ættu aldrei að stríða gegn hennar þunga nið. 

Lögmál hennar eru alltaf rétt. 
 
Við hér á norðurslóðum vitum vel að Vetur konungur á rétt á 26-vikna 

sumarfríi, en honum þykir svo gaman hér hjá okkur, að hann tekur það ekki 
endilega allt.  
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Snædrottningin kemur með honum til að bruna af fjöllum ofan og niður í 

byggð. Við skulum því ekkert kippa okkur upp við vorhretin.  
 
Ester vorgyðja mun koma, og nálin fara að sýna sig. Þetta er loforð 

náttúrunnar. Og Sif haustgyðja mun svo blessa uppskeruna sem kemur á 
haustin.  
 

Vitið þið, krakkar, hvers vegna við erum með kertin á jólatrénu? Hvers vegna 
við erum með hátíðarmatinn, kökurnar, jólahreingerninguna, laufabrauðið, 

sætindin, ljósin, skautið, gjafirnar, jólafötin, jólakúlurnar?  Við fögnum með 
náttúrunni. Gefum henni kraft. Við hjálpum til við að reka brott vættir myrkurs 
og kulda. Við erum að taka á með móður jörð. Mundilfara hennar.  

Við ættum að skilja táknmálið á bak við venjurnar okkar á hátíðum, og kunna 
að meta það sem pabbi og mamma gera fyrir okkur af kærleika.  

 
Syn, gyðja tærleika, er sú in sanna, sem hleypir engri synþ í gegn. Það táknar 
einnig ljós að fæðast innan okkar, innra ljósið sem Jesú er einnig að færa 

mönnunum. En mennirnir verða að skilja. 
 
Vitið þið nokkuð, að allt sem við gerum kemur til baka til okkar? Þetta er 

einfaldlega náttúrulögmál. Einsog Jesú segir: -Svo sem þið sáið þannig munuð 
þið og upp skera. Hvert orð, hver gjörð, hver hugsun, er Urður, sem setur af 

stað Gungni sem, fyrr eða síðar sem Verðandi, verður okkar Skuld.   
Tak eigi meira en þörf krefur. Við megum alls ekki verða græðginni að bráð. 
Gefið náttúrunni meiðmar á móti, því hún er gjöful. 

 
-Hvað getum við gefið henni? spyrjum við. 

-Til dæmis þetta sem þið eruð að gera: Þið eruð ekki að heimta gjafir, heldur 
gefa. Það er hin eiginlega sanna jólagjöf.  
Og annað skulið þið gefa henni, það sem eitt er nauðsynlegt, og það skulið þið 

læra: Nýsa niður iðula. Það gefur gnótt.  
Ríkidæmi er ekki peningar. Peningar eru stundum alls ekki brúkaðir til góðs. 
Hinn mesti fjársjóður er dropi þekkingarinnar miklu, sem finnst í Hnitbjörgum 

innan okkar. Ekki er tilgangur í lífinu sá að mæðast í mörgu. Mennirnir eru 
ekki að fæðast til þess að mæðast í að fylla bílskúrinn af dóti.  

 
-Til hvers fæðumst við þá? 
 

-Þetta gleymist oft að segja börnunum, því miður. Hnöggvi mikil. Kannski vita 
þetta of fáir. 
Maður fæðist til að þróast í átt til fullkomnunar. Ég ber einnig nafn yfir það: 

Siddhartha, Síðhöttur, fullkomnun að markmiði.  
Hraðferð er að nýsa niður iðula.  

 
Viljið þið koma með mér einn hring og sjá allt snævi þakið landið okkar af 
himnum ofan? Þá sjáið þið að aðrir krakkar hafa fóðrað faraskjóta Jólnis, rétt 

einsog þið. Horfið á allt í allt öðru ljósi. Sjáið hvernig við þyrjum yfir himininn 
og rekum brott vættir myrkurs og kulda, og fögnum fögrum vetrarsólstöðunum 

með bjartri von. 
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Við skulum fara í ferð í himinvídd. Við erum þá að nýsa niður í ginnungagap. 
Hugurinn er leiðin í kyrrð. Sem er okkar eigin vitund. Hugurinn er tækið og 
leiðin þegar við nýsum niður. Hugurinn er sú lífæð sem nærir okkur í kyrrð 

ginnungagaps. Sú næring er þetta eina sem er nauðsynlegt í lífinu.  
 
Hugurinn skyldi ekki hringla í dóti skilningarvitanna. Þá verður hann ruglaður 

og þreyttur. Veslast upp af næringarleysi. Hugurinn okkar þarf að vita að 
aðeins úr kyrrð ginnungagaps tökum við týréttar ákvarðanir.  

 
Ginnungagap er iðandi kyrrð, og um leið óendanleg orka. Mennirnir, hver og 
einn, skapa úr óendanlegum möguleikum eigin vitundar. Hver maður býr til 

sína veröld. Tær maður skapar fagra veröld. Þannig eru veraldir jafn margar 
lifandi mönnum. 

 
Við svífum í himinvídd með Jólni, í kyrrð og friði. Hér skiljum við allt. Hér 
munum við allt, því hér er Mímir okkar vakandi. 

 
-Vitið þið hver er bezta gjöfin? spyr Jólnir. -Þá gjöf gef ég ykkur núna.  
Hún er þekkingin mikla sem við nemum upp í ginnungagapi, í eigin vitund. 

Hún er bezt því hún er handa öllum heiminum. Mennirnir munu nú læra að 
stríða aldrei gegn náttúrulögmálunum, heldur stjórna af tærleika, og skapa 

fullkomið samræmi.  
 
Gleðileg jól, ljósin mín. Lifið heil í himinvídd. 

 
 

 

        
yule tablecloth  
(actually a round one - detail of center, and detail close-up of angles) 

 

                                              sewn by my beloved mother.  
 
 

 


